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Winnipeg Strike Committee Brand Labor
Minister as a Perverter of facts
The following complete statement of strike affairs trial Condition Act, which we had repudiated prehas been issued by the Strike Committee of Winni- viously, if we would agree to nominate two labor
men to the board. This we agreed to, as the followpeg:
ing letter will show.
14, Labor Temple,
•
Winnipeg, May 24th.
Winnipeg, Man.
Hon. Premier Norris, Manitoba.
May 26th, 1919.
Dear Sir:—
Dear Sir and Brother:—
We have through Mr. Edward McGrath, J. SommerSince the General Strike started in Winnipeg, the
ville and R. Anderson, been informed of the offer of
attempt of the opposition has been to shift the basis
the Provincial Government, that if we agreed to
of the fight: on the day the strike was called, someappoint two delegates from the Trades and Labor
what around 36,000 men and women came out—so
Council, the Provincial 'Government was prepared
successful was the walk-out that everything was
to guarantee that the right of collective bargaining
completely tied up and it was necessary that we
as outlined by the Trades and Labor Council, would
allow a portion of the bakers and milk workers to go
be assured—and that when same was agreed to by
back to work in order not to starve Ourselves into
the board the government would enact legislation
submission. This necessitated the issuing of cards to
by order in council, at once, and that same having
protect the men we had relieved so as the other
been disposed of, the question of reinstatement of
strikers would .knbw they were not strikebreakers.
all strikers would then be settled before the present
The opposition took advantage of this card situastrike was 'called off.
tion to claim that we were setting up a Soviet and
Having discussed this minutely, we have decided
that the authority of the City and province had been
to accept the offer of the government and in comtransferred to the Labor Temple. This, in the face
pliance of same, submit the names of G. B. Anderson,
of the fact that before we decided to release any of
Suite 7, Ellice Apartments, 468 Sherbrooke St. and E.
the men, we approached the mayor and the city
Robinson, Secretary of the Trades and Labor Council,
council and enlisted their support, to the extent that 1475 Ross Ave.
'they appointed a committee of three to work in
Yours truly,
conjunction with our committee, to see that food
(Signed) E. ROBINSON,
and milk was supplied to the public. After we had
Sec. Trades & Labor Council.
accomplished this, the Board of Trade (as expressed
in thiS Citizens Committee of 1,000) immediately which we sent to the Government of Manitoba and
.,seized the card we issued, as above stated, to claim the following is the answer received:--that we had created a Soviet, and so intense did they
Executive Manitoba Council,
hap) on this question, that the mayor and premier
Winnipeg, Man.,
of-the province demanded that we dispense with the
May 24th, 1919.
ca*, which we refused, but later when they told us E. Robinson, Esq„
igte
, were prepared to assist in bringing about a Secretary, Trades & Labor Council,
settlement if we did po, we agreed. This was on Winnipeg, .Man.
May 20th, but up to date they have not made a Dear Sir:—
move. Your letter of to-day has this minute been received
The position we now find ourselves in is, the and is being immediately answered.
city council, who are an expression of the Board of
Nobody has or had any authority to make any offer
Trade and who are demanding that no settlement on behalf of the Provincial Goveryment. None is
can be made until we agree that the policemen, fire- being made and the government has no promises.
men and all the city utilities return to work—also
Yours truly,
the postmen and telephone workers; and further
(Signed) T. C. NORRIS.
,

that we agree that none of these men will be allowed
to again have the right to enter a sympathetic strike which shows that they are not prepare* to settle
and that they will not affiliate with the Trades this dispute through constituted authority and shows
that we were.
Council or any other such body.
Now the only thing left for us to do is to call for
The Federal Go4rnment, through Robertoi and
Meighan, state that they will not raise a hand until assistance from every Trades and Labor Council in
we order the postmen back, and have given them this country.
until May 26th at noon, to go back to work, failing to
RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE STRIKE
do so, they would all be fired and their jobs filled.
COMMITTEE—May 22, 1919

If we agree to this the Provincial Government would
demand the return of their servants and the city

would demand theirs also be returned before they

would do anything to establish the recognition of

THE HERALD WANTS
THE WHOLE TRUTH
The Herald believes in collective bargaining as
exemplified in wage and working agreements reached in this city by employers and the men of individual trades unions, and can see no good reason

why the principle should not extend to all related
trades and its recognition made obligatory by act
of parliament.
The Herald has asked "What is this collective bargaining Winnipeg strike leaders are contending
for?"- and "thus far has "failed to get a satisfactory
reply."

HERE IT IS- -We have yet to be shown that Winnipeg turned
down the principles of collective bargaining. They
have turned down the right to individual locals bargaining, but not collective bargaining as': through

Federations, Metal Trade Councils and Building
Trade Council, etc. The Herald wishes •to know
lust what the Winnipeg Central Strike , Committee
.really is after, when it talks of collective bargain-

ing. I will tell him. It is the right to negotiate

wage agreements and working conditions a,
the
committee of the workers, say , for e
Metal Trades employers as a whole are, :r.ersynted:,
by a small committee of the Metal ,Tr4dea
.
.
.
ers which are exclusively confined to 'ad
The Metal Trades employees who -COM-A

'

chinists, moulders, lathmen, blacksmiths'
:ge n- eral laborers in the plant, these to be repigiented
by a small committee of the Workers only in that
line of employment.
These two committees meet and decide for both .
parties; the same will apply to tbe iBuilders' Exchange, who are employers of the buildi*Vrades.
The Building Trades Council, who cm/writ:3e 'bricklayers, masons, painters, plumbers and carienters,

etc. Both would form committees as above stated,and do likewise in coming to a settlement.agreeable to both sides. We have here in Calgary a Civic ,

Federation which is practically the same as formulated above. It takes in - firemen, policemen, city •
hill staff, Street railway' employees; city teanisters,—
outside city workers, city electricians and a few ,
others, but all in the city employ. We negotiate
with the Mayor, Commissioners and City Counciil,
who represent the employers, the citizens of Calgary. This is what Winnipeg is standing pat for,
and for which she has appealed to all labor in other
centres to come out on strike in sympathy, and
which has met with approval from the majority of
the workers. This system of collective bargaining
is recognized here in Calgary and has also been for
the past 15 years in all cities on the AmeriCan
continent. Why this discrimination in Winnipeg?
We support them in trying to strengthen the
weaker locals of their special trades by Federations, Building Trades Council, Metal Trades Council, etc.
This is internationally recognized and we don't
blame them one bit when they are 'told that only

That we go on record as being in favor of legislation, making It compulsory on employers to recognize
the right of their employees to collective bargaining,
through the representatives of their organizations, as
expressed in Crafts Unions, Industrial Unions, Trades

individual unions will be recognized. This is an
attempt to disrupt the workers, and if this policy
was gained by the employers at Winnipeg, then all
labor organizations must be put back 40 years,
when this individual negotiation was in existence.
The Hon. Senator G. Robertson, states the Herald,

Continued on Back Page

Continued on Next Page

the Unions and the right of collective bargaining.
Then the Provincial Government, we were given to
Councils and Trades Federations.
,understand were prepared 'to guarantee what we

were asking for if we would recognize their Indus-
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WHO'S WHO?
The Citizens' ( ?) Committee is an institution
which sprang into being like a mushroom over
night. The name is attractive and chosen with a
.view to cover up the ulterior designs of the personnel composing the aggregation.
First let us ask by what authority these people—
some of whom we shall mention later—assume the
right to designate themselves a Citizens' Committee? Were they chosen, elected, or appointed by
the citizens? Is there any justification whatever
for the name ? No. These men - and women are
sailing under false colors. They could not sail under any other but false colors. It is doubtful if one
of them could be elected by popular vote to ever
exercise the functionless function they are now attempting, nor to any other public office. We hate
• their measure. We know why they are on the job,
and the people of Calgary know why the name Citizens' Committee has been chosen.
The Strike Committee has much more reason to
lay claim to the title "Citizens' Committee." Not
only are these people composing thC Strike Cornmtttee citizens. but they have been elected to their
position by hundreds of working people who also
are citizens.
The bogus "Citizens' Committee" is self-appointed
and have self as the end in view. They are not
concerned nearly as much about the citizens as they
are over their pockets. These are the men who
advocated business as usual, and who did business

as usual while the nations of the world were in the
grim'struggle of death. Business must be done,
.therefore mail must be sorted, and scabs must be
. •found to do it.
The Citizens' Committee are scab hunters with
a viekto -making profits. No one doubts their sincerity. .They are following the profit game to the
:list ditch. They do not see the worker in his strug-..gle'for 'justice; butliness as usual fills their whole
,
We 'have but to mention
- ti few of these people
:naine to show their class and their aim. We
- 'shall give the pedigree and connections of _others in
r subsequent issues. The first on our fist is A. H.
KC., solicitor for the Calgary Herald. That
' is surely sufficient qualification for anyone aspiring
Air a seat on a Citizens' Committee, when the object.to he attained is the breaking of a strike. Next
dimes Mr. William Georgeson, president of the
. Monarch Oil.Company. Surely those who are cap, able of "striking oil" in Calgary ought to be on a
Citizens Committee. Then we have the celebrated
, Mr. Nourse, manager of the Bank of 'Commerce,
which' institution has close relations with the Mckenzie and Mann corporation: Citizens, are you
ready for the question? Question. The yeas have
it; Mr. Nourse is elected to' the Citizens' Committee. "Lest we forget," we hasten to mention an++
iother one. H. R.-, Chauncey, a gold and silver merchant,.who makes much of his living, etc., by mend:
Mg watches for the Calgary workers, has also been
elected by himself unanimously to the Citizens'
Committee.
• What Shall we say moire? Time and space for
the moment fail us, or we should speak of C. P.
McQueen, of Herbert Glass, of Glass Bros.' Walk'Dyer Shcie Store, and of many others.
Who his the stronger appeal? The 'strikers who
are fighting in the open for a principle of• liberty
for the workers, or the Citizens' Committee laborin* for profits still covered by that cloak of 'patriot. ' ism? We lettve it with you to judge. •

kt'%l

Last year Ogden shop employees, etc., came out
on a sympathy strike in connection with the
freight handlers, thereby entailing various hardamps to themselves. It is now the freight handlers'
' Aura to come out with Winnipeg worker along with
Oiden'shops, ett: Yet, why is it that we find. them
still at work?

THE :11ERALOWANTS TOE-i;0101.E .1.1111T11
. Continued from .:Paire .1'

A Review of Events
The events that have transpired within the last
week relative to the strike situation should give
the workers of Calgary and elsewhve some serious
food for reflection, and those workers who are still
at work without the consent of the Central Strike .
Committee are about to be asked to take part in the
strike for the reinstatement of the postal workers
here and elsewhere in the West. Most of these
striking postal workers are returned veterans, who
have fought the cause of the weaker nations for
the cause of freedom and democracy. They have
eagerly responded to the appeal of the Winnipeg
strikers in ther call for assistance. And now as a
reward our "Order in Council" Government has dismissed them forever. Words of thanks for their
gallantry and sacrifice on the Government's behalf
are still ringing in their ears, but as soon as these
same principles are put into operation on the workers' behalf, they are at once fired, and the petty
merchants and their kind, whose motto is "Business
as usual," have filled their places. The question
now is, whether the workers of Alberta are to take
the sarng stand as an 'ungrateful Government. We
say emphatically NO. It is now the duty of every
man or womareat work, tknion or non-union, to give
consideration to the Government's action, and tome
on strike until these workers are reinstated.
The present Government has become so use to
using the big stick on the workers since they assumed control that both soldiers and workers are
now sick of them.
The present Government, as represented by its
statements, seem to be unequal to the occasion.
Imagine, if you can, a Canadian Senator and Minister of Labor appealing to Sammy Gompers, the
American labor faker, to use his influence in the

promised the Winnipeg Strike Committee that the
Government would pass legislation making it obligatory for the employers to recognize the principles
of collective bargaining, as illustrated by the Metal
Trades Council. The Herald further states, "Evi-

Matter. Rich, is it not ? If Sammy. has absorbed
anything during his recent trip td. Europe and the
peace conference, we venture to say the principles
of collective bargaining must have -been one of the
most outstanding features, and he should so inform
the Minister of Labor. The whole matter has been
handled so unstatesmanlike that the 'situation is
taking on a serio-comic aspect. The mine workers
who have displayed remarkable solidity,in the walkout' Of their industry, can be relied upon to stay
with the cause. Mine officials have also jobied with
the men in their endeavor to place human rights
before the rights of property. When taskmaster
joins with the slave to -improve their conditions, it
is a hopeful sign. What we need is unity of action.
A CHALLENGE TO THE BANKS

A number of Bank managers have been promilent

and display much energy upon the citizens' Committee. Will these self-appointed committeemen inform the public as to the wages and hours paid their
clerks. We dare them to come . out in the open and
make a statement on these points.
All kuow tht banks pay wages away below - the
bread line and employ their stags hour after hour
at night.
The banks appear to make a point at obtaining
girls or 'other "Young Ladies" who live at borne and
aitle content to be "bankers" at mere "pin money"
that no self-respecting girl could keep herseit decently upon away from home.
These hank managers are the ones who are well
paid to repress the few—very few who have any say
-

In the country's management and by the way they
ape their employees, we know how they wish order
employers to treat the 'workers. •Now Mr. Bank Manager once again we dare you
to make a statement in any publication as to the

wages you pay.
ilhe provincial pollee are getting pretty busy these
days looking after the anine .aPenttor'S interests but
In the next general strike. thie , torce will he among
tbe strikers;

dently this is not what - the strike leaders wanted
there." If the Hon. Senator Robertson would put
that into writing and not as promise. whfch -is recordi, then perhaps there would be a different
report to that which we still receive, that Winnipeg
stands solid for the rights of collective bargaining
through Metal and Building .Trdes Councils. The Central Strike Committee of Calgary do not wish
to publish untruths and at all times will accept the
truth irrespective of what source it comes, and as
citizens who have the welfare and the best interest
of our country at heart we will never knowingly
make a false statement, whether it be in our interests or otherwise. We are on a sympathetic strike,
not to endanger life or property, but to cause
enough inconvenience so that business men, of this
city may have reason to take notice and will compel

the powers that be to adjust a real grievance of
the workers. As toethe One Big Union being rilixed
up in this affair it is ridiculous, and no person or
persons with the brains that God gave the . goose
will ever entertain such a statement, if he looks at
the situation squarely and ' without prejudice. Do
not forget we offered to sort the soldiers' and dependents' mail by returned veterans Of the striking
postal workers,Iut was refused. We have refused
to touch the health department in any way. We
are working in harmony with and trying to get the
Citizens' Committee and the Local Council of Women, who we meet in conjunction with the subcommittee of the City Council, and his worship,
Mayor R. Marshall is chairman at all meetings held
in his office, to come to some collective action
whereby we can get a settlement satiated* to all "
and end this present situation.
POINT OF VIEW OF METHODIST CHURCH In

REVEALED BY GENERAL CONFERENcE
1. The present economic system stands „revealed
as'one of the roots of the war.
2. The war has made more clearly manifest the
moral perils inherent in the system d production
for profits. Condemnation of special individuals
often seems unjust an'd always futile. •The system
rather than the individual calls for a change.
3. The war is the coronation of democracy.
II 4. Under the shock and strain of this tremendous
struggle accepted commersial and industrial methods based on inaividualism have gone down like mud
walls in a flood. National organizatien,:national
control, extraordinary approximations of natural
equality have been found essential deMooracfj. •
5. The triumph of democracy, the demand of the
educated workers for human conditions :of ate, the
deep condemnation of this war has passed on the
competition struggle, the revelation -of-the -imparter

efficiency of national organization and-co-Operation,
combined wit the often forgotten but the undying"
ethics of Jesus to demand nothing less than a trans-.
ferenee of the wliole economic life from a basis. of
competition and profits -to one of go-operation.. and
peryice. • . - .
The. present system organization based on -production and service for profits, can be superceded
hy. a system of production and,aervice for„ -b,Uplan'needs, is no longer a dream.
.
.
, The acceptance .•of this-report cannot be too Clearly
recognized, commits this hurcJaa ar .94 .4/1*representative body can commit it, to nothing less than
a complette.sàdial reconstractien.. '
1109ST ,5SIE litiAtiDX4NT, 4," belongs .0 1 .3r0,,
and let's have a paper of our atin,

MASS MEETING
OF

Returned Men ON Strike

THE POWERS THAT BE 'GET SOME
STRAIGHT RESOLUTIONS
For your information would say that
the following wire has been sent to Premier Borden, Ottawa:

Central Strike Coin mittee,
Calgary.
(and all other Returned Men who Hon. R. L. Borden,
Ottawa, Ont.
are interested in Good Working
Calgary
Central Strike Committee has
'Conditions and a Living Wage) been requested
to forward to you the folWILL TARE PLACE IN THE
lowing resolutions and in so doing unreservedly endorse same:
A. Whereas many hundreds of Postal
Workers are adversely affected by an anON
nouncement through the press from Postmaster-General Blondin, that those who
are on strike at the present time shall be
considered dismissed from the service and
Doors Open 7.30
under no consideration permitted to be
employed again by the Postal Departments;
And whereas such a drastic order affecting hundreds of our fellow-workers
OF
who have sacrificed and suffered in the
Great War, and many other Postal Employees, whose faithful service to the public during past years warrants earnest conWO
sideration of their grievances which has
WILL BE HELD IN
consistently been denied in such measure
as to assure their contentment and happiness, and whereas the announcement of
the Postmaster - General, , promulgated
throughout the Dominion by minor officials, one of whom in one well established
instance in the City of Calgary by a published statement that he was PGoing to
crush thpn," represents a spirit of PrusBE THERE!
sianism which not only inflames the public sentiment but restrains harmonious
adjustment of present grievances:
Now therefore be it resolved by the
Week of June 9th
Brotherhood of Dominion Express EmJ. STUART BLACKTON'S
ployees in regular general meeting assembled this 2nd day of June 1919 that
we stand on record as being in sympathy
with our comrades the Postal Workers
and that we utterly condemn any anThe story with a laugh, a thrill and a throb. The nouncement by the Postmaster-General or
any other person, which does not reflect
picture that will live in your memory forever.
the spirit of Democracy, Equality and Justice to all men. And be it further reWorkers of Calgary, by special arrangement with
solved that this resolution be referred to
the Liberty management a percentage of the gross the General Committee, by them to
be
receipts taken on the opening day, Monday, June 9,
telegraphed to the Premier and PostCentral
Strike
Commitwill be turned over to the
master-General at Ottawa as a protest
tee'e ielief fund.
against the announcement referred to
9111r.•
with the request for an immediate public
announcement from the Government, canHELP YOUR YOUNG PEOPLE
celling former notice, in favor of an exTO
pression of conciliation which VII form
the basis of an adjustment acceptable to
all concerned. The Central Strike Committee notes ill passing that the Dominion
Government after having been appealed
to to settle present crisis in manner satOUT IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
isfactory to Labor has answered the apTHE BEST PLACE TO TRAIN IS
peal by taking up an antagonizing retalAT THE
iatory attiture. The People's Government
is once more asked to stand behind the
people; not against them .
R. HINKS, Secretary
NOTE THE ADDRESS
Central Strike Committee.
v- 226
W.
_ EIGI-ITH AVENUE
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PAGET HALL

Friday Night Next

MASS MEETING

"

•
MEN

The Labor Hall
Friday Afternoon at 3

LIBERTY THEATRE

"COMMON CAUSE"

STRIKE

Central Commercial College

..
Telegraphy
Public School subjects
, Iligh. School Subjects
SteuograpbY Booklteeting
, ,Clxil, &mice SUbJeCts
Multigraphing, etc:
' Diet:phone
.
' .
Compiolimiter
- Hollingshead, P.O.T., '
' — Principal:* A".

- -What are the People's Representatives,
Messrs: Tweedie and Redman doing at this . Juneture, the corm/ion people do not intereat.-them.
Oh, for aeSig• Man who will laterest himself: in
all the public problems.

A LITTLE LIGHT ON THE "HERALD PAYROLL"—OR IS IT SOUTHAM LTD.?
The following information was received from what
is believed to be a reliable source. Our columns
are open to anyone who can show that it is incorrect.
It is claimed that the following wages are paid for
work performed in the Herald building.
5 engineers, 8 hour shifts, from $20 to $25 per week,
7 day week.
night watchman, 11% hours, $16.00 'per week.
3 night janitors, 8 hours, $15.00 per week.
2 day janitors, 9 hours, $15.00 per week.
4 painters, 9 hours, from $15 to $20 per week.
2 watchmen, 10 hours, $15.00 per week.
12 scrubwomen, 5 to 6 hours, from $6.00 to $8.00
per week.
Typographical Union, 45 hour week, $35.00.
NEW YORK TIMES

Because of the refusal of 400 employees of the
Empire Steel and iron Co. at Mount hope to accept
a out of $1.50 per day on their war time wages,
officials of the company announce the concern will

Close down when the employees will be paid off. It is
asserted that there is no market for ore now and the
officials will wait until conditions become better
before they open their urines again. This Is the
second mine to close in this vicinity recently, the
other being the Wharton Steel Works where 600
men were laid off.
MINNEAPOLIS JOURNAL

Toronto, May 31st.—Union leaders served notice
On Mayor Church today that the fire brigade would

strike at 8 a.m. Tuesday unless wage increase is
granted before then. The city council will meet
Monday to take up the matter.
In Toronto tonight several big unions were voting
on •a strike. Railway, water, transportation and
cartage employees have not responded. The.Canadian
Allis Chambers plant has been closed for the duration of the strike. The American shipbuilding plant
at Welland, Ont., closed down after waiting two
weeks for the men.
__ COMPARISONS ARE ODIOUS
The Farmers' Association of North Lancashire,
England, has withheld the sale of their commodity,
milk, to the detriment of the children's health, until
they be granted the right to charge tour cents per
gallon extra, and have gone on strike, but the government immediately steps in and takes action and
grants their demands. These farmers were not called Bolsheviks, perhaps they were financed by Russian moneY to carry on the - strike. And this is what
happened in Winnipeg, the worpers have withheldtheir commodity, not milk, but' their labor power,
until their ,cIemands are granted. Why can't the
government in this country step in and settle this
crisis?
In the one case it la the property owners and this
case it is the propertyless workers. Get wise fellow
workers to the game that has always been played

on you.
THE ISSUES

Right to organize, all workers—versus—Right to
disorganize all workers.
Enlightenment—versus—Indifference.
•
Brotherliness—versus—Selfishness.
Intelligence—versus—Ignorance.
To give girls a living wage—versus—Let them go
to hell.

Organized Humanity — versus — Scrambling
Humanity.
The Chinese at Canmore mines refused to scab,
also at Bankhead and the Japanese at Coalburst are
the best pickets the miners have. This should make
some of our socalied intelligent white men in •
Calgary hide themselves.

CALGARY STRIKE BULLETIN
a
olusively• they have no objection to even go as far
as meeting the executive officers of the various
Continued from Page 1
organisations if desired but refused to deal with the
Metal Trades Council. This is a lie. The three I The Calgary Herald says: "There can be no such
Room 1 Labor Temple,
main shops concerned absolutely refused to recognize thing as neutrality on this question of a general
Winnipeg, May 30, 1919.
the men's organizations either as crafts or in the strike." It warms our hearts to be able to disTo all Members of Organized Labor:—
form of Metal Trades and have only been prepared cover this truism in the columns of that great famRealizing that our opponents in this present strike to meet the men as their own employers in el.& ily journal which "goes home." We pass it on to
are doing all in their power to change the basis of separate plant or firm and even the employer instals the workers who are trying to find a place to stand
the fight and misconstrue the issue we find it neces- on being allowed to pick a portion of the men's cam- I on tithe no-man's-land which has no existence.
sary to send out the following letter so that you will mittee which they have never attempted to deny '
His Worship the Mayor, who was elected by the
not be stampeded back to your work under false in the press or otherwise.
influence of the Calgary Herald, appealed to the
pretenses.
In regard to that portion of the Senator's wire he Civic Federation to take this neutral position which
Ever since the arrival of Senator Robertson in the states that twenty-four hours before the sympathetic the Herald says is not.
city be has used his position as a minister of the strike was called the Premlier of Manitoba urged an
Mr. Worker, the Herald is right for once. Its
crown to break the strike instead of carrying out adjustment at the matter 'In dispute by arbitration advice was snot meant for you, but it "goes home,"
his offices to act as a strike settler. So dirty has which is .correct, we did and always will refuse to just the same. No organised group of workers can
been his 'tactics that he has either willingly or Un- arbitrate the right of collective bargaining and re- remain neutral on this question. The course is
willingly allowed his name and position to be used cognition, but it is an absolute lie and Senator clear. Either show that the strike is not in the
' to mistate and misconstrue the objects of the general Robertson knows it, where he states that the Premier interests of the workers and show that by not strikstrike in Winnipeg.
asked the committee if they would cancel the strike ' ing you are serving labor best, or else admit the
We have before us a copy of a wire printed in the provided the employers would agree to recognize the principle that is being assailed and put down your
Winnipeg Free Press sent by Senator Robertson to Metal Trades Council to which question a negative tools.
'There is no fence round this issue, so don't try to
the Mayor of Calgary, a copy of which is as follows: l'enlY..1Y-no Men:. Tads as above stated is a deliberate lie 'and attempt to misconstrue. What 'did hap- situ on it; there is no neutrality, so don't be a dub.
Winnipeg, May 26, 1919.
V*1113 about 11.30 0. 1n. on the evening before the I "Stick or quit." "He that is not with us is against
R. C. Marshall, Mayor of Calgary.
"Your wire. Have been here . since Thursday last. general strike was set, leis than 12 hours before the us."
Mr. Worker, you are either lined ,up with the
Very carefully investigated the cause of the existing time set President Winning -of the T. & L. Counell
Calgary
Herald, the Citizens' Committee, et al, or
general strike which the strike_committee claimed was called out from the strike committee meeting
you are backing the worker. Which?
to
answer
a
'phone
message
from
Mayor
Gray
who
was called for the purpose of forcing uPoti certain
employers the recognition of workmen's rights to was in the Premier's room in the Royal Alexandra
Hotel, who asked Mr. Winning ever .the 'phone it he
collective bargaining.
"The employers affected proved conclusively that (the Mayor) was able to get the Metal Trades emtherthad no objectione to their employers elected as ployers to meet him (the Mayor) again, -could' the '
representatives of various craft unions concerned in strike. be .postpolied, to which Mr. Winning replied
N., - ,
- their hidtuftries. Have furthermore expressed per-. if*otild help but it was impossible at that time (less
feet willingness to meet with executive officers of the than .12. hours), to call the strike ,off. This will snow A Glorious Thing to Learn to Die

WINNIPEG STRIKERS NANO MOOR MINISTER

NO NEUTRALITY

How Borden Treits the Vets

vankinia'origaniSations If desired, but refusel to cjeal
trith:4
,body known
,, as the Metal Trades Council,
Which
..• •is• elec
.. .ted by - employees in other industries
Wentindrinr
,. heurif
•
.
, before the sympathetic strike
wite -onge4:t*IikeMier of Manitoba , urged' -adlustMento.f.' theMitter.in .dispute by arbitration, and in
attempt to prevent a general strike, , asked
he'cOmieittee_if they would cancel it, provided the
.

employers wouldagree to recognize the Metal Trades
Clinneil, to which a. negative reply was given..
. "Subsequently events ,which have proven conelusively that the motive behind the general strike
effect was the purpose of assuming control and direction of industrial affairs; also; muniCipal, provincial
rind federal ,activities so far as they were being
•

carried on in this city, and with the . avowed intention
of 'extending that control to a wider field..
-;••
have no .besitation in stating that the One' big
ent is the underlying-cause-of the Avinale
linlOn . mo,rent

trouble,. and that the WinniPsg-vganeitelfhinii
deserves no sympathy or _support from labor organizations outside.
• (Signed) G. D. Robertson, Minister od Labor."
The Free Press state that this wire was sent to the
Mayer of Calgary in answer to the following wire
sent by the Mayor of Calgary to Senator Robertson:
Calgary, May 26, 1919.
Hon. G. D. Robertson, Minister of Labor,
•WirrniPeg,
'Several unions ceased work this morning in
sympathy With Winnipeg labor men. From 'Information ,received here, the situation there is somewhat

Obseure. is. claimed on behalf of the men that the
dispute in .Whinapegis With regard.,to the recognition

. of the union • and..14411ht to bargain collectively,
ate itis a question of the
while Prese,dispti
C committee, It you can
powers: of: c
will be appreciated.
en4ghteni9aitt4IM
-

. (Signed) R:0, Marshall, Mayor of Calgary."
In order to '9Ieat - up this matter and nail the doliberate lleø and misconstruction we 'have. found it
micesiary, to reproduce . the shove telegraine and In
dettling . With the one sent .byTtlie' Senator , to the
Mryor .we Want to Point : out First—that where the
'1 Seliater
states". that the emploYers haVO prOien con.

the dirtyattempt to misconstrue...
--Rebellion When You Learn
In regard to . the latter portion wherein he states
To Live I
tliat he has rn hesitation an stating that the ,043•1U.
is .the • underlying cense of the Whole trouble and his
The following wires 'paEised' between the Calgary
ditty inference. that there Is an attempt to:Overt/1Iva
constituted'. authority, let uo advise, you that we made Trades and Labor Council and Postmaster-General
him retract this statement before a inapt 'inesting'Of Blondin yesterday. From this it would appear that
telegraphers where members Of ,,the strike consinittee while' the Hun is likely to receive consideration, .the
Were outlining • the "situatiim and he was trying to man who fought and defeated him -is to be starved
stampede them- back to Workc but after they had into submission.
heard both sides they decided by unanimous vote
Calgary, June 4th, 1919.
_
to stay,on strike. •
.1. E. Young, Secretary T. -& L. Council,
The firerden are still solid. A few of them went
Calgary, Alta.
back to work and signed agreements that they would
"Your
telegram received stating 'Trades and Labor'
not enter into a sympathetic , strike again nor have
Council,
Calgary, desire definite statentent whether
affiliation with the Tradea _and Jaabei council but
seine of them after being' back:ter:a 'few hours have postal employers who went on strike will be reinstated when present dispute is settled. .
again come out •
"The following telegram was sent to postmaster
The postal workers are •sOlid: in the face,,Of..the at Calgary on Saturday, May ,24th, and read by him
iiiiithiiiiieitt*rette9PointalanAorernolelit"*.rto employees, begins, regret to :learn . everything
.4te.policernen-a'bsoltitelY -refuse to.sign the'-doeu- points to -sympathetic strike with Winnipeg on part
meat they are asked to sign re sympathetic strikes of postal workers. .
and affiliation . with outside bodies and they were
'Government considers such acbiiin wholly unsupposed to be fired today bat they. were scared to warranted and in violation of the plain duty of postal
do so for *aeons best known to themselves.
employees. The prompt handling of His Majesty's
The same action has been taken by all other civic : mails . and the maintenance of the public postal
workers.
service at this time. is the first obligaticiii„9; every ;
The returned soldiers marched to the Premier's1 employee. under the Post Office Department. For
office this morning and gave him until tomorrow to such employees to seek 'to embaraiiir or prevent , the
settle the question and also notified him that if he Prompt handling of His Majesty's mails bY a symdeclared martial law they -would -take the side of pathetic.4ktrIke as entirely incotnpatable with loyal
the strikers and so on. Down the line everything service to the conatry and all postal employees `joinIs solid, don't believe the dirty papers who are at. ; ing in.. a sympathetic strike Will be deemed to have '
tempting to stampede. Winnipeg Is solid and, if beat, .reeigndl. their ....troaltion in His Majesty's service Stmd
will be beat •fighting, but we -will not give in. Keep in their places promptly
touch and discredit the .newepaper reports, only yelY
1, loyar, einPlo.yees will be,suPpOrtesl. and mretest.
on what we send You. •..-- _ .
ad by the government, Make 4616V/a to eniPloYees
• Toronto- canurout today and we -hope You will do and ',keep department promptly informed. •
s
porisible to 'get 'others to--our Aassistancee! ,
= the 'face of this telegram , postal eMpioYees
officers of the Brotherhood are atttniPtaag,M.;;Sit:Itra
went out oti•vtrike. The government ..:therefore • had
the lid but rank and d'ile, at Winiiipeiof the:Brother- iio.iviternati* int to 011 their plaCes. : 4(egrat to Otte
hOnds are dying tor :action . and are '/Wateliingt the
that . ,govfaionnent, omitint • *COLON r`Oonaider. .theas
Potions. of the Moguls Who are jiowln the city
being restereii . ctuty.. as justifiable," - .
Keep uainformed and we Will give,
to It cm the
' ' P. E. ligkfilkt T.
you all the newo, possible.

■
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Mewata Park Meeting
Bill Pritichard addressing the mass meeting held
at Mewata Park Thursday night had to make, for
the benefit of the Calgary Herald and other press,
a lengthy explanation of his nationality to show
that he is neither an Alien enemy or a foreign
agitator. Adding that he did this also In case there
happened to be a garbage collector in the meeting
for the ever ready swill tub of the city: He Made mention that Senator Robertson went to

. Vancouver in connection with disputes . of Metal
Trades employees in the shipyards there, and signed.
—a aoguoient for ,00lledtist -bargaining.
*kin the: I Metal Trades Employers and the Metal
Trades • Council of the Shipyards, Vancouver, and
' known -as the 'Robertson agreement. But he refuses
to sign the same thing for the Metal Trades C ouncil, :
Winnipeg.
He also spoke on the rewards of returned soldiers
when' they came back after' their eighteen months
of grievances, mentioning that they had been offered'
all kinds of promises, that were always violated.
You- cannot live on promises that never materialize.
They even propose sending them on homesteads hundredaritmileif north of Winnipeg or up on the B. C.
coastline. .14e:remarked that there • were. innumer„: :,a.:14$,Innies.:held on the beach at the coast for the
'returned ,men,. where • fat politicians made pretty
'speecheg . and old ladies- distributad popcorn. There
was ;I nothing - the. returned- veterans could not have
from dances with society dames to canoeing or moonlight' excursions, exeept the Introduction• to a de- cent job whereby he could get the withall to feed,
clothe' and shelter himself; they left them to find
that particular necessity for themselves.

Veterans Wire Borden

Postal Workers and the
Labor Movement

Demand Reinstatement of Postal
Workers and Other Workers

What is the position of The Labor Movement as
a whole to the question of the postal worker in this
crisis? We must wake up to the fact that our fellow-workers in the post office of this city have
been fired by a Government supposedly representing the people. What does it mean to us? What
At a mass meeting composed solely of returned does our attitude mean to them? These, fellowmen, held in the Paget Hall, last night, the follow- workers and brothers, are questions we MUST face
ing resolution was unanimously endorsed and order- NOW. •
ed to be wired
-:
.
. Premier-Berden
. • .
"Realizing the present'situation is to a great
us go back a few years and follow the develextent a political one, and further, that the same opment of the postal workers in their fight to orhas a considerable effect on UR as returned soldiers ganize themselves against the petty tyranies of
and now returned as good citizens of this country, their employers, the Government, OUR GOVERNhereby, at at mass meeting assembled at Calgary, on
MENT. Time was, and not so very long ago either,
the 6th day of June, 1919, passed the following resn.
that it was almost impossible for any one to get a
talons to your Government for consideration and
job in the postal department without being referred
'mniediate action :
to the chairman of the local Conservative or Liberal
"1. That the Government iecognize the right of
Association, according as each particular party hapthe workers to organize, if they see fit; RPeond to
collective bargaining through councils ; thud, th e pened ito control the political debating club at Otreinstatement of 111Pri Oil strike as suggested by tawa. And in those days the lot of the "poetic"

organized trades councils and immediately endorse
same. —
" 2. Inasmuch as a drastic order has been passed
affecting thousands of returned soldieis now on
strike, we, as comrades so affected, demand that
Hoch an order be reminded from this date, and that
all men affected return to their respective jobs.
8. That the Government take immediate steps to
settle the Postal Workers' grievances (the same being moatly returned men) with guarantee that they
6e reinstated at once.
"4, The immediate readjustment of pensions for
* * *
all cripples and their- dependants as suggested by
The Rev. Wm. Irvine made a few remarks, in the G.W.V.A. organizations.
course 'of 'which he stated that he Was pleased t o : "5. All parliamentary representatives throughBland on' the same platform as the former speaker
t Canada make it known to their constituents
(Mr. Pritchard), and made it clear, to all these pre- their intention in reference to the proposed Two
sent who Were net out on strike that it was their Thousand ($2,000) grant as a recognition for their
duty, to support the strikers by ceasing work im- service overseas.
. Anediately. •
O. That failing to comply with the above demands
* *
that the present Government resign office and place
,y We'Vonder-:if the_indiylilnel-viha alum the crock- the sit:nation before the electorate.

ery out efAlie reecond 'Window from the soutkeorner
of the Cidogan 'Block. at the parade on Thursday
night was a member of the Citizens' Committee or

Price Five Cents

tended to beccime that of the most menial slave, a
hanger-on of the political gang then iii power. And
as election time came around; bids were made by
the party out of power for the votes and support of
these men. The "Outs" being able to Promise all
kinds of things, would attempt to swing the "posties" to an acceptance of their program, while the
"Ins" would gloss over their own shortcomings, —
their broken promises and violated pledges, and try
to make good (at election time) by pouring out a
flood of new promises, proved finally to be as unfruitful as their predecessors. Catspaws in the
hands of the politicians of Big Business, pawns upon
the chessboard of high finance and industry, voting
cattle for the old line political parties, this is what
our masters tried to make out of the workers in the
postal department.
*
*
*
*

But time moves. Conditions change, and with the
changing conditions there comes changes in habits
of thought, changes in the outlook of men, particularly workers, upon life, and the things of life.

TRE POSTAL WORkERS REACHED THE
POINT' WHERE —THEY' RECOGNIZED THAT,
INSTEAD OF DEPENDING UPON THE UNSUBone of the incompetents now employed at the post
STANTIAL PROMISES OF POLITICAL MEDIoffice..
CINE MEN, THEY WOULD HAVE TO ORGAN*
*
•
*
IZE AND DEPEND FOR THE BETTERMENT
Will the '`Constituted Authority" of the city (not
VANCOUVER, June 5.—Vancouver all out with OF THEIR WORKING CONDITIONS UPON
the Citizens' Committee), investigate and explain to exceptiort or Piostal " Workers and - Typographical THEMSELVES, AND UPON THEM SELVES
Union. Typographieals bolding meeting now. In - ALONE.
our Central Committee who threw the crockery?

Vancouver Wires Situation

seine government will retire their little Gideon back
* * *
to place they took him from. Situation good.
Did you.ifee the. parade of the workers—the only
. KANANAUGfl.
useful meMberz of society on the maich. , The re=
ipectabliity op it :must have put a downcaat feeling
. Mr. Pritchard in his 'speech on Thursday gave out
into.
, ,tour 'I. Citizens' Committee.
the following wire:-

. _
The mime strains Were heard , from the bend leading,,the Strike parade as were heard leading the list
Baitation,SAtjiday, and the same class of • men were
itgloiringSW:4he:' Workers. .
•

*.

*

'

•

Many people Pled tbeltiatch, Most of them work;
-era.` * :Their, be more appreciated:
If sli":4 in n Pri,otiear inf., by their lining up with
us in our fight to hold what-we have.
'

, .'Maas meeting of returned citizen soldiers bald at
Avenue Theatre tonight, great imccess. Theatre
packed, people turned away. Prominent labor' leadeis:SPoke. Great enthusiasm. This speaks wei forJaime and present success of object-We we desire to

'-'1101diere! and Ballori'• Labor Council,
'T
Per DILViii! and. Witham,
Vancouver, B.C:"

*
*
*
This new view, not developed wttkany great clarity at first, gradually grew until the "pasties"
found that, if they were to function on their own
account as workers trying to improve their conditions, they would be compelled to align themselves
with the rest of their fellow-workers, WHO ALSO
HAVE TO LIVE THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF

THE PAY ENVELOPE, who were also troubled
with the question of fighting THEIR employers
over questions of making the wage fit the rising
cost of living, of making working conditions such
that the worker might have a little leisure for study
and self improvement THUS THEY ALIGNED
THEMSELVES, AS A MEASURE OF SELF-

Continued on Back Page
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Women's Labor Cotmcil
An enthusiastic gathering of - Women's Labor
Council was held in the Labor.Teraple Friday 'afternoon. The aims of this organization are to better
conditions for workers generally and to enlighten
others regarding labor's aims.
The following are the officers, from whom all
information can be secured:
Pres., Mrs. Geo. S. Corse; Vice-Pros., Mrs. MacWilliams; Rec..Sec., Mrs. W. Fogarty; Cor. Sec.,
Mrs. Curless; Treas., Mrs. A. Broatch.
Also an Executive Committeeformed of representatives from the various industries as follows:
Mrs. G. M. Anderson, Mrs.. Grabowski, Mrs. Salt,
Mrs. Driver, Mrs. Simons, Mrs. Knutson, Mrs. D.
Davidson, Mrs. Campbell, Mrs. Wade, Miss Watts,
Mrs. Roberta, Mrs. Webb.
Those eligible for membership are the wives and
daughters of trades unionists, trades union women,
and unorganized workers.

*HAT IS A DESIRABLE
ALIEN?

Roll Call

OUR ISSUE

Front e Peg •

It is necessary that a roll call of all those on strike
At thilt writing the Winnipeg general strike is still be answered between the hours of two to five at the
on, and in view of the continued misrepresentations Labor Temple, commencing June 9th, Monday. So
of the capitalist press, and its attempts to obscure be there.
the real issues • at stake, it is necessary to state
them and so keep them clearly before the workers of
the country. _The strike was called on May 15th in
Robin Hood Mills are endeavoring to act square
aid of the Metal Workers and Building Trades
Unions. The issue is that of the right of collective by their -workers. They are willing to reinstate the
bargaining by means.. of central councils of allied strikers as soon as they feel that they can come
crafts. The principle in dispute means that members beak honorably. -

Winntpeg, Man., June 1st, 1919.
To our Brothers of Local 444 and 254. ,
Greeting Brothers:—
Your most welcome letter to hand and we are very
glad to hear of the good news contained therein.

A deputation of Veterans waited upon Premier
Norris, of Manitoba, and, among other things, asked that the high cost of living be reduced and that
the alien be not permitted to compete with white
We have been out as you know since May let and
labor.
we
are still sticking tiglat. All. the locals are out
To the first . request the Premier gave his most
faithful, promise that he would, diredtly the strike 100 per cent with the exception of the typographical.
We have here also a citizen - Committee who -are
Wag over (when that will be he did not state),
immediately proceed to • Ottawa and "Pass ' trying to run affairs, but up to now have had scanty
the 'Buck"—we beg pardon—he. would demand AN success.
The postmen and utility men are strongly with us
INVVSTIGATIONI (Some people wonder why the
worker is constantly making use of the expression, despite the threats of the government not to reinstate them after the settlement of the strike.
"Oh, He'll")
Our membership bas increased fifty per cent since
To the second proppsition the Premier had an
May
let and we are now close on the 100- per cent.
equally ingenious answer. He informed the- Vets
The Great War Veterans are right with us, and
that the Government intended to start another investigation and 'that the result of this investigation are doing their best to impress on the minds of the
would be that the "undesirable" alien would be employers the right .of collective bargaining and a
shipped out. With a forgetfulness, characteristic living wage.
Fraternally yours,
of his kind, Premier Norris, however, omitted to
Geo. Parker, Bee-Secy.
state what they intended • to do with the "good"
.
.
LOW 81.
aliens. This article is written with a view to remedying
the
Premier's
omission,
and
we
intend
to
tell
We notice in the Herald of June 4th the following:
To the Officers and Members of
the return man what they intend to do with the
"The Labor Newe is gleeful over the •backdown
Civic Employees Unions
of the police commission on Tuesday. The city
The following minutes were passed at a meeting "good" alien.
In the first place, it was not the "agitator" who
Is again under soviet rule - directed from the
of Federation and Executives of Locals affiliated
brought the alien—desirable or otherwise—here.
Labor Temple." •
thereto-, held June 5th.
Just because the police force, who are civil-work.
1. That the Federation and Executive request that The transportation companies spent millions of dolall locals affiliated take another strike vote, said vote lars in bringing the alien here—because they want- era go On strike and refuse to backdown, the Herald
, ed cheap labor. Labor unions have always die- naturally comes to the conclusion that it is a sign of
to be in by Wednesday 10 a.m. June 11th.
2. In the event of the majority of locals being in ; couraged immigration among' Southern Europeans "Bolshevism." •
-favor are you willing to abide by the majority? Yes and Asiatics. Nov, if there are any Veterans who
imagine that the gentlemen who brought the ,alien7
or No?
Memo of statement submitted by Metal Trades
fl; . That each local appoint one member to act here are going to deport them, leaving themselves Council as to what they are demanding as contained i
on :Committee of Federation to count vote and ar- at the mercy of the White man, then they should In their schedules Presented to the Metal Trades
not,i3e loose.
range datailis.
Employers, • 1 -r— . • . •
:Neither the •C.P,R., ad,. any other concern of a " let. We demand that every man .employed in the
like kind ; interested in Cheap !fiber is going • to agree
metal trades Shops of Winnipeg and vicinity shall -=
to the -removal of the "good" alien. but they cer- have the right to belong to the organization . that
tainly will advocate most vigorously for the re- covers his trade or calling and teat he shall not he
moval of the "undesirable" alien.
discriminated. against for belonging to such. •, •
AN ALIEN BECOMES "UNDESIRABLE" DIR. •
2nd. The members of the various trades organizarePresentritive from Winnipeg in the person of ECTLY HE BECOMES SUFFICIENTLY EDU- tions employed in the metal trades shops shall have ,
Bro. Greaves visited Port Arthur and Fort William, CATED TO "KICK"' AND DEMAND THE SAME the right to present and negotiate schedules coveraddreesing Packed.meetings in , each city, in Con- CONDITIONS AND WAGES AS THE "WHITE ing wages, hours, and working conditions'," with the ,
nectiOn: With the ,sympathetic strike. Determination MAN."
trades either as •indiemployers of ;the. said
The "undesirable" alien is the educated alien. vidual eziployers or collectively throigh "their or
for 'Jo:di:king up with Whinippg was pronounced at
both Meetings.' A joint Meeting of. Trades and The "good" alien is the man Who is competing ganizations known as the Metal Trades Council.
,
Labor Councils was held, followed by taking a 'strike against the "white" Man.
.3rd. The Metal Trades Council who shall conduct
The 'educated union man today is insisting that
• vote. The ,vote was overvihelining in favor of a
the negotiations • as above mentioned shall have the
strike, being almost 5 to I. , However, the time Russia be left to settle her own affairs. Why? I right to elect their. own representatives to
allowed , for taking vote being very short, did not Because the educated 'worker knows that ihe alien I the negotiations and shall be members of the organ', ,
allow **meal the ,essential trades time for taking was driven here through purely economie reasons. ration covered by the Metal . Trades Council, , not
the voteetreli as coal handlers, freight handlers, And that reason: Because conditions were suchthat necessarily employed by the firms involved but may .
etc. The result 'being Arnie, action wes
• deferred/ he could not 'make a decent living. If the RussInn be employed -by their respective organizations or the
the whole. authority for calling strilie ,heing vested people can succeed in creating conditions in that Metal Trades Council Arect.
•
j,
country sufficiently good' and stable to induce the
with the joint Trades and Labor executives.
After agreements have .been reached and
One, very encouraging feature about this vote alien to .return, he. will do so. Therefore, there
schedule signed any grievances that May arise Shall .
was that
•
the building trades voted almost 10Q per be no occasion to talk about "deporting.", :.t '
taken lltp by the Shop Committee in each plant
pe
NO, MR. RETURNED MAN, THE "GOOD"
cent. in favor.
through the tnedium provided in the sgreement_preALIEN
WILL
,NOT
.
BE
DEPORTEbs,HE'S irool
If this strike"continues-.71n other, words, a section
sented to the employers which is as follows.
of the Winnipeg' Master class Persists in' denying DAMNED USEFUL dT0 'WHIP YOU WITH AND" "All grievances which may arise in .any , Shcip,,shall
COMPETE
AGAINST
YOU
WHEN
YOU
,ASK
to the workers the right of collective bargaining—
be given consideration as follows (1) Sitcoinplaints
and, further, if premier Borden iniists, on' his ulti 7 FOR BETTER CONDITIONS: . REL WILL BE DEand ; grievances to be adjusted by the foreman in
PRIVED
OF'
THE
FRANCHISE
(THEREBY.
RE
..
mtuM' to the postal employees—there , can be no
'Charge
kf„pessible. (2) When such sAinetinetit, candoubt but the Head of the Lakes will line up MOVING ,ANY POSSIBLE CHANCE OF HIS I
not, he wade between the foreman '' and- the craft
REGIST
ERING
A
PROTEST),
BUT
IF
HE'S
A
solid in this struggle:
'
•
'
"(MOD" ALIEN : THE AUTHORITIES 7 WILL directly , interested. the • matter will be talcen.'iip' with
'TAKE'
PARTICULAR CARE 'THAT;HE, IS NOT the Company direct iby . the business . agent.and ::the', .• •
DrunniellerVall ey is,
,
. right, no .one working at the
64;3mit:tee of representatives ,. Of the craft involved
IamoUti„4904rmine at:Rosed.ale except the manager ; REMOVED. GET .TfIAT, AND .0E7.7,, gothir and they &ball endeavour to 'reach "at .muthel.f.4nder :What
were
told
when
they
visited
.0.Yl:Y..00rans
Mt.*. andateetter "mec
hanic. • ,
,(8).I In the event an underittanding'..Can-r y
the loca1 packing plant? That "white" nen would
not do the wOrki.. certainly' not.-4ort-therages., Paid not -13e-, 1;e4Chell, by the company and the representa'Tha .Executive Board of District 18 was In session , andthe conditions to he 'endtired.
lives craft Involved ivednunittee ektel)Fe' Bente-,
,.•
-an; the.*.lird -, .sfici!enieneether. 'things considered' the
RETURNED MEN::•'Yirtf=imire',Iearned:Ithej Way: ,i4tes .lioth..the -Metal Trades COUnell, will meet the
!-Olfileatkarrfotaiverel'indne managers to have some to.„die7-.now, for the sake of democracy, learn the' i eoreparry and try to bring about anIad,1114tMeiitlef the
‘.Men-'sidliiivete,; Work to keep the Mines in rePair. Way to ,LIVE._ . • • OPY*Pc.ei• ;:410 in the meantime there fll e. .me
restaged..an4 the applicants I -IRefuse - to be tooled any longer by professionall loelt - ntit-jiiii' the PaiLetthe''.:ClitnPany' or Striffir on the
were referred to ..the Department of Labor.
' • •• "
rt,' of the man.'•

A large and representative meeting of the four
brotherhood b representing the running trades was
held in Port Arthur, when the question of the Winnipeg situation was thoroughly gone into.
The result was a decision to send out letter circulars broadcast throughout the Ilominion, calling
upon brotherhood locals to meet and come to a definite decision on this very vital situation to organized
labor.
The John Deere Plow Co., the manager of which
Further, a resolution was passed for the press
le a member of the so-called "Citizens' Committee"
and Mr. Keifer, M.P., stating that the time had
employs bookkeepers at $70.00 per month and has come for the Government to act in this matter.
discharged one :for refusing to sign some sort of a
The right of collective bargaining must be upheld
card thirwould allow them to use him at the post in is entirety.
office.
It ie a well-known fact that many of the rank
and file of the brotherhoods are solid with WinniThe governments of Canada are now governing.
peg, but up to the present they are effectively
They are the obedient, subservient, tools of the
handicapped by the International.

A Good Flower

of a particular craft may submit their grievance to
the central council and so make it the concern of all
he members of the allied crafts. The adoption of
this principle ponslitutes a step forward in the direction- of the recognition- of community of interest
amonk* wage workers and the necessity of collectivity of action for improving their conditions of work
and wages. Since the strike commenced another
issue has been injected into the dispute, the right of
public service employees, police, postal workers, etc.,
to strike in behalf of themselves or in sympathy with financtal Interests; they are, in many cases, directly
other workers. .. The Federal government has come interested In the financial questions under discusout flatly with the assertion that the postal workers sion.

•

The Civic Federation

:wbo came out in answer to Winnipeg summons, are
to consider themselves diseharged.

•

•

•

The following resolution, passed by members -of
running trades at Hanna, Alta., on June let, has
COPY OF WIRE SENT BY COMMITTEE OF THE been forwarded to Premier Borden and officials of
unions interested: •
CITY COUNCIL TO SENATOR LOUGHEED,
"Whereas it has come to our notice that an orMESSRS. TWEEDIE AND REDMAN
ganized attempt is being made by certain people to
"In view of local strike situation and possible defeat the efforts of organized labor in accomplishing
misunderstanding at Ottawa of the situation at lawful aims and objects being fought for in the
Calgary, Special Committee of the City Council present strike of industrial workers in Winnipeg,
urgently request that you come to Calgary imme- Manitoba;
"Therefore, be it resolved at this joint meeting of
diately."

Up till today, the strike has been conducted in an
orderly manner, without any of those "Incidents" so
dcarly hived by the press. An examination of the
cics of the police stations at the end of the first
week showed Winnipeg had less for a police force
than 'at . any . .previous timei and that not one Striker
had been arrested. Nevertheless, this has not been
accomplished Without organized labor being subjected to much provodation. Much • abuse and threaten•
lug language:hire been used from both the press and the press- for deceiving the people at large, stirring
platform by those opposing the strike: Teirifying up trouble; misrepresenting and intimid ting the
.desPatohps hainbeelfsentabread, through the press, workers -whenever the : latter ask for some alleviation

of a. Soviet governMent being established; superceding,:the Mayor and' Council for administering the affairEi of the city, of babies dying for. want. of milk,
and of general starvation, and so with the whole
gamut- of atrocities which, the practised and trained
- minds- of press correspondents .could think of. The
east and south es‘pecially have been flooded with
'news"Of that sort. So much so, that some of the
• ,abor Papers on the other side of the line have been

Syintiathetic Strike Doing at
ead of Lakes

.

Railroad Brotherhoods Are
Getting Busy

of their 'miserable 'onditions of existence. We are
forever regaled -with vague and grandiloquent articles
on the sufferings of -the public, -without ever having
defined for us what the latter mysterious entity is.
As a matter of fact, from the point of view of the
press, it is a Stick to beat a dog, or it is anyone
whose ignorant prejudices and passion can be
aroused against a body of striking workers.
And into the bargain along comes an emissary
from Ottawa,-Senator Gideen Robertson, Minister of
Labor and adds his quota to the denunciatory
chorus. What capital the press makes out of his
ally, the IMinister of Labor rises from the ranks of
labor—with what wide open, undiscriminating arms
its cothumui are throdrn open to 'him. According to
him., the O.B.U. is the cause of the strike, notwithstanding that the 0.B.U. is not in existence yet. The
Winnipeg strike broke out, in the opinion of some
of its advocates, at an extremely inopportune time
for the progress of the O.B.U. Probably Georges
Clemenceau, lAoyd George, Sonino, Orlando and
Woodrow-.Wilson also had something, tp do with the ,
allike. for they are the signatories to a document,

members of the B. of L.E., B. Of L.F. & E., 0. R. C.,.

.11 of R.T., U.F.A., and Maintenance of Way,
that we make known to our Dominion Government
that the above organizations, mi represented In this
town of Hanna, Alta., go on record -as being . in
sympathy with the right of the metal workers to
demand recognition through their organizations,
and that they are within 'their rights in demanding
the privilege of being represented before their employers collectively or otherwise, by conunittee
elected by the members of said unions as upheld by
the peace conference of the great world powers, and
that in case ef the refusal of Canada to support any
action of metal workers, that we take such drastic
actions on our part, within the bounds of law and
order, as we may see fit'and proper to enforce same;
"And, whereas, the Manitoba Government have,
under threat, tried to compel their telephone employees to return to work under penalty of dismissal. and whereas the Dominion Go'vernment, in connection with the postal employees, have taken similar action, be it further resolved that the aforementioned organizations go on record as condemning
said action on the part of both Governments."

so childish and uncritical as to come out with scareheads stating that the Canadian workers had started
1 revolution: In the west the press b.as been more
moderate,- though not without the will, as evidenced
by the' veiled hints Of things which it bad not the
Courage to say outright The leopard can not change
its spots, nor the capitalist press refrain from spitting its venom.,
In the attempt to weaken the purposes of the work- •
prs of Winnipeg indiiidnals have been singled out for
abuse' and threatening attack. Deportation has been
talker, of, the.anti-foreigner cry his 'been raised, the
•.:retnined soldiers haie' been appealed to, loyalti has
THE LATE MR. A. T. SHORTT
been., questioned, Bolshevism has been charged, ha . old, old familiar methods have once called the labor program, formulated' at the peace
. short
conference . . 'in Paris in which collective bargaining 'The strikers from Ogden shops feell a deep Byrnmore been used, to discredit the labor movement.
pithy with-the bereaved relatives of Mr. A. T. Shortt,
:Olt:Oriel writers complain, , when one day's facts Is 'endorsed, And yet the great Gideon 'and his col.
.

contradict • the. lies of the day before, that. if the
'
• . Winnipeg papers had been allowed to be published
news would have prevented the circulation of
'Scarifying' rumours - iron). "well known journalists."
''Weld-It? -j _there anything in the "kept" press's
deAdag-a r w ith o•rtine; -,c las s struggles which would
contention? We trow not And sup•
r"..."(pdatitii,ere were no 'capitalist papers printed in Win• ie4 does that justify the "kept', press In other
•diefrieteln :Pfinting"rumotirs; even though they are
frOMI•:'Vnit iinevni'journallite," and issuing them as
;

'ne-Wa" In solid Coltimit . iiter.ColaMne :Again we trow
not In effect the press is carrying on its CustOmary .
,PrOPiiiiindit"!of . 11.IMF? .iii-.. the .-:.,serViCa of those - Whose
toot 'it is, There -Woad be -4eWer:strikes.:and better
conditiOns t life- 'for the ivOrkers.:, if the 'employers
• a-Powerful Instrument in
-

.
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.•

.
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•
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laberators in Canadian statesmanship repudiate it,
at least at that point 'where it is going to have any
Practical. effect. He is reported, with what truth
we do not know, to hhve said that he believed. in
collective bargaining but that the collection in Winnipeg -was too big. There is the knot in the tangled
skein. In collectivity there is strength. True, but
as to who is strong oftimes becomes a matter of
serious _ambarrasment to 'the "statesmen". of the

Supt. of Ogden shops, wham funeral took place this
week, and attended the last rites in a body, as a
token of appreciation of one, whom they recognized,
although the administrator of the affairs in the
Ogden shops, yet was known by many when he worked at the bench along with them. At that time he

was a very ardent member of the trades union movement and endeavoured with the rest of the workers
to keep the shops 100 per cent. organined.. His last
act almost, in hie official capacity was to can the
ruling cials.• _
Federated Trades Shop Committee, to his office and
requested if there Was any danger, of a sympathetic
'T:s man's perdition to be safe
strike in Calgary, if there was a danger of such be
When for the truth, he ought to die.
would be only too willing to do anything he possibly
The Central Strike Committee at Fertile, B. have could to avoid trouble, recognizing .throttgli : his experience amOnget- the workers that strike were of
closed
, all `hare, nine in all, that 'bold old time beer, benefit to neither employer or employee.
and laird stuff.
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Copy of Wire Received from
Premier Borden
Ottawa, Ont., June 4th, 1919.
R. Hineks, Secy. Central Strike Committee,
Calgary.
Your telegram received. It is desirable that your
attention be called tg facts which your committee has
not taken into consideration. The government has
always been prompt to give its best consideration to
the demands of all public servants; in doing so it has
no purpose to serve other than the public interest.
It can only act under the mandate of the peoples representatives in parliament and always as trustee
and guardian of the public interests. The postal employees were bound by obligation and by oath fakthfully to serve the people of Canada. They went out
on strike in Winnipeg not on any grievance of their
own but in alleged sympathy with employees of
private companies. They were given three days
within which to return to their duty and they were
distinctly informed that they must make a choice
between directions received by them from the strike
committee and the duty which they owe to the People
of Canada. Some of them returned. Those who persevered in the strike took their course deliberately
and with full notice of the consequence which would
inevitably follow. In other western cities before any
strike took place a inostdistin ct and positive intimation
WRB given to postal employees that abandonment of
their public duty in obedience to the directions of
another: authority and participation in a sympathetic
strike swould mean their permanent retirement from
the public service.. The' people of Canada cannot tolerate tha. proposal, that under such. ciroumetances
•

civillaeryantatihall be permitted to violate their engageMoute•to,dislocate the public serivce to occasion
public ,inconvenience and suffering and to put. said*:
respeet fOr . public duty. fThe government cannot
ielitstate Men Who have desertecr. their posts under

all

such circumitances unleqs it Is prepared to abandon
all effective attempt.. to . maintain . the zational,
services. R. L. Borden.

•
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WHAT IS A STRIKE?

POSTAL WORKERS Al 0 THE LABOR MOVEMENT

(By Margaret P. Watt)

Continued from Page 1

—,Prom London Herald.
Many people, especially newspaper editors, do
not seem to know what a strike is. A strike simply
means that the workers haVe. withdrawn their commodity, labor-power, from the market.
A market is a place where things are bought and
sold for a price. When goods are scarce and the
demand is heavy, prices rise; when commodities are
plentiful and there is no demand, prices fall. But it
sometimes happens that the sellers of commodities
have to "test" the market in order to see whether
they can raise the price of whatever they are offering for sale. To test the market means to "withdraw" commodities from it in order to see whether
the purchasers will offer a higher Trice for the
goods which they 'wish to buy. To test the market
is the indispensable right of all commodity sellers. It
is a necessary condition of capitalist society, which
is based upon the production and "exchange" of
commodities. As "exchange" is inseparable from
"production" under capitalism it follows that in exchanging goods upon the market the owners of commodities 'demand the right, and it has never been
denied them, to test the market by withdrawing
goods from it in order to see if prices will rise.
- Among the many commodities -offered for sale is
labor-power. This commodity is sold in what is
termed the labor market. The workers are compelled to sell their labor power to the capitalist class
upon the labor market because that class owns and
controls' all the means of -existence. In return- for

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY OF CENTRAL STRIKE COMMITTEE

DEFENCE, WITH THE ORGANIZED LABOR
MOVEMENT. THEY BECAME ONE OF US.
* * *
*
And now their employers, OUR GOVERNMENT,
the "freely" elected representatives of the people,
are out to smash them, to break their organizations,
to make it impossible for them to take action with
US, their fellow-workers, in an attempt to improve
their working conditions. The very fact that THE
AMALGAMATED POSTAL WORKERS etiti:s,
that it is developing ideas and means of action of
its own,ls sufficient evidence that the postal workers can no longer be depended upon to act as, the
shuttlecock in the political fights of the "INS" and
the "OUTS." They are thinking for themselves
They have their own organizations through which
they can express their collective desires. They are
organized, AND LINKED UP WITH THE ORGANIZED LABOR MOVEMENT. LET US NOT FORGET THAT.

No. 8

Running Trades Call Government's Bluff

sent by he -government to the HOnse of . 1.ords1 - ,
• Wherein, then,. 'differs the action Of- the:merchants
who . withhold their cOrnmoditiee from the [market and

C.P.R. 'Sheet :MetiFilVor ,

Loral 420 of Railroad Shopmen,aii out T104
the strikers? Why are the former, made 0.13..E.'s includes the e.p.R.-,ariit.s.14*. oiitof metal

'and,. the workers . branded as criminals? The differ- 60 in Jilt' We'haire'been'OUt*O:W:'oirir;':firi',1, 44:14. •
ence is that when capitalists inereaseIhe..prIcess .of• and wilr einy -:ta :It until thls afair 101,Settleditee

their commodities profits rith. When:Abe 'workers
increase the .price of their commodity; labor power,
i.e.,wages, profits fall!
•
•
.
•. •
: And, Mr.' Worker. ?ecatute . you .attack 'Pt^otits' the'
army, "TaiHee,. tank,-andthalaber party islet;ition .

and for' till. ••'We
very 'few slireakit. "Winnipeg is ', CiiirtairdiO:led4p..

Welted the three . -papri , do**for a week, but later

they have. managed to get on the j3004:1*.again.'...'
Pay no iiff.OotiOri.:to-...tlia ..paieriii: as there mi no d
Yen. 'order here. •: . •

e.

Calgary Alta.

(Signe(I)

"Winnipeg, June 13.
" Russell, Calgary, Alta. :
" C.N.R. Running Trades out solid 6 p.m. to-night. C.P.R.
and G.T.P. be out tomorrow. Situation very optimistic here
tonight. Unless City and Government come across Executive
tate order will be Dominion wide. Dalton."

question, let us put this question to you: ARE YOU
GOING TO ALLOW THE GOVERNMENT - TO
BREAK THE POSTAL WQRKERS'.-ORPANIZA-

•

thc Seer t:ir),y; t.rf et1 1 ; I S
e.t

[Special to Oalgary Bulletin]

WINNIPEG, June 13—(Special)—Menibers of Running 'rrudes here insiit, that Interiostional
call Dominion-wide strike. 8,11d have struck as much in protest at inactivity of International us
- against situation here. Internationals have refused &suction to strike, yet membership in each
craft, engineers, firemen and trainmen, went out to a man. Things are getting more interesting
here. Look for big ,Aoings soon.
C.P.R. and G.T.P. men today state they would be firm and
go out in a body tomorrow evening if no settlement is reached.
•

•

raisers. - "modern.highwaymen." But there have bean
no landlords ,sent to prisen. These gentlemen are

If You Want to Help—
Here's Your Chance
. .
. .
Enclosed please 'find 11• sum
of$
as my contribution towards t be winning •of thi.s
st•rike.
You need not give me a receipt, the acknowledgtmnt in the Strike Bulletin be sufficient.

Fellow Workers of the Building Trades, of the
Street Railway, of any and every department of
activity that has not taken a good front view of this

ment. had seat policemen, soldiers; Or tanks against you, LATER.. THINK IT OVER AND DON'T BE
- • 4
those merchants. The National News cable the rent TOO LONG ABOUT IT

Price Five Cents

"fish, OP Cut Bait"---Herald D evelops strong T„
Syniptons of Bolshephobia and Hysteria.

* * * *

TION? FURTHER, ARE YOU GOINd TO LET
THE GOVERNMENT BREAK \THE POSTAL
WORKERS' AFFILIATION WITH YOU, AND selling their comzitoditY, labor power, the • workers YOUR ORGANIZATIONS AS EXPRESSED ,IN
receive wages,- the-"price" of labor power. Like all YOUR i'llESENT AFFILIATIONS? If you allow.other commodity sellers the 'wage", earners must .thith think.what rt ineatts. , It means the breaking
"test" the market, in .order to knovt it they can three of the ,pOitiff 'workers' organizations, and that )
YOU are weakene&.-.It -means- that the meanit„h
a higher price,—by withdrawing their COMMIRditY
from the - market. - Therefore, when any grain ) 0 1 postal-?woritera will be driven back to the menial
artisn'empohirwags,Oten "voting cattle" position they once occuPied. . They
their working week, they can only "test" the labor do not want that. They are fighting' agtdnst it.
market by withholding their • labor power. The DO-YOU : WANT IT? If you do not, and we think •
workers in doing this only adopt what is considered 'that'.you do not, then we ask you to wake up and
the legitimate right of °every commodity Wier. But reeognize that their fight is your fie& The GOwhen the workers withdraw their compiodity, labor ernment his "fired" these men without a thought
power, from the market that is a strike. And than as to the merits of the dispute. This "Order-iiithe press, politicians, and pulpiteers. go stark, raving. Council" Government of corporation lawyers and
mad-and scream about the rights of the community, •political mud puddlers has "fired" OUR brothers;
of the State and of the public. Nay, further, the YOUR brothers. This Government is setting, or
government sends policemen to bludgeon the strikers lattempting to set, rturning men against other re!
armed troops are drafted into the area; and tanks turned men who have been fired from their posiappear on the scene. And all for what? Because tions in the postal- department in the city. of Calthe workers do what every ;commodity seller doeii, gary. It is for you to decide.
Let your slogan be: Re-instatement of the Postal
what every merchant does—withdraw their commodity from the market in order to teSt
workers no; on strike without discrimilnation:
Last Sunday's • National News (1612119) Contains against any ONE man. ' And when you have made
a 'series of bold, front page headings which show that your slogan, for your own sake, and for the..
that food merchants, meat contractors, Rah dealers, sake of your fellow workers, your Own wives; and •
and landlords are holding their toniniodities . off. •children, act in accordance with that slogan. The
the tnarket -in order to get higher prices. We have organized labor tnovement of Wetiterntanada either ;
goesdwna holentisquon,rItsad.
read- this paper :carefully and we have scrutinized
the'small paragraphs -with a microscope, but swirliavie together for victory. If the Government BREAKS
not seen any references to indicate that the govern- thek"posties" NOW, it will.turn around and.BBEAK .

JIJIVE 14, 1919
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BRICKLAYERS, MASONS AND PLASTERS DECIDE TO QUIT
At a well-attended meeting of their Local the above trades
decided to quit work today (Saturday). , Now you others!
COPIES OF WIRES RECEIVED JUNE 13, 1919

MASS MEETING WEDNESDAY NIGHT

The mass meeting at Mewata park, held on
Wednesday evening, was not attended to the capacity that was hoped, owing to the fact of the band
not being able to show tip, and also due to the fact
that the weather took a change for the worse, it
otherwise they strike at six p.m. tonight.
being very cold to-ward the close of the evening.
Russell.
But in spite a the poor attendance there, the ,meetnig passed off tin great style. Bro. Parkyn gave
Edmonton, June 13, 1919.
a most interesting and educating address, which
G. Sangster, Labor Temple, Calgary.
was received by great enthusiasm by all present.
Bricklayers' here still on strike, will remain so. Mrs. Gorse also gave a speech, mainly in connection
Already sent this information to Smitten on two with the Tag day, whitch she and other women
, of
occasions.
the Labor League recently fonmed.
WM. Aspumall.
•
Bro. Hooky gave a brief outline of the strike
Labor Hall, 101 St. & Jasper Ave.
situ a tion to date, also urging the strikers to stand
firm. at least until the developments now ensuring
Winnipeg, June 12
at Winnipeg were to hand..
Labor Temple, Calgary, Aita.
Winnipeg, June 13, 1919.

G. Sangster, Calgary.
Switchmen out. Trainmen and Firemen on all
made send ultimatum to City Council, Provincial
and Federal governments to meet our demands,

'Situation unchanged, Big 4 .fallen down, Montreal; schedule committee call strike for June 18.

DANCE THURSDAY

\YARNING
It has been brought to the notice of the Central
Strike Committee that persons are soliciting funds
in aid of strikers, without their authorization. So
be governed accordingly.
CENTRAL STRIKE COMMPITEE.
We have been informed by the chief al police
th•ts city, that the subscription lists, issued under

infliority of the Central Strike Committee, are illegal since they offend against the city ,by-law and we
not he allowed to use them.
Permission to
50 has been requested of the commissioners, but
this requeet has been denied to us, under the cirnnistances we have no alternative, but to recall
them and we are taking this opportunity to advise
al) those to ,whorn copies of these lists have been
given to return , sanne to the secretary at the first
opportunity., the reason the request was denied was
that should it he granted it would appear as though
the civic authorities were taking sides on an issue
upon which they wished to remain strictly neutral.
CENTRAL STRIKE COMMITTEE
,

Mass meeting held at Hanna on Wednesday,
June llth, by the strikers there. The hall was
crowded to capacity. Many of the farmers around
came in to hear the details and exact truths regarding the strike, not being satisfied with all the
various newspaper reports. The speakers outlined
the cause of the trouble and satisfied the majority

preffent that our cause was a just one.
(We are pleased to receive the above report and
trust the boys in Hanna will continue to hold mass
meetings and keep themselves and others in that
district informed of the true facts of what is tran-*
spiring during the present crisis, as the press is
doing its utmost to stampede those outside the
centre with scarehead lines of settlement and Soviet
rule.)
One of the lady canvassers on tag day reports
that on soliciting three gentlemen in the gait of
ministers for support to our relief fund was turned
down on each occasion. We don't think this is consistent with the true religious spirit as taught to
us in the Sunday School in our youth. It is incidents
of this kind that make us ask ourselves which side
of life is the most important, Material or Spiritual?

TOWNSEND
Winnipeg, • Man., June 12, 1919.
J. Russel, Labor drentple, Calgary., Alta.
Running trades issued, iiltimatam to the effect
• that • if settlement not arrived at by - pont., June
TOWNSEND.
(la, they will quit Work,'

The dance that was held by the Central Strike
Committee on Thursday evening in Al Asher Temple
proved itself to be a great success. This was held
in aid of the Strikers' Relief Fund, and Judging by

the crowd that attended, it proved conclusively that
the - Workers now on strike surely do not lack 'in
All telerisras issued .in the Bulletin are aiiixeatie supporter and' sympathisers. The 'dance was kept
'tintil-Orte a.m. Refreshments were served in the
And can be reifieii- by the originals now on file In
eourse of the evening.
••
-•
the
•

MASS MEETING
'

In the Labor-Temple
at

8. . o'clock

SUNDAY . NIGHT

• •
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Correspondence
The Editor. Strike Bulletin:
Dear Sir—I have read with great interest the
leader which appeared in the Herald of the 10th
inst. Now, in the leader in question. it is noticeable in the first place that the Herald accuses Mr.
Knight of misstating fuels, rind then, in the next.,
actually proceed to misstate the facts itself. The
writer af the article referred to states that it would
be possible, under the ,conditions of collective bargaining as presented by Mr. Knight, for a committee consisting of a web .preessman, a binder, a
conrpositor and a press-feeder, to decide that
stereatypers in a certain plant must strike, and at
the same tinne, the Herald knows full well that such
a statement is not only false, but. also an insult to
the intelligence of the printing trades unions. No
committee of printing trades unions would be allowof
ed in any way to commit any lyarticular
the trade to such a decision, unless that branch was
fully represented on the committee. The system
cif collective bargaining which is advocated by Mr.

The "Magna Charta" of Labor Bunk
With Some Million Unemployed in the U.S. the Gompherites
Try to Put the Blinkers on Labor with the So-called "Nine
Points "---Read, Mark, Learn---You Must be Your Own Savior

Tbe High Contracting Parties declare their ac- "has" that right and it is up to. him and not to his
ceptance olf the foilowiog ■ princ:ples and engags to employer to decide what an adequate wage shall be
take all necessary steps to secure their realizatio • and by the time the goven.iment and ein,ployer
ill &mot dance with the recommendations to be made "Labor Co.nferel..ce" sit at Washington next Octoby the International Labor Co. tference as to their ber to discuss (not decide) .such mom.entuO.us questions as the "Application of the 48-hour week;
practical application':
1. In right and in fact the labor of a human woolens' employment and the unemployment ques'being should not he treated as mercha. -.dise or an tions," labor will have decided' these things for itself.
article of commeree.
The .5th and (fill 'point, and all the rest for that
2. Employers and workers should) be a:dowed
matter are an 'equal waste of .good. paper, viz: 5th.
the right of association for all lawful purPoses.
3. No child should. be permitted to be employed Equal pay shall be .given' to women and men Inc
6:b.
MI industry or commerce before the age of fourteen work of equal value in quantity and quality.
years in order that every child may be insured rea- A weekly rest including .Su'nd'ay or its equivalent
Knight is an actual and well established system, sonable opportunities for mental and physical edu- for all workers.
This last is quite a modern idea being first put
1 ow work.'ng in the printing trade in Great Britain, cation.
and through this system the employes in the printBetween the years off fourteen and eighteen into force about the tenth century and in the days
-

ing trade there have lbeen granted a 48-hour week,
a weeks' .holidey each year with full pay, and pay
011 all statutory and public ,horlidays. It seems to me
that the Herald is afraid of facing the real issue because it knows that it would, ,mear.) givinig the worker a square deal. Iii every wooker in 1C,algary did
the right thing by himself and the cause of labor,
he would 'boycott the Calgary Daily Herald and
also encourage others of his class to do the same
thing, as long as it 'continues its present policy of
deliberately imisrepresenting speakers and •misstating facts in its efforts to crush• the workers.
"A PRINTING TRADE UNIONIST."

WAGES

young persons of either sex may only he employed
on 'work which is not harmful to their physical
development and an condition 'that the continuation
of their technical or general education is insured.
4. Every worker has a right to a wage adequate
to maintain a reasonable standard: of life having
regard to the civilization of his time and country.
5. Equal pay should be given to women. and to
men for work of equal value in quantity and quality.
6. A 'weekly rest comprising Sunday or its equivalent Tor all workers,
7. Limitation of the hours of work in industry
on the basis of eight hours a day or forty-eight a
week, subject to an excention for countries in which
climatic conditions. the imperfect development of
industrial organization or other special circunistances render the industrial efficiency of the work4
ers s ubstanttially different.
The International Labor Conference will recommend a basis approximately equivalent to the aborve
'for adoptiork in such countries.
8. In an matters 'concerning their status as workers lawfully adimitted to any couniry, and their
families, should be insured the same treatment as
the nationials of that country.
9. All states should' insure a system' of inspe'ctio'n, in whith Women should/ take part, in order
to insure the enforcement of the laws and regulation's for the 'protection of the workers.

of Richard 1st, and has raither a trend toward' radicalism. The others, however, are a bit more conservative, thereby making up for any Bolshevik
ideas that may be expressed in these two.
Little •comment need. he 'made on them, other
than that the Literary Digest states that such coy,servative papers as the New York Journ'a'l of Commerce and the Portland Telegram can find no fault
with them.
Perhaps the Calgary Herald might even enthuse
over them.
0

Industrial Unions
From U.S.

Toledo, Ohio, April 12th, .1919.
To the Officers an,d ,Members of Local Lodges,
of the I. A. of M.
Greeting:—District No. 31, I. A. of M., Ohio
State 'Federation .of Machinists, in special .session
at 'Columbus, Ohio, March 28 to 30, has by unanimous vote of the delegates present, 'endorsed the following resolution:'
Whereas, trade or craft unionism has been
found inefficient in many ways, oiften resulting in
or being the fruitful cause of numero'u's jurisdictional disputes, causing division •in the ranks of
organized' labor, and
Whereas, we thin4c that industrial organization
One hundred thousand unemployed in New York
offers a much. better means throtrith and by which,
city, 1,200 coal miners out of work in Ohio, 20,000
labor's problems can be staved
idle in' Illinois and a grand total of some 700,000 in
Therefore, be it resolved, that this convention
the United States; conditions in Butte,. Seattle and
go on record as endorsing the principle of induselsewhere an unspeakable mess and Canada tied up
trial unionism.
with general strikes from end to end, are the conToledo Lodge No. 105, I. A. of M. was delegated
ditions before us today.
to issue a circular to our memberiship to have a
Yet the clumsy, ridiculous and absurd camo-r referendum vote on this 'question.
flage passed by the peace conference and. which
If you are in favor of "International Form of
the press of the United States has variously calleil Organization. for the I. A.. of M." then sign and seal
the "New Magna Charta, Labor's Bill of Rights, and the enclosed endorsement coupon and retur,n with.;
Labor's League 'Within the League," that Gorupers out delay to the secretary of Toledo Lodge No. 105,
and .his peace conference appointed crew offer to I. A. of M.
the laborers of the world is expected to settle all
CHAS. ,BANK,
capitalist Swamp that bred him. So be it. Wia this.
635 Orchard Street, Toledo, Ohio.
that remain have speech, or can write, and (we know
At their best, these nine points of the so-called
the truth, and as the Latin proverb reminds us— "Magna Charta," are but theoretical and ,unintforcA crocodile can shed tears--we need them
Truth is all positerful and will prevail.
able and there is not one clause that does not con- not—so keep your sympathy and get out and help.

Wages it what you receive for expendied energy.
Of wages there are two kinds—relative and real.
The relative wage is what the boss pays you in
monerand this wage the press and the masters tell
you is very high, and .cantnot Ibe increased; but the
real wage is what you can purchase with the relative
wage in the shape of food, clothing and shelter, and
a Careful analysis will prove to you that there has
been a reduction in your standard of living, which
means that your Wage has gone down—not up.
By your wage—we mean. here your real wage—not
your relative one, and when we say YOU we mean
the working class, not the individual. The case
cf tihe individual is not always the case of the class,
although taking it by and 'largely, of course, it generally is. 'Organized men the world over are getting tired of this wage question coming up year
after year. After a raise is granted-they find themselves in a short time no better off than before,
and so it goes on.. This suits the masters down
to the ground. Naturally enough, but now that the
workers are to be organized along different lines,
the press, 'at the bidding dl it's 'master, howls "that
a calamity is about to fall upon us disaster of the
direst kind'," and any) person advocating strch a step
forward on the part of the workers is. to be recognized, as an undesirable, and sihipped clean over the
backside of the world if necessary, back to the ,fetict

In. the midst of all our strife we can take the
time to ponder over -those who have given us every
assistance possible, we ,do not overlook that of the
Citizen's Band The leader and members offering
their services volunarily at'any and all times we
with to call- on thern.

tains a phrase and counteracts upon the value of the
Whole. We will take the tlih point as an example—
"Every worker has a right to a 'wage adequate to
maintain a reasonable, standard of, life r having regard to the civilization, of his time and country."
You will note *at it does not say, every worker

The commodity labor power is a glut on the
Inarket, the nister is taking advantage of it at the
expense of 'the returncdi mend Onion anon Will not
stand for it---therefort the preseratc. crisis. The,
master has made it clear enough to-aid, 'Crash or
"shall have." We long realiza that every worker be crushed" which side are you going to. line .on?

LABOR AND BOOZE The Alien Deports Himself
In the past we hare Ibeen told by our social
rammers that the cause of all our troubles was
booze. We well remember the long-haired men
anti short-haired women who persistently told us,
that w?th the pasSing of the saloon would come the
mittlenitatt. We were urged to .momorize that
famous poem of the prohibitionists:
"Mothet earth 'is stitl an Eden, wherein angels yet
Might dwell,
With his beer and wine and whisky, man alone
has made a hell."
prohalition came along Bke the Spanish
flu, the great proh:bition ,movement has swept this
continent. Did the mitlenium arrive? Has any
one seen Christ OT his 'saints- (The Carpenter of
Nazareth uses excellent judgment in not selecting
this particular time, to make his re-appearance. The
Citizens' Comm'i'ttee would deporA Him as an undesirable alien). Has poverty disappeared? Has
industrial unrest vanished? Alas and alack! The
only things that .prohibition brought with it, are
There is, however,
'bootleggers and, 2 per cent.
It
one great evil that prohibition has eradicated.
has hushed the hysterical: wailings of those poor
misguided :people and those astute hypocrits, who
wanted us to bellieve that it was booze, and not a
slystem 'Of production for profit and exploitation.,
that was the prolific mother of poverty, unemployment. prostitution and other delectable institutions,
which we still have with us. We reiterate again,
that tit was a great event ifor the working class when
the day ,arrived that -silenced the "blame it all on
John Barleycorn" .gang.
Today the world is in the throes of revolution,
civil war and strikes. Bolsheviam, like a 'huge
tidal wave is sweeping across Europe and it is the
natural outcome of ,centuries of slavery and oppression. It was hastened by the iconditions born
o! the war; financial bankruptcy, disorganized ind'ustry, and the general eallapse of a social system
that was rotten to the core and had outlived its
usefulness. On this eorutinent we are faced with
tremendous problem's. The markets of 'the world
are glutted with commodities. , Millions of men
and women who have been. engaged in the prosecution of the war, .both at the front and in munition
factories have been' suddenly demobilized and flung
upon am already overstodked labor market. This
condition naturally creates great competition be, •tween workers for jobs 'with a reselant reduction
in wages, the !price of tabor power. The necessities of life are in the hands of a few profiteers, who
are keeping 'these things off the market to a large
extent in order to keep up the high 'prices. All of
• th.ese things .contribute to the present 'strikes and
general industrial unrest. Truly, if 'ever there was
need of clear thinking and sound understanding it
'is at the present throe.
But what are. our masters doing toward solving
these tremendous problems? Our "great men"
scratch their heads, drink their 2 per cent pnd look
as wise as the proverbial The brains of the

thugs and gunin-n, in.hich latter arc even n.,w buslly engaged in upholding taw and order in Winnipeg.
So the masters realize that this "get together"
dap.: don't work, But Alley must do 'something to
upho'd haw and order. ard incidently to hang on to

The Bosses Begin to Wonder Where Theh
"Good, Cheap Labor" is Coming From
Byron P. NV1A1:011. C

t

of the

of Neu

the b:octly Slovay which they accumulated out of the York, arimunces that the rush of al.iens leaving the
misery and hards.hps occasioned by the tremendous United States for Europe has readied an average
slaughter just closed. They see Bolshevism sweep- if 1.1100 per .day. And t he capitalist press is maning over Europe.
Therefore it ,must be the saute fist'ig uneasiness. The .following from an editorial
:hi:g here.
Hence it must :be natural that every in the New York Evening Sun is only one' of the
workers who threatens the Moody ,bundle of the
y' now being published all over the United
capitalist. and who secks to better his own condi!iors. or at bast to ma luau his present standard
,iriust be a Bolshevist.
Great stuff . But
that doesn't work either.
Thousands of•men who
fought in Flanders are again back into the ranks
of the workers, and refuse to be intimidated or to

States:
"The throngs of aliens hound front this pm. : hail:
I) their 'home countries have for some months surpassed ai..y rate of outward ,rnovenient of population
that the recent records can show. This departure
causes concern partly because of 'the loss of work-

be called Bolsheviks.
The masters are up against
it for bogey-man.
They are just about to parade
down 'to the nearest employment office to 'ship out
to the tbusli, when along comes Sammy Gompers
no the rescue and saves the day.
You see, Sammy, whose vision is about as large
as a striker's pocket hook, has been doping this
thing out.
He knows that as lung as the booze
'Floated in Russia, everything was jake.
Booze
went, Bolshevism came.
Therefore, according to
Hoyle, lack of booze was responsible for BolshejvItstn. On dhis continent 'things were moving
along pretty nicely (for 'Sammy) while booze was
here. Booze is gone or going, Bolshevism is here,
or coming. Therefore bring back the booze.
What a logical conclusion, to arrive at for an
old fogey whose ideas range back to the days of
Rip Van Winkle, and what a terrible reflection on
the mentality of those who stand for such conduct
on the part of a Labor leader. Let us try to follow
this idea Of drowning labor unrest in a sea of booze.
We in Canada are out on strike to back up the
workers of Winnipeg in their demands far the night
of collective bargaining, and we are 'striking to reinstate the postal workers and others who heeded
Winnipeg's call for :help. The powers that be
came 'to the conclusion that this is a Bolsheviki
strike. They ask Sammy Gompers advice. Sammy
has stated that the only cure for Bolshevism is
booze. Can you imagine Sammy 'sending carload
after carload of booze into 'Canada to 'break a sympathetic strike?
Early in 'this article we refer to the reformers
who bamboozled the Workers with the bunk about
booze being the only enemy we have. Then comes
a new Moses. to lead tabor out of the wilderness
of the contradiction's inherent in capitalistm, by
filling the stomach's with rot gut and chloroforming
their brains with its effect Tomorrow we may be
handed something else to digest.
The intent of this article is to show the necessity
of the working class knowing its position in society,
and understanding the 'forces that are working toward the making of the new social order that will
shape our future destiny. When the working class
capitalist . class conifer with the misrepresentatives has that knewledge, 'it cannot be misled with cries

ers it occasions uh and partly because of the misgiving we conceive from such an expression of unwillingness on these people's part to stay here."
In spite of the attempts of the government agencies to soothe American pride concerning the reasons for the exodus, it is more than a coincidence
that this is taking place just when the government
is pressing its 'campaign to deport all foreign-born
workers who dare to he active ii labor organizations.
This exihibition of Prussian lawlessless on
the part of the authorities is the crowning act of
the long and bloody history of capitalist exploitation of foreigners here.
One of the principles expressed in the 'foundation
of the American Republic was that of "providing
an asylum 'for the oppressed of the earth." Like
every other idealistic phrase, this was used by 'Capitalism to cover a shameless policy of debauching
Labor. Under its 'grandiloquent wording, the
poverty-striken hordes of Europe were induced to
come to America, and take the places of AngloSaxon workers in irdustry, for wages upon which
no man could live decently.
In Europe there was
a surplus population, and no work.
LIT America
there was work for all--brutal, degrading work. at
pitiful wages—but still work. And by living like
an animal, by scabbing, submitting to nameless
brutalities, the foreign-born could hope to scrape
together enough, not to live in the United States,
but to return broken in spirit and health did not
matter.
This then was the spirit in which America welcorned "the oppressed of the earth." Lured not
only by gold, but by the talk of freedom, the absence of .compulsory 'military service, anct the Picture of the Statue of Liberty on the steamship
companies' adverttlsinig matter, 'he aliens looureth
into our ports at the rate Of hundreds of thousands
at the port
a year. They were bullied and

-

of the working class and after profound deliberation, they say -solemnly to the workers, "Let's .get
together, oo• interests are identical," etc., ad
tansieusn. But the workers don't fall for that old
, stuff. They know -that one class in society own
the Mins, mines, railroads, factories and all other
. Capital. They also know that they own clothing
. but their labor power which they Inust 'sell to the
ofWning class In order to lire. With that knowlfihey realize the absurdity of the idea that the
. ..Intervista of the two -classes are identical. The
Workers'are.i.ware of the ifact that the -nearest they
getting' together- with their 'masters
enierr. &flue '
when their' heads meet the clubs of the masters'
,

S.

of Bolshevik, booze or any thing else. We are today fighting to maintain a pribciple. We are on
the defensive. The prostituted press fairly outdoes
itself in its efforts to throrw sand into the eyes of
the workers and to make them believe they are
beaten. But, fellotw-workers, labor is invincible,

of entry, hurled into 'fetid slums, drratwn into the
lowest strata of the cruel machinery of industry,
sweated, clubbed by the police, shot in strikes, and'
at the end, wonn-out before their time, iheir lungs
rotted with tubetictulosis, were spewed out into the
jails, or back across the sea. lit is significant
commentary am American civiVization.

-

motion and cannot be stopped. The Calgary Heraid, the Citizens' Committee, petty labor fakers.,
and all other individuals or institutions that bar the

road to progress, will eventually and inevitably be

swept by the broom of time into the ashcan of hislabor cannot Iloe beaten.
Don't get discouraged. Donit .be misted. Look tory. We will ad/nit that sometimes the outlook
beyond Calgary. 'Look beyond' Winnipeg. Look inusti seem dark to some workers. But it is only
beyond Canada. Read the signs of the times. From
very corner of the globe are wafted to us the
winds, the voices of nifyriadIs of Our fellow-workers,
jOyonstly singing that great refrain,."Justice for the
working Class." The wheels of progress are in

"re

the darkness before the dawn The corning of daylight will find labor victorious in this mightrtartruggle. So stand fast, workers. Back up Winnipeg.
Back up the postal workers. United we stand,
divided we fall!

J.4
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From the Mineworkers What the Women are Doing
Works. Edmonton.

:11eLei•:, Niines

I have received mes.-iage fnpin Lethbridge stating t'hat Sterling: chief inspector of mines. using his
posi,:ion to trip an torce fire bosses hark to work.
He threatens to cancel vertificates. If department

Although two reporters from the Calgary Herald
were present at a meetirg held in the City hall,
called to tweet Mr. Tweedie, absolutely 'no .mention
was made in that journal of the fact that a commit-

is using him as strike-hreaker we will treat him as
ED. BROWNE.

tee Of women presented a petition signed by a large
number of Calgary women unginig the reinstatement
linstiel employes, Mr. Tweedie referred to the

1- I

petilion and said he would see that it was considered, but that is ignored by the Herald.

Chas. Stewart. p r
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The Labor Wurnen's council passed a resolution
which was sent to the possmaster-general protestbreaker, he is using threat's to fire bosses with the
ing against juveniles handling the mail also stating
intee -Ation of forcing them back tomorrow. This that mail had been. lose on the street and demanding
office asks for an invesigation and if complaints the immediate reinstatement Of all potsal employes
found true ask for his dismissal.
diemiseed during present strike. A reply was reED .BROWNE.
ceived reiterating the stand already taken by the
government in this matter and completely ignoring
Up DO to time of ,going to press no answer has
the protest against juveniles handling - the mail and
heen roceived to above two wires.
the fact Ilea inail had been lost on the street.
$672.45
There is not . much news coming in from the
HOMO
The 1.a, 17or Women's council appointed a commining camps, the men there realizing that thy
mittee in appear and protest against 'teachers in
arc out for a principle are now worrying over the
public schools Ipoisonirr6 the minds of their pupils
$1 90 .s6
."
immediate future.
With regard to the present strike, teachers having Assessment Received To Date for Expenses for
The ,Illent at •Coalhurst who were arreste4 under stated that "the strike leaders were Bolshevists rebDelegate to Winnipeg
change of dynamiting the home of a scab have been els and should be shot." The committee 9tated the
$10.00
Bro Railroad Employes, Lodge 47
Teleasod.
circumstances and contrary to report ap,pearing in Boiler Makers, 392
10.00
10.00
The fire 'bosses au Wayne are now reported out the Herald the board we unanimously of the Brotherhood Railway Canmen, 42
opinion that teachers had no •right to force their Hotel and Restaurant Employes, 597 i
making the whole of district 18 solid.
10.00
private opinion upon their pupils, and the deputa- International Association Of Machinists, 357
10.00
It is reported that two of the mines in the Drumtion was assured that this would not occur again.
10.00
C. P. R. Sheet Metal Workers, 444
heller district are being guarded by mounted pelice.
10.00
C.
P.
R.
Pipefitters,
368
Violence may.be looked for but we of the strikers
10.00
Federal Labor Union, 48
are sure the looking will be in vain.
Complaints coming to district oflfice that Ster-

ling. chief inspector of iiiiu es, is acting as strike-
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THE TAG DAY

Rossland, Cle;Elaunt and Burnett District 10.
United Mine Workers of America have gone on
strike. - This is caused by masters, recognizing an
overstocked labor market taking the opportunity to
t at out the war bonus', otherwise reducing wages.

•

0

ECONOMY ON THE POSTAL SERVICE
The Forst °thee at 16th Ave. N.W. is being run
by four scabs at a cost of $90 per clerk per month.
The rent is $75 per month. The cost of conveying
mail to this office is at leaet $300 per month, plus
the vehicle, which is at the least $1.50 per hour.
Approximately the cost per month of running this
office is $1,000; in addition to this office..there are
two letter carriers attempting to deliver letters.
This district was originally covered by three real
letter carriers.
We repudiate absolutely the statement in the
Herald of June 12th referring to the 70 men who
were prepared to resume duty. We as the Postal
Workers are prepared to yesume work in a body
without discrimination.

The Labor Woman's council conducted a very
succeseful Tag Day and raised upwards of $670 for
the Striker's Relief Committee. A great deal of
opposition was met ,with and insults were heaped
upon the collectors, also threats vveeetnadeeevitieh
had -the strikers made them would, ha.ve'been considered Bolshevistic. An officer in uniform stating
he would 'turn, 'machine guns on the strikers: The
women were ordered out of two large departmental
stores, please remember this when you are spending your money. The collectoes in the Mount Royal
district, two in, number, collected $.3.37; the collectors in East (Calgary, Rivereide and the 'North Hill
.brought in the large amotvnts of $40, $38, $87, $25
and $30, etc., so we realized where our support came
from. Each postal route was covered by a carrier
and .senter accompanied by one or two ;adies, the
charges of intimidation , made should be charged to
the other side, in several cases the women were
threatened with machine gun, hot water, etc.,
others were told the etrikers , deeerved to starve. In
several cases where threats were used the 'collectors
took down the name and number of the party (making such threat. The ,collectors for'tthe most part
were mothers of families, many •the wives of returned veterans. The money 'will all Ibe dietribmted
and spent in this city, but we realite that "'sm. , '
pathy" means: applied, at home it brings down
Matins anti threats, but extended to people thousands ()if miles away it has a glorified .meaning.
However', the women are well satisthied with their
days work, the followieg is an itemized account of

,•
Enthusiastic meetings are ;being held in Ogden
Social hall every evening it 8 o'olock. ‘. Business-Roll call, -signing of register, reports of pickets, addresses by speakers' on situation in general. The
workers in' the railway shops at Calgary and Ogden
are stile opt with d'eteranina•ion to stick aver notite
was published in press that Ogden shops would be
re ceipts:
There were 4our car
opened Tueeday, June 10.
I $5.00
repotted
for
dirty.
This
'morning,
June
repaireiti
1 $200
12, 'the ntimfber had dwindled down t~ one, there
47 $1.00
had been quite a (f env laborere going in but now
5 Shinplasters
we find that they are 'Staying away.
•

Actions speak louder than wards.

$80.00

BENEFIT FOOTBALL "GAME AT HILLHURST
' PARK
.Y
CALLIES v. POST OFFI&4Preilent Strikers)
3 p.m., Saturday
. .
GOOD GAME PROMISED-SO BE THERE
.„
We are sorry to hap to change our game as first
intended, as we had made arrangements to have
the G.W.V.A. on the line-up to play the Carnes.
The players on the G.W.V.A. 'were anixous to take
part in the game but the Eifecutiie of the G.W.V.A..
stepped in with a little intimidation and. the G.W.
V.A. players Were forced to cancel the game, yet
we can assure the Soccer fans that the srrangemente now made will furnish just as good a game.
We wonder if the rank and file of the G.W.V.A,
who fought for Democracy in Flanders, intend to
hold up that principle at home, and be allowed to
play a game of • football when they are desirous,
without any, dictation from the few.
EXTRACT FROM LETTER JUST RECEIVED
` FROM VANCOUVER
Vancouver, B. C., June 6th.

Central council called strike he June 3, at 11,
a.m. All members df Locai 200, Sheet lifebal,
. 10,Ok
$ 54X Workers, walked out. City is beginning to
place
of„
like
a
pleastue
restorrt.
Jitneys
took
;the
2.00
47.00 street cars in providing convenience for passengers
Thirty-iiine
125 when the street raillw,ay Then quit.

38.00 unions on, strike. Situation is growing. strtinger
here every day. Hope rfor,an earli,settlemeiti
.195,20 brothers in Winnipeg must be getting close to breed,
......
line. '
2.21?
NOTEr-Labor information•+received iftkom 'Vancouver shoWs that , city much snore ,compYetely 1044
• $672.45 up than itwas when the aboie4etter-wast'voritien,- Also Car tickets and postal stamps.
Editor.

76 .Half. Dollars
1292
Quarters
LIBERTY
THEATRE
•
'1958 ..Dimes and Nioldes
r
Starting Monday, June 16th;13111'Hart,in "Brand
220: Coppers •:.
ingrBoadwy,"LbetThrpol'smvlug picture house.,„

Y STRIKE OfillETIN

Donations

PUBLIAMED BY AUTHORITY OF CENTRAL STRIKE COMMITTEE

JblVE 16, 1919

4:106Diss of :Calgary Journalisiii=
• The :Campaign of • Lies.. and 'Calumpy

Price Five

Cents

J R' You Want to Help---

Here's Your Chance
Enclosed please find the sum of $

as inv comribution towards the winning of this
strike. You need not give .me a receipt, the acknowledgment in the Strike Bulletin will be suf-

1,Ve. would draw our readers attention to the lies
being published by the Calgary evening (swill tub)
Herald, they in Saturday's issue publishing in 'large
hekdings:
"Strikers Bulletin publishes statement
alleged to [tack basis M fact, as fsellows:
The
bricklayers, (masons and plasterers deckled to quit
work today is the intfonmation in big type in Saturday's issue . Of 1Callgatry Strilce Bulletin, The Calgary imistearter and dissatisfaction creator follows
. this (with spewing forth its gel as follows: Of
course- they quit work today round about noon as
usual, but they wall resume work again on Monday.

(Here is the part of their statement where they try
to make riot). This is just an example of how
strikers are being hoadevirrked by the Strike Committee.
Do not be mieled by such prevarications of a
Press, with whom we would ?like to see action talcen
on account of such misleading lies as was taken by
the workers in the employ of the Vancouver Sun.
We now produce a copy of letter sent to Strike
Committee by the brick'ayers, masons ansi plasterers union on Friday night.

Calgary, June 14, 1919

Central Strike Committee, Calgary, Alta.
Brothers:,
' By a vote of 24 to 14 the above local decided to be part
Cot the strikers, commencing ,12 noon today.
H. Machin, 227 Thirteenth Ave. E., was appointed as our
representative orryour committee.
Fraternally yours,
W. SMITTEN, Sec.

Tin JOBLESS ILAN ,Cannected

with this system will also be the great
advantage that the resources of the country; freed
ofroni!ialsital.istic Control (there being no "profit"
retaining -thean) will be open for public and in'..cILVidual-exploitation to the advantage of all instead
olf,:ifer„the..advantage Of the financial interests. Even
in. Canada, rwith lei vacant spaces and '
poe(eibilitiees. the .man (without money and without

a joll3 qno better off than. in the 'crowded centers
All around him are the means df ,
ofpoptil;tion..
Ihtelikood.which he is denied the .use of. He stands;
like `one. enchanted, !bewitched, helpless in the midst
'Plenty,. hOund by invisible cords of "property
rightS'!, and '"vested interests!' from obtaining the
'living he 'demands, unless some other person who
haa,,Ontrol 0.1 this prokerty or these interests will
.'lif none Will empfloy him he may
-employ
starve in the midst of plenty. It is not greater
Er*el."-.11668847 in he jab the w?rker wants, it is.
freedotn',frons the jot; as a 'means- of livelihood;
freedom to 'choose what he alialUdo . and how he
shstla :eld it, freedom to co-operate With others for
thi'sarvice'of Itunanity,Iserving ethers ,by serving
himself; ifreedom to labisi without thatdamning
•_setitie'Of iniurity 'Which Intrettes The worker from
_ the :cradle. to 'the
. "The' ,.:Strongest hanit '. of 4rtithari ,,sympathy,.
'srelatin* ihouldt;he-One uniting
• sicte-Aif
alit* eriiking ipiople'elf ail .nations and tongues and.
kindred."---4brahipt Lipcolnt

RAILROAD TELEGRAPHISTS
WILL PLAY THE GAME

ficient.
(Signed)
To the Secretary of the Strike Committee,

Labor Temple, Calgary, Alta.

LABOR WOMENS' COUNCIL
The Labor Won-tens' Council met Friday afternoon with a good attendance. The return, of the
Dance and Tag Day were announced aei those
present assured the men's committee of their %lingness to do Mil in their power to help ra;s: , money
for the Relief Fund. A RoLief Committc,! consisting of Mrs. G. M. Anderson, Mrs. Ruffle, Mrs.
l'urvis and MTS. MacWilliams was appointed to act
with the men's cammittee. The members are solid
behind the men in their determination to win the
present strike, and ,would urge every women interested itt the welfare of her family to attend these
meetings and learn for himself the great issue at
stake. A chain is no Longer than its weakest link,
do tot be a weak link but come and help us to hold
the same solidarity as is shown. by our oppouents.
A social for the strikers and their (wives will be
given in the Labor Temple, Monday, at 8 p.m: A
splendid musical program is being arranged, also
dancing and, Whist. The refreshments will be provided by those not on strike and donations are solicited. The committee ia charge is, Mrs. Davidson,
Mrs. Newcombe, Mrs. Gordian', Mrs. Light, Mrs.
McLean, Mrs. McWilliamts and MTS. Corse. The
next Meeting of the Womens' •Council witt be held
Wednesday at 3 p.m.

Warning !

The second stage of the Commercial Telegraphers strike was reached last Saturday morning when
We would ask ou,r members now on, strike to be
railroad operators at 23,000 paints in America very careful of everything they ,say inetheepeesence ceaeed- handling commercial , messages under an of strangers as there may 6e 'Spottersp!aced
order issued by the Order of Railroad Telegraphers. amongst us to cause trouble. SO 13'EWARE.
Such action, strike leaders declare tonight, will
tie trp alL cominercial telegtraph business except
SPORADIC STRIKES IN CITY OF ROME .,
between the larger cities in which the Western
There have been- sporadic (strikes throughout the
Union and Postal Telegraph companies ,maintain
city for several weeks past in ,Which the deanandk .
their own offices.
aabor and
havebnfordcsithuf
Meanwhile, officials of the Commercial , Telegraphers' Union of Amercia continued to receive crease in wages, while others have been Mewls:test" ,
aginsthecoflvg.Tmster5o
reports indicating that the strike is spreading.
of the strikes is that of 76,000 school teachers de•
manding a minimum of $2 daily.
DESRIBES MUTINY OF FRENCH SAILORS
An account of -the mutiny of seamen 4af the
French Black Sea fleet at Odessa in April was told
in. the chamber of deputies lasts night by Emile
Gcrude, a 'Socialist- deputy.

During,the trouble a red Gag was run up on the
.battleship France. On A,pril 20, a young.officer
ordered ;a inathine -gun fired! against, Fronoh
.diere 'and. sailors iraternizing-with Russians, and
several, persons . were killed :and :rounded. Affter
"negotiations, ttre demands of the--sailors-were met,,
and it was agreed that they should not be punished.

Entertainment for Strikers
[At the Expense of Non-Strikers]

In the Labor, Temple
at 8 o'clock •

miai*T.DAy zurfaT
1110Sicar Program

: • : :111fresillatiitt
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hands is the one unpardonable sin to the hazey
minds, as tong as the toilers are prepared to dance
to the mu-sic of their masters it is all right, but 'let
the tune be set 'by the workers and they commence
to step to the rythm of the music they at once become undesirable elements in society and are brandLeast it might escape your notice, we desire to
ed as Bolsheviks, Soviets and Reds. But for the
call your attention to an article in the evening paper
consolation of those who- gave so generously we
which has taken to itself the parental care Of our
would tike to assure thein. that every cent given
fast dying craft unions, on the bad precedent of our
will be judiciously spent, a,nd not commercialized
city fathers in allowing a Tag Day 'which was asked
in any way and the fight thht labor is putting up
for by the •e:wly formed "Labor Womens' Countoday all over so-called 'Christendom, not only to
.
that
we
have
had
many
cil." This. paper ad:miti
preservtt to this generation what our forefathers
Tag Days in the last four or five years and it might
won' for us so- dearly, but to hand on to the children
also have admitted that these have always had their
of the men who, are yet hidden in the womb of the
endlorsation, we are welt aware that the necessity
future, such Liberties that they, looking back, will
of such Tag Days was on account of the so-called
have cause to rejoice in the fact that we were buildUnion. Government not doing its duty by those
ingthetter than ever in our fondest &catty we could
whom it sent overseas' and also their dependents at
ever coneeive. ,
home, 'for it is a lamentable -fact that while wives
and mothers gladly gave up their husbands and sons
The 'Canadian railway war board has 'been noti.
to fight the Empires battles, many of them just as
fied by a committee representing Division No. 4,
soon as their dear ontes had left our shores, were
Railway Employes' Department American Federaobliged to lay fbare their poverty to same Red Cross
tion of Labor, comprised of employes working in
Society in order to get anything like a decent living,
locomotive and ear shops, that unless ceertain conon account of the meagre government allowance,
cessions are made to the employes before Wednesthe increased cost of living brought about by the
day morning next, at 10 o'clock, tie employes will
friend's of the government, being allowed to proficeac.^ work at that hour.
teer in food stuffs and the landlord's ever increasing
The committee of Division 4, represents
demands to increase rent roll. If Tag Days were
the
0 1 1 1) 10 3'es in' mechanical' department, of all Canpermissable under such conditions we 'fail to see
ad.ian railways. This committee have now been
why they should 'be banned under present condinegotiating since May 11, and as the master's repretions', for every fair-minded person. today admits
sttmtatives have been talking all round the issues,
that the government has 'failed in its duty toward's
the membershiP notified the committee (by placing
the workers of this country. Practically every
results of a ballot before them), that they must
church has sided with labor in 'this great struggle :lie
get down to business and' beside the main quesand surely when the tchurch speaks with no uncerhours and wages. or call a strike. Thsese
tain voice, as it has during the last few weeks,'it is tions,
questions being settled tithe might be taken . up to
.there
is
something
radi.
unmistaka'ble evidence that
consider the details. This request being placed
'eallY wrong, 'kir the church does' not wire definite
before the war board and after consideration ..they
to
the
govern.ment
on
matters
of
little
resolutions :
Thjefore this
seemingly
have turned it d.owit.
tpublict. , itriport. Our craft unions. parental 'friend
The significance of this • strike. will
strike order.
. objects to this Tag Day on account of its suspicions
be realized when its -magnitude is .found by the
that it would be impossible to follow the funds to
withdrawal of .st much labor power from our main
its final destination. _If this is. a real objection,
arteries of transit. The government is. again. showsame
objection
be
raised
on.
all
Tag
.
might not that
Days in 'the I wonder how many of the ing its weakness in not attempting to stop this
calamity from coming on the citizens of the DothousandS that were constantly 'stopped' on the
minion.
'streets Of Calgary for a subscription', ever did, or
—
ever tcould, or ever will, have the chance to tracing
MAN-POWER
thefir
final
destination,
if
they
could
their . gifts toStrong- men 'from ehe heart Of the world, men of
I am • not's° sure that their blood would' not rise
far above normal heat. We do kn:ow that any sub- courage and youth wed vision, they want you across
scription given to the ladies on our recent Tag Day the sea where the battle rages. Smooth rwhite
will. not be commercialized, that the lists are open flesh, rippling muscles, steel nerves for the tanks
for any one to inspect and see Where and 'how this and the planes and: the guns. Without you the
relief is being administered, and will only :be used guns are silent. With them you speak strangely
where it is most needed. It is a remarkable fact all that you are now, all that you have been., all
that the main feature of the money raised on that 'that you might 'become.
Brown hands wielding swift :levers, steady eyes
day was given in the working class localities—
bearing ‘.out the statement that it is in fellow-feeling gauging the clouds', pressing (feet crowding onward
And back of these the things
that makes- us wondrous kind. Further . we may over wan faces.
Man-poweralso remind our EditOr df the Evening Prevaricator which make you really effective.
thatmany of the ladies that took part in. this Tag the flame of unseen altars, the thrill of sunrise, the
Day gave. a great lot of their time and every assist- mystery of moonlit gardens, the gleam of a girl's
anceOn the il:stmer Tag . Days, which accounts dor shoulders, the 'bent figure of a woman 'sewing before
their :wonderful success on this last occasion, and a window, the warm hand of a friend. .
'Beautiful bodies under the brown uniforms,
Surely no' one would care-to cast. any reflection on
-- the, character of any collector Who took part in hauoting memories, blithe dreams, :glowing desires,
those (weekly. Collections andl if that is so, it is curses, prayers, lovers, hates—man-power! For-- caticeivable that they .should have back ward under the -colors. You are the dream of life,
. (hardly
diden(fioin -that high moral Character which the the burnt offering, the bloody sacrifice. You are

Our

Tag Day

Herald' so generously and deservedly . give them at
that tine. - ,Bnt I think there are other reason why
the evening paper objects, but 'has not the courage
to do .90, .the one outstanding reason being that the
workers have taken their: own business into their
-own hand, past experience bas taught them that as
long is they neglect their own•husiness,.allowing—it
to be done byanOther Class, Whii. live !and. - moire and
_have :their being in anotlyerworld, there Was little

our modern Christ.

ROSE HENDERSON.
co,
The Herald states, that civic locals Which have
voted in. favor of strike, the •first time sent Kan adverse vote, the seccind time they balloted, this ii-nop,
, true.: Out of eleven Iocals,:seven were against, four
for But the majority over-rtiled the minority, as
qyreviously agreed upon. , •
••

^-
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From Winni
une 10.
McIA-ren Hotel, Winnipeg,
•
Central StrikeConimittee, Calgary, Alta,
The sitilation. here has reached) a critical stage,
the Moguls mediators are endeavoring 'COreiteli . a
settlement and we have got them in the position
It .prictically
that they 'must take a definite stand
amounts to this if the employer will not accept-the
Moguls offer which the central la'bor body have
endorsed, then the same Moguls will have : to take
their stand with us. I am getting copies of all
letters interchanged between the various parties

concerned, Which I wiM bave•on my return.
Now, to give you the latest events, I Might . say
that in this city of Solidarity events are fast and
furious. So much, in fact, that if one is off the
street for five minutes one gets away behind in' his?
tory.
Yesterday the police were all fired and this
morning new police were on the. job. They con-.
sist off the worst tpyes of insult to 'humanity -one
ever saw. I am not exaggerating brothers, when
be
I say that the 'general opinion is that We
under martial law inside of twenty-four' hours, if
they are not withdrawn. Remember this brothers,
this strike has been on now for four weeks and
hardly .a police case heard off, 'and yet today, since
these thugs have been in operation several, riots
have taken p'ace. The police are already dlulylring
innocent workers with the most modern 'Weapons.
During this a'fte'rn'oon's session on the 'Central
Strike: Committee, some one brought in 'a - 3-8-ineh .

link chain with an eye-bolt in the end Of. it and! reported that in a scrap on Portage and Main one of
these special police had endeavored to,use..iti:but
someone in the crowd took it away from h rn Just
before we 'broke Up our session the crowd ran In a
mon to us 'who is undoubtedliy Of .theprothug breed
Who had ,endeavOred to use a gun Rest( assured
this dope is ail: straight goods without any paint 01 .
powder 'thrown in -In fact, We feel) SO,PoiltiVe that
Martial Law be proclaimed that: the-Central
Strike Cominittee were discuignig ways and Means
of meeting in event of the sanne:Iyeing ProClaiin,ed
Of course, there is the posuibility of the ioominis•sion here ordering the regular police-back and firing
the Scabs, but on this I do not place' mirch confidence.
So far the 'crowd have succeeded in •driving the
Scab 1/once off the streets, the boys captured one
policeman who attempted to use the gun, and they
so: !badly scared hint he Ifainted.
Now brothers you can use this as-yen see fit.
I will endeavor to keefi you posted: by ,wire-daily
if necessary. Tell the brothers to 'keep - a.stiff tipper
lip and stick' to the fight and I feel ceritidervi. of
VICT'ORY. C. TOWNS- END; •
The Rev. I. Paul Taylor, minister ot
Park !Congregational Church in
resigning from the minfistry, said
"I clesire, :to:„Iile.:*
Christian life and it is impossible forInc to do so
and at the same time be a:succeiSfut tmittister;'
have come to the conc/uSiOn that my greatest usefulness lies in another field than, that cit the ehitrell,
which, today to organized 'far. self-Pr.tiPagati 3O).(7- .
This gentleman was) the only clergyman tn pet -risk
who opposed the bringing otf Bslly :Stinday.';..t-d:',/hat.
city. We pay : tribute to one ettere-Meinibeif..the clerical profession
— who has
, seen
.
.
.
-, El Paso TiMes,..J'utie 5, .says special train Of'.. 300 '
Mext.
i can and their !fatuities .
here 1- 0,4:-tnight
on the El ,:PS'sol and South 'Wei-tern • R..R„ far ;.'Chat barn, Onttarie,.,Where,.',6hey wilt be enyplOYecl'in:?the .:Beet. Fields duri4;;Ithe. stitrinser.' They were . (brOUgt;i.7.,!' ::
across the Internatienit:bridge:earli•'yesterday
ter,noon an left :hire" in charge .
cials.

fi;fiviza
6

ort of Grand President of CIBIRIE5
'Thelfol'loving extracts are -from the report:

A. R.
Esq., Gran.d, President,
. . Masher,
.
C. B. of R. E., -Ottawa, Ont.
Dear Sir and. Brother:
. -"f do not think it necessary for me to dwell on
the (combination: of the Metal Trades 'Council, as
don:3,645,s you are aware as to how this organization is :composed, ,suillice to say -that the Metal
Trades Council are asking for recognition of this organization, inotead of the various crafts of the metal
trades..
The Metal Trades Council c:aim the right
•to'be allowed to legislate for the metal trades, inaorinveh as the Buildersr Association have combined
themselves for actiog, so as to strertgthen their
hands against the various crafts. The employes
realizing this, :formed themselves into the Metal
Trades Council, with the result that they presented
schedules -for-all .metall workers some :time in. March.
After: repeated inquiries for an answer, after 'the
presientation of the schedule, and the Builders' As-#SOCiation, not seeing !fit to reply, the Metal .Trades
caned a strike. This strike took place, but very
, headway was made, -so representations were
Made to, the Winnipeg Trades: and Labor Council',
asking -a.1 affiliated bodies to take a strike vote in
sr-tit:lathy with the metal workers.
What followed
id...already known!, and the apathy of the capitalists
in( Winnipeg towards organized labor was such

tha,t We, now 'have sympathetic strikes all over the
coUntry.
,
,
•g!..W.hilat':-• in Winnipe4 I tried to look, on this
.strike in a ,brciadatiirided manner, flytt'i it did "not
require. anyone to he 1iincj to follow events, No
tnitter:•twhat this capita4isSC :press -hail to 'Say , about
the'SOViet-Or Bolshevik agitators in Winnipeg, still
the fact :reirtiains that Capita/ is now doing its level
besf(to beat organized 'labor. This is an admitted
Cfact' by- the 1Citizerts" CoMmittee of 1,000, which is
'• a COminilitee...forMed to look after the interests of
the
„ qhe strike ibe.ing on, -the strike committee Made
representations to. the 'Mayor and City !Council to
-try-'n- d Settle' -the -strike.
The Mayor asked the

question the: right of const'tutional government, be
what it may, civic, provincial or Federal. To show
hat there is no Bol'shevism in Winnipeg, the Chief
of Police has stated that during the !first week of the
strike, there was less crime than. .for any week in
the 'pa.st I'S years. If anyone wishes to know who
are the real Bolsheviks in Winnipeg. commend
them to the Citizens' Committee of 1,000. They
have pulyely stated:
"'We cannot starve them, 'we have not been
able ta raise a riot, so the only thin' s left for us is
to start 'something whereby we can put the city under martial law.'
"Another choice item in their paper is:
"'Compullsory.education is responSible for the
present trouble ; education today 'has made the
worker just as intelligent as his employer:'
"The -Citizens' Committee 'stated, before the
Mayor that the -Committee of 1.000 was quite prepared to break this strike, even if they had to bathe
the streets of Winnipeg in blood."
'Senator Robertson, came to Winnipeg and the
'first thing he di-di was to order the postal employes
'back to work, stating that not until these men went
:back to work would he lift one hand to start negotiations to end the- strike. This is something we
should 'remember when there is a change of government.
"Perhaps the outstanding feature of the present
trouble 49 'the attitude the Running Trades have
taken. I discussed the situation. with numerous
members of the Engineers, Firemen and Train-men
and. have yet to 'hear one member of any of these
,onganizaticvn.s say that Internationals are any good.

Frani- obServationo I have made I think it wiili not
be long before the'big International organizations
tome to the con'clusion that it will pay them better
to have their organization headquarters in Canada.
The only men opposed to the strike were the officers of the International organizations. The train-

Class Distinction
We would draw your attention to the nt.ttice appealing in Ilst issue lt, the effect Ilint %ye hilve been
rien:wd the right to issue open subscription lists
so that those who felt kindly d's'posed to us and
our cause could put down their names and the
amount of their donations, howtTer sena]] for the
purpose of relieving any the needy cases that
may rcquire assistanc e on account of their final,' cial circumstance's.
We as workers reaNzing the 'fact that we are only
allowed a subsistance wage. and a hard continuous
strue- , le has been required even to maintain our life
as it is.

I3eing aware, also of the fa-et that the average
wage worker is only a few weeks removed front
the point of starvation at the best of times, 'we see
how it is immediately necessary to raise funds. This
we are 'endeavoring to do by popular subscription
and lists were issued to those 'who were interested
for the 'most part citizens of the community.
We are sorry therefore that the bylaw covering
the 'matter has been put in force against us., hut at
the -same time, we are witting to abide by it, even
though we do know that on numerous oocasions
in the past, religious institutions of different de, nominations have been allowed to sell tickets for
what is commonly called, a raffle. It may be camouflaged at times, but the end is the same. These
efforts 'we have never known in the past to 'he
meddled with by the law and gives us cause to wonder if our lam-makers, being the executive of the
master class, consider that the religious 'movement
is such a benefit to them that it can be allowed
to raise funds in this way without molestation
where 'we, as -strikers, carrying on at present a
struggle for a 'principle, which will greatly 'help,
if won, to improve the 'material' conditions of our
fives, upon which improved conditions -must be
based any possible spiritual outcome are debarred
by police 'caution 'from resorting to similar means
to mitigate such 'suffering as may be incidental to
our action, and out of our wonder inevitably grows
the conviction that the law is deliberately stretched
a point in ma-ny cases, and cases that are of little
or no account to us, white it is invariably invoked
to thwart us when we en-gage as a working class in
any effort, 'having -for its abject the improvement of
our economic position.

men on the C. P. R. at Winnipeg, held a 'special
'meeting with 1184 present, and the result of their
vote was. 180 for going out in: sympathy, and also
to 'break away from the International'. Nor does
strikers' Ifor theii terms Of calling off the 'strike. this spirit 'confine itself only to Winnipeg; other
There terms were as -follows:
points are thinking the same way. Therefore,
:"..Recrignition - of .Colleetive Bargaining .by em- when you see it stated that the Running Trades
plovers:
will not support this strike, it is only the views of
THE LAW
'Inecognition of the eight-hour day.
the executive officers, and does not re-present the
The law in its majestic equality forbids the rich
• . "Wagei -to (be :su)brnitted to arbitration, but um- feeling of the 'men. Everywhere one hears that
as well as the poor to sleep under 'bridges, Ito beg
der...no tonsideraltion Were 'the two proposals re the we do not want International organization's."
in the streets and to steal for bread.—Anatole,
and collective bargaining to go to
eigtitt-liaiii-,.day
. . , .
France.

46-Oration,

proposals were put forward by the
. M.Oy'Or tothe heads of the companies who 'started
i$u :6firike, and a letter was received from them
proposals of the strike committee. The
cep,ting

-'

Correspondence

Union men that are working, we dot* want your
sympathy, we want you to line up alongside of us
wonder if those responsible for that are putting up a 'fight against the machinations
'Mr.
- stopping the G. W. V. A. -from playing a friendly of powerful coanlbinations who do trot reckon on life
game of rfootlball in aid of the Strikers Relief Fund, but dollars and cents.
ever considered the enormous sums contributed by
the workers in aid of soldier's 'families during the
war. A case in point that was never given pub- and other woricers in large establishments, where
licity, the 'workers in one ship-repairing plant, had thousands of workers were employed recognizing
contributed over $115,000 dollars when it was the success made of the scheme adopted' the same
brought to the notice of the Shop Stewards that no method in order that the relief was given where and
dependants in their particular establishment had when 'required. The proof of this statement can
receivecb a cent, tha money was going 'to the be found on application to any of the Shop Stewards

Mayor" thew advised :the strike !committee and, the
.'-ntPlOYens to meet in his office at 7 p.m., which was
donei.butMien . :the discussions comimenced the ern.- plaYera told the Mayor that they had decided not
...ta'!"Ittai.isd..by.the -decision given in their !letter, Inasdathe .•Citizetie (Committee of 1;000 had told
cOnlel not allow the employers 'to accept
tlie':f.tertms•.,the 'strikens bad offered, and tfurther the
:- . Citizene,Coinntitpee was now prepared to light theStrilieniacci.finiSh and Would continue to fight -them
eon..tintil;:they:were beaten) alisotutely. . Consequenity, Mayor's Fund, and for every twenty shillings
.e'lilitike was net italled -off, and the stnilce cam- tributed, exPenses were !fourteen shillings, so. a
inittee'Oróniptly.asleed, other cities to come to their meeting was called of aM the workers and. discussed,
and it was finally decided to look after the disposal
Regarding the tallcalrott-t Winnipeg being ruled of this-fend themselves. They adopted a system
;Bekilieviks::. This is a rfallacy and is spread by that the (wife and family of any employe of this
ritiieng'COMMittee fOr:thelyurpotte of getting particuiar plant who was' a. soldier • received an allowance of $6.25:-Per week every week 'and at' holiy. fr.oum the Great War Ve teran's
liet da,y times gulch as Christtmas it was doubled and the
The<ItC
are so ,uil'l of 'this patriotism ff11:6" avd
Ctinvinittee have not Yet and never . Will cast of running the fund was less than 1 per tent

in Glasgow, Scotland, Besides the allowances
to soldier's dependents aut of this fund, there was
enough left over to go for a tmaintainence fund or
soldiers' orphans.

I would like if those responsible for the stopping
of the game realize that we are all of the-working
class and our aims and objects should 'be the same.
A fuller life, and that it is necessary for us to get • •
together to obtain it.
SHIPWRIGHT.
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there is a general .exodus front' the American continent ,of its one-time desirable citizens, at - their,
oven expense, has been deplored ,by many of these
very agencies which at the same time are loudly
If. however, markets are not changed—not the
fact gi half the workers ling on charity •does not
make the prospect any too rosy—the demand will
'Fellow workers, you have been stampeded in fall off, the world will not have the money to pay
the. past with various c•r•es and slogans., all swan% for goods: It will 'become absolutely neeesSary
to divert your attention from vital problems of to find new markets if production. is to • be .matnyour own. Among these cries and slogans have tained, and the manufacturers are to get any profits,
been "The Yedow •Peril," "Reciprocity," "Prohibi- and as wars are' now conducted to find new markets
tion," and many others. They have tripped you for goods produced to sell at -a profit, we have in
up in the past thy the cat-calls. Don't let them the new militarism of the A.bbied nations the seeds
do -it again. Don't be stampeded now, when you of ,futre wars to obtain these new ,markets that the
have everything to lose by falling for it, with the manufacturers will not be deprived of their profits.
cry of Bolshevism, and the Alien agitation stunt, . calling 'for bothaways pasition? If the •foreigners
and the rash assertian that .foreignt gold being I wish to return, home, on the one hand, andante wish
freely spent for the purpoSe of carrying on a: prop to deport them, en, the other, why not let them go?
agancla of destruction. in these 'days it is •Russian Having called fardeportation, our call, presumably,
• gold, but little mare than yesterday it was German. has meaning. Why them, the thief? We regret
'• It is all a 'hoger—a Scarecraw. In other countries to have topoint out the real •reason why this call
it is played out, dead and buried. Who was it ' for deportation is insincere. and only one more of
that brought these foreigners over? Who was it the many red iherrings .which have 'been drawn
that, whenever a 'boatlaad arrived, circillated across our trail so many times. The reaso•n is that
throughout the length and breadth .olf the land the the master-class must have the cheapest labor it can
news that a Most desirable •class of people- was obtai,n,•arrd consequently . , since the 'labor it is pro,
flocking to the country? And why Were they de- prised to deport is of this nature, it will 'be the last
&hal:de? They were desirable, from the masters' to be hurried out :.of the country. Our •present
slandpoint, because their commodity, the only thing supply of Alien labor_ will be retained until such
they had to . sell, their labor power, 'was cheap, time as it dan he replaced by labor w . hich will he
much cheaper than native, labor power. owned by cheaper. Until s,uch time the outcry is a mere
workers whose standard of living was a little higher. ' slogan, intended to mislead, and you fellow-workers,
Railroads had to he built,' and the country stir- , have been , so frequently- misled' in the past, that we
veed and •develoned, mines were to be opened up, ff-el +Mum!, trappeai to you to he on your guard
'aml•the' land laid under production. Labor • agen- during the - Present time of .crisis.
Do •not allow
cies; • whose number was legion, reaped in a rich - yourselves any longer to be 'led astray.
Keep in
• harvest from, these dosirable--extremely desirable -;. mind the clause eight of "Labors' Nine Points."
forei.gpers. ..,'Real estate agents and land •ctimeatty And..remember that the worker, no matter how he
prom:stars had the finest time of their lives. • For may. wark" nor., to What counti'y he may belong has
" them Western. Canada was.,a paradise. Them 'came only' One.enemy and that enemy, all countries, is
the war, and :this lasted' for•some years.
But the ',within the gates', and is directly responsible for
.war is now ended,• and the transition period, dur- the manyand vicious attempts to wreck the organ..
ing ,Which we are moving,tfroin War to peace, has nations. of the worker and discredit Labor's (muse.
arrived, and after Icing waiting to see the muchWe call on• all workers, 'therefore, to stand
vaunted .govern•ment reconstruction policy we find . firmly, together and resist with all their 'energy the
that -so. far nothing has been done at all, with the eflforts now being made to divide andseparate them.
one exception that various attempts have been made United we stand, and march on to the destined
to .sana.sh organizedlaborr, deliberately -to 'crush it goal. Divided we -fall, and with us for a long
to the ground. and grind it •down. The wheels of nerind mest inevitably 'fall our most cherished
. production have sto•pped. Thousands of men, in hopes and desires.
every country are seeking jobs, and no jobs are to
tfound. There are' no 'jobs. There are more
NOTE—Since writing the above it has tome
men at large, and jobless, than the present system
has room fr. And in. order to mitigate, somewhat, to our notice that Mexicans have been • imported
this unfortun,ate state of affairs the cry has gone into Canada to work in the Canadiambeet
What "sort of
forth "let us deport the foreigner." He who Was And they taltk of reconstruttion!
formerly sodesirable has now lost caste. . Anil this reconstruction is it that throws on the labor market.
notwithstanding the daluse in the Peace . 17- eaty already flooded .thy men seeking work, shoals of
workers dram another country? There were not
which read:
jobs in Canada for those already here. Why, this
all mutters ' concerning their Status as
additional, supply of workers? Who is responsible,
workers and'as•meiriberir of 'society; foreign
" Vvorkinen lawftilly . admitted to any Century,' and what steps are' being taken by -tbe present govand their families, shoUld be insured the erninent to put an end to so disaStrou• a proceeding?
same treatment as the nationals of that
—o
Country."
It
was
"cry
patriotic
to collect funds for the
This is clause' No.. 13;. andhas - heett circulated in
alt:Cattlittlea alOng.W.Ith the Other elatises adopted 'starvittg Belgian children, the -people wham :some
at the Peace Conferertee, and ttOw 'popttlarty known. of our returned tmen .tell us were carefully 'watched
as .enemy spies. Yet when our ,good Canadian
as :"LabOr'Sr Taints:" ; .'rhia is 701.7121
sheVi IV li:Alre!"BoislieVism" Of Ll'crt dto rke, ,citizen •wonnen go around otllectg .for: the relief
Geinales Gletlienieean,'WoodrowaWilSOn and Baron of our • own Canadian families'they are 'slandered,
sworn , at, and told they were -Bolsheviks. These
Soitirrn: , • " •
The Main restilt Of the war, So far, -has been to aie the very same women that colleqed for the
reveal the ittatistrial siatentin. tall its hitleaus bru- 'first mentioned cause.
tality, and, so hideous has this re-velatian 'beeri.that
we think if the -batiks of the: steantship,coMpanies
There is one redeeming feature alhout the scabs
coact be latiked bite - it *Mild: be fotindthat 'thous- - who are dielitit
flail iticow.
They Stlinit
ands' . ibreigiteri are ottlY .bao
At - thkr
they ate strilfebreAkerS. When tlity ;fee a nOtice
merit, to thke'PaStaage" beek to .'Oeir awn. cottntries.i on a - doer. "No Mail 'desired 'here handled by
ivhich, ba,d as they are, are yet at the Present tithe Strikebreakera," they Write on the letters "refused
. More '4'sirailiei's, by far, in which to live than
•Aotic," -without eyen entering The _yard. Guilty
the home of the brave and the free.
The fact that ednicience eh?
•

The Bolshevism of Lloyd
George, Clemenceau, et al

•

•
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GREAT BRITAIN
The Manchester Guardian says: „ 'Atha tieace
conference 'were- to Collapse ;what would'happer.? It would. mean that the West wou!d follow the
East, and that the. world. would only find its unity .
again. on the hass Of a TIVW democracy. It_ is hot
difEcult to forecast a situatioo- in which the only
men who could 'make peace for any -courery won d
be the leaders of the •adva.-nced democratic forces.
There are those who think it not unlikely thatWhen
peace
'finally made the chief + British representa- ,Mr. Robert Suti:lie.
five
_
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_ SOCIETY SITS . ON VOLCANO. "
Dr. F. W. Patterson, the new secretary Of. the Western Baptists' Union, and who is. well known
in. Alberta, in his farewell sermon ai Winnipeg declared that so long as society is cliValed into employers, employes and the - employed, - it rests on a
volcano and that some „means amust be found "by which these lines can be wiped out or the restit
might be worse than the people could imagine:
"In 23 years as-a pastor my opinion of sin has
changed," said, Dr. Patterson. , "I usedie think it
was .rnerely stealing, lying and the like. •1 have .
come to see that it is a sin for aeother to prevent a
man from deriving the full fruits off - his -labor. The
farmer who does not cultivate his fields thoroughly
sins against the man who does. Theiman , who
rchs the soil of its ferOlity is robbing thenext generation and therefore sinning. The man: who permits deforestration to fill 'his own ipackets and does .
not think about those who are to come_ alter him
their reeds is a, sinner."
Theabeve• is I* indieation of the change that is
rapidly taking form in the minds of the !eiders,
of the church as well as in all other institutions. ,
o
THE LATE. PROFESSOR ALFRED RUSSELL .
The nineteenth century saw the-rise, the_tievel-.
opment, and thecutminatien of those crimes against
God and :man. Let us hope that the 'twentieth century will , see the rise- Of a truer religian, 4a purer
Christianity, that, the conscience of Sour rulers will
no longer penmit a single man, women or child to
have its life shortened or destroyed any preventable cause, however .p ,rofitable the present system 'may be to their employers. That no one shall
be allowed to accumalate wealth by the tabor of
others, untcse and until every laborer shall have received sufficient, not only for a bare subsistance, but
for all the reasonable conrforts and , enjoyments of
life, including ample recreation. and provision for a
restful- and happy old age.. Briefly, the support of
labor- w4hout any injury to health or shortenin,g,of life should be 0.-..first charge, upon the product's
of labor, and every kind of labor that will not bear
this -charge -is immoral an.d is unworthy of a civilized ...community.
It has come to our notice from a reliable source,
that merchants are contributing to a fund Ifor propaganda purposes for fighting the workers OM strike.
There will be a day when we will retur,n, to.work,
and again draw wages, so we will know where to
place our cash in future. Our list of those opposed
to us will be ready in a ferw days.
.
it is ternarlicable -that -when •tnen go thou -sands
Of mites :to 'fight. in a -41°1.6v 'country in The inter
- ests- of - their: masters -they are called loyal patticrtic
citizens.. When.they came home sett have -to put
up-a - fight:for 2., ,Square deal and s -.-decent standard
of likringtfor theirwives.and, they - are- called
a bunch of Bolsheviks.
TIM NEW FREEDOM
%titer thert,snd.tbat ortly labor, but all marrkind
is trait-king tforw-ard to a new freedom; economic
freedom-411st, because only when subsistance is seottied( for-all wilt any other freedam become possible.—Fair Play.

A.RRY ON!

This is the Slogan of the Strikers in Winnipeg-Persecution of Officials Fires Men with Determination
To See It Through 1

Price Five Cents

If You Want to Help-L
Here's Your. Chance
Enclosed please find the sum of
as my contribution towards the -winning of this ,
strike.
You need not give me a receipt, the ackno.wledgme-nt in the Strike Bulletin will :be suf-

ficient.
(Signed)
To the Secretary n.f the Strike Committee,

Labor Temple, Calgary, Alta.

• ,.

SUBSCRIPTIONS LIST
Already acknowledgedC.' C. McClarty
R. Hassard
W. Wall
J. E. Ybung
J. Macpherson
W. Foster
Entertainment Cordmittee
M. McDonaryth
Owing to the tie-up in Winnipeg and the fact that Miss Bather
freight trains are not moving, the C.P.R. today laid, I Machinists Union
off eix cabooses. This means that the crews of six Mr. Inglis
freight trains moving out of Calgary are idle. ,
M. P. Hunter

WINNIPEG, June 17th. Winnipeg Strikers more determined than ever on account of arrest of several Officers. Wire me
Calgary news per return. CARRY ON TOWNSEND.
■•••■■••

Railway Workers Hand War
Board Ultimatum which
- Expires To-day

C.P.R. FREIGHT TRAIN CREWS

.. 11511......00
01(v
00
2)0
,05: ,.,
.

$ 194,:..16

io.ori,
5.00
1110.00
2.00
200.00

.

W. Irvine, A. Ross, J. H. Fo
rd
75.00 ' : • .
The Herald says that the news of the arrest of Bros. Gibb, Ingham and Quinn
tiM.Q
..; .1, .
union officials has "cheered the citizens" of Winni- Bakers anct Confectioners
49.50., , . . peg. Strange, the sinking of the Lusitanitt was just
92.9t
as exhilerating to the Hun! If the strikers and their Bulletin, No. 78
. , .. , i
.
The following correspondence 'has been forwarded families were shot' down we are inclined to- believe O. S. Kennery
5.00
to members of Railway Employees Division 4, A. F. that nothing short of a medal would satisfy the J. A. Kenzal
•
of L., whose membership ,mprises all those en.; citizens 11] and the Southern paper.
G. K. V.
5.00
0
gaged in the mechanical part of all railway systems
Workmen's Circle No. 267
70.00'
in Canada. except, Ruoilieg Trades. .1f these men
DOINGS OF THE LABOR WOMEN'S
List 76
15.00
,
come out it. Will praCtiCally a tie-up for the
COUNCIL
already badly disorgdoliztal systems. \\rill the • ritirList 65
13.55
den Government add atioLher jewel to its diadem of
The Labor Women's Council gave a very en- W. J. Walker
folly by permitting. this ?
joyable entertainment for the benefit of strikers E. W. Wood
2.00
"Montreal, June 10th, 1019 and their families on , Monday night. The large Football Game
34,00
'
"Mr. -W. M. Neal, General Seeretaey,
hall was filled', the overflow being aocommodated
"Canadiatu Railway Boata,1;
in the smaller halls, where cards were provided.
$2,664.61
Toter
'
" Montreal, Qua.
o—
The first part of the evening was devoted to a
•'Dear Sir : In reply to your letter dated June
MiNERS
9th, I have been instructed co inform the War Board 'musical program, those taking part being Mesdames
throngILu that their recent letter means nothing.' p...Dayidson. and .Machin, and Messrs. ,Boothmatt,
tutd,WaVitur membership positively declines to await Sheraton, Collette and Swick; also several selec(Lethbridge Herald, June '16th.)
deVel'Optrients in the United Stet's. Hence it will be tions by the Postal Workers' Orchestra of five
ourdtity to accede to the will of our membership by
Every coal dock at the head of the Great Lakes
consenting to it. cessation Of work on aliCanadian pieces.. Refreshments were then served, and after controlled' by the railroads is idle as the result of a
Railroads at 10 ii. iii, Wednesday. June 181.h, unless ' partaking oil the many good things provided 'by , the
in the interval the 'Canedian Railway War• Board iadies;' the hail was cleared and a full program Of strike.
recede from their former poSition and proceed to • dances' was- enjoyed by all. Mr. Tullocic made a
negotiate an agreement along the lines of discussions
We are: inflamed that it is an absolute fact that
splendid M.C., and the ladies are much indebted' to
previous to adjournment.
Sterling,
Inspector of Mines for the Province, has
the
'evening.
Too
much
him
for
the
success
of
"Yours trul y, •
cannot be said in appreciation of the fine . music been acting as a strikebreaker in the South.
"(Signed) Ches. Dickie,
"Secy.-Treas. Division No. 4
provided by the orchestra. Those present expressed
"This ultimatum, which has' been served on the themselves as delighted with ,the. evening's enterWe would like to know where the $190,000 has
War Board, was unanimously agreed to by your tainment. The ladies will provide another in the gone, collected by the Provincial Government per
Connnittee. To our minds there NVOS no ether courae near future.
the Sc tax on coal; if part olf the money is 'being
left us Imt to serve notice on the Board. Therefore
A ladies' committee is serving lunch every day ' used by the Department of Public Works in railyou will accept this as an official call to cease work
this
week
at
the
Labor
Temple
for
the
men.,
and
at 10 a.m. Wednesday, June 18th unless advised to
way fares and expenses in breaking the miners'
the contrary in the interim.
any contributions for this -purpose will ;be gratestrike.
"Fraternally yours,
fully received' at the 'Labor Hall-.
"Chas. Dickie,
The next rneeting of the Labor Women's Coun"Sec.-Treas. Division No. 4." cil! -will 'be held Wednesday, • the 1-8th, at 3 p.m.,
We also understand that Sterling, besides being
Inspector of Mines, is allso -holding down the job
o
women
interested.
in,
the
Labor
movement
and
all,
,
as ,Chairman of the Workmen's Compensation
Cinderella • Dance, on Saturday are urged. to attend.
Board. ,A 'position. 'that we consider could well be
t.inndgeeethnfte. filledi by one of our 'returned men. Also that he is
eoddit. 9r ;:II:fhliths.abei
t
s
t
"
'to
e(G
is
iy,
n
in
ex
u
iiso
s
.cl
C
,le
ha
on
w
lin
ues
case
Night,' in the Al Azhar Temple.
chairman of another comitnission recently aPpOinted,
••
which could well 'be filletrbiaMithei returned man.
and obscene sheet the "Calgary Herald."
Admission 25C' and '50c.
—
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of an International officer."
It looks like the beginning of the end of Sammy r
Gonmers is at hand, and with that, the end, of a
system by which labor has in, the past, been separated, and not, federated. The rank and. file of labor
ca:n .no longer Ibe_mistled (by any !mace or leaders.
Citizens could give away as many bulletins as they The workers , of the entire world- are 'moving: Labor, .
that great Sleeping giant, is awakening fro-mills long
liked.
, In 'Calgary, we also had an edifying example of' slumber. 'He is struggling ,to-free 'himself from alt
democracy (Wilsonian band). In the past, we have the fetters and fetishes. and superstitions which have
'been tagged for almost every eonceivable 'purpose bound him down to the dark past.
The light of a better day is .dawning upon- him •
under the sun, from. buying woollen sox for Fiji
Islanders to raising money to buy a wig for John. D. anrd with 'that'come's to labor, the new con
Rockefeller. But lo! and, be.h.alell When it came .ociousness, that enables him to recognize his histo getting permission to raise money for the ,fami toric mission upon this. earth, the sacred mission
lies of ,destitrue, strikers, there arose a chorus of that requires , him to make this. earth a Sit habitation
protests from various parts of our ,fair city, pro- for the workers of the world.
tests official and unofficial, that ,made the combined chorus of the cackling of' geese, the croaking
PRODUCTION FOR SERVICE
of the raven and the howling -of the coyote seem
. to sound like the tender strains emitted by the
On the -other hand were production carried. on
Postal Workers Band. 'by comparison. Yea, verily,
for
service (which is exactly the system of -econombeen
educated.
There
are
dozens
of
in.ciwe havedents that 'have .occurred -during this, -strike, which ics introduced into Russia.by the Bolshevik party)
showed the 'workers who were their friends and who every person who ,wo'rke'd (and all would work)
were their enemies. For lack of space we are un- would receive according to his. needs and not acable to elaborate upon- them. But one illuminating cording to his ability to pay. If his work was
'feature of this strike, which stands out 'prominently' superior or more exacting than others he would
and which. we cant 'not ignore, is -the'poUtion taken be that much better off, tieing -remunerated accordingly, and would be able to obtain more goods 'for
'by the International Union officers, of w.h.onf
Samuel. Gampers the head and , cheese (I mean himself. Some may suggest that is the system we
have now. Not at all, .because now the tbest goods
chief).
When the U. •S. entered , into the European con- and the largest -quantity are 'seemed Iby those who
fillet, Mr. Gompers and his ging, tied', 'the American do 'no work at all, Alio; if manufacture is canworkers 'hand and foot by entering into agreement ducted, for profit, when profit ceases, manufacture
with the War Labor Boards. It was 'exactly the Ceases. It does not matter how much goods- are
same tactics that were adopted by that infamous desired, if there is no profit in them they are not
betrayer of the' German working class, Scheidmann, , manufactured; but when manufacture 'is conclucte'd
who harnessed. the German workers to the Kaisers for sgrvioe, manufacture ceases when all who desire
'bloody chariot. Sammy .Gompelb 'effectively the article are supplied.

THE STRIKE AS AN EIHICATIO1
•We need have no hesitation in saying that the
. present strike is the greatest strike ever pulled off
It is the greatest
oti the Western Hemisphere.
demonstration of working class solidarity, in
and resourcefulness that has ever been exhibited anywhere, the Calgary , Herald's statement
to the contrary -notwithstanding. It has ppved
conclusively that the working ,class can no longer
, be treated like a bunch of naughty school children,
to be coaxed, btillied, or ,spanked into submission.
But ,by.far the .greatest'Seature 'of this strike has
been its great, educational effect upon the workers.
It has clon:e more to bring the 'workers to a realization of 'their true position , in Goiciety, than years of
tireless and unceasing propagan.das. Like the pene- trating rays of the midsummer sun, it bas cast a
tight upon the system under which they labor, and
revealed that system and all of its accompanying.
instituti.o.ns in- their true , hicleousn-e.ss. The indelible impression 'left upon' the minds of the 'workers
by their experiences, in, this strike, 'canno't be eradicated by the chin ,rnusic of wiley politicians nor by
miles of slimy editorials, emanating 'from. the poison
gas departme,nt of the Calgary Herald. or from any
other relic of the Dark Ages. Truly, the (workers
'have learned, a les.son. There are, of Course, some
workers of th.e strong-in-the-back and weak-in-thehead variety wha 'never will imbibe any Icnowledge.
This particular .clas's must have been in. the mind of
the author of the Book of Job, who, when( referring
:to Behewath, the gigantic hippopotamus, said: "He
isc chief of ', the ways of God•and who can measure
the thickness of his skull?" ,
, Let VSI !briefly review a few of the events that
haVe transpired during the past memorable month.
Ever, since the men who enlisted When the call
came to crush the -Germam militarism, started to return to (Canada, insidious influences have , been at
work trying to create a chasm' 'between these returned ,soldiers and the workers who • had been
patted on the back (sometimes with a :brick) and
told tO'keep the "Home 'Fires .Burning." Seperate
attempts were made to incite these returned -men
against the 'workers, -thus keeping them separated.
The Prussians in Ottawa andl elsewhere, 'the pro :
fiteers who have gorged th-ems.elves with bloody
;profits, knew that whenever the .soldier and , the
worker got together to• intelligently discuss the
economic situation, their little 'shell gatme was' up.
But all Of these efforts to -pit returned men against
worker have gloriously :failed. Why? Because
. natural laws were in operation,. The soldiers came
'from the working 'class, and to the tworking class
they must return, The present strike precipitated
the show-down.
Did the rank and, 'file 'of the returned men rally
around. the Canadian Buccaneers? No! . They
stood true to their class; the only -useful class in
society,. 'the :working 'class. Standing shoulder to
'shoulder, the returned. 'man and his fellow-worker
(bid fair to scuttle the bloody ships of the Canadian
Pirates. •
There were also a Sew demonstrations of that
equality that we 'hear soiniuch about. In. Winnipeg
the strikers issued, a bulletin free of charge at the
conimencement of the strike. One- of the guardian
, angels of law and 'order dug up an old bylaw that
had long since been. forgotten (there have been
rumors to the effect that this particular bylaw referred to had been. brought over to. North America
by the Puritans on the 'Mayflower) and which prohibited, the 'strikers from -distributing there bulletin
gratis.' But-the .Citizens' Committee issued a bul'lctii Was suddenly distOvered'Ibi the'defend. 'erg pL constituted authority. 'that the bylaw only
affec4d strikers and not Citizens, therefore the
•
•

gagged the Atifenican. worker, 'and rendered' him
helpless during the War, while the 'American profiteers- feasted upon• him like the vultures upon, a
C arose. •
The excuse given, by Sammy Gompers , .was that
German. militarism . must be destroyed. Now that
German,. militarism is destroyed, Sarnmy 'is endeavoring in:Ightity,' to desiroy the 'Canadian 'working
class, by refusing to render them assistance in a
fight to preserve a principle, which, if defeate•d,,
inflict a crushing blow upon:organized labor all
over the .continent:
We know that the International officers attempted desperately- to block the Telegraphers and other
organizations from going out in support of the
Winnipeg Metal' Workers an ,d 'Building' Trades.
But the rank and file saw through these shameful
tactics of their officers and rallied to the 'support
of their needy brethren. The strike dragged. on in
'spite of the International', worker's ail over Canada
have gone out in support Of Winnipeg. .But 'the '
forces of the 'master class, aided by all the powers
Of the state, the press, the politieians, the 'minister of labor and other. .labor fakirs are determined to
crush organized labor. • •
Winnipeg called 'for support of the 'Running
Trades. But here again, we (find the Dank and , file
blocked by the International 'from supporting their
fell:ow workers., For a. month the International
officers, tried to 'holdrthe tmen in. hand, .but at last
they. the rank and file, could stand it no longer,
could not hear the sight of their fellow-workers
'being beaten before their eyes, and .catne out!
What a mighty 'challenge to Sammy and. his
clique. Danton, .cloring the time of the French
revolution, when France was being threatened by
the surrounding countries, said: "We, are' being
threatened! by a coalition of Kings. As a challenge
we fling at their' feet, the - head. of a king." the
Winnipeg SratheritoOd Said: "We. ire being
threatened- by..a coalition'off 'International' officers;
as a challenge, we fling at their :feet otheomea ticket

.A. few years ago a 'carpenter of Britain, a.ccompanied by his wife, and family came to the city of
• 'Calgary.
Lured thither 'by the glowing propa. ganda gotten out (by the 100,000 Club, the Board of
Trade and various other get-rich 'concerns too
numerous to mention, This highly painted picture
of the "Last Best West" was spread broadcast over
his (the carp-enters) bright little isle, and getting
the better of 'his discretion.. Up to auCtion,wcnt
all his worldly belongings, including the heirlooms
of his forefathers. Th.e necessary funds being
.raised he and his set 'sail. -After various strange
,and agonizing experiences the Promised Land was
reached. Pulling a pamphlet from his pocket he
locates the Immigration Hall, within its hospitable
walls he temporally leaves his 'brood, ard sallies
forth in search of something more permanent. At
the end of an. all-day search, tired' out and dis• heartened he stands in front of ,one of those mean
shacks, on the two-miles , circle. The rent is $12.00
per month, payalyle in advance. After making his
family as comfortable as possible, purchasing some
lecond-han.cl household furnishings, and some .mea-,
gre eats, he surveys his wad'. A jab is necessary,
yes without.fail, and right away. A nights rest re.. vives his drooping 'spirits, he sallies' forth, secures
the job, goes to work. Yes work, and how these
' Western oanpenters work. They are right on the
" scaffold when the whistle says .go ,, and never a halt
. until' the whistle says so. He ruMinates, my schoolteacher was right, that all that is necessary to reach
the top rung of the ladder and become independent
was to work, work, work and save, save, save. In
this state of mind) he is easp pickings for the real
estate sharks. A 25.-ft. lot_is his for $10.00 down.
and the balance in perpetuity. On to the 25-ft. lot
goes a shack, same terms, as the lot.

-0
POVERTY OF THE PEOPLE

Hundreds of 'thousands of dollars are yearly
wasted, in well-meant, but useless' ,charity, accomplishing no lasting good', because, while charity
-deals with the symptoms, it ignOres the diseas'e,
Which is PRIVATE OWNERSHIP elf the means
of producing 'the neeessaries of ,bifie, and the restric-:
tion of production by a few se:Sish individuals for
their own profit. And for that disease the-re is no
other remedy than the 'PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
of the mines, 'railways, ships, (shipbuilding and repairing yards, (factories and all other means of
production, and the establishment of an industrial
civil service, a national army. of industry, for' the
purpose off produeing the. necessariesocotriforts-and
refinements of life. in all the abundlante which has
been made possible by science and machinery for
the use ,andlbenefit of the' WHOLlE OF THE
PEOPLE. • For machinery is being used; not for
the benefit of all', but 'to make fortunes dor a sew.
In short, the monopoly of the land and .machipery
by a comparatively; small group of 'persons is the
cause of the poverty Of the majority.
o
We have placed ik our hand a copy of the ectitorial which was objected too by the Typos employed. by the Vancouver Sun, their objection resutlin.g in their being locked! out, and: consider it is
a very mild article in comparison with Some Of the
inflamed articles we have read in the Calgary evening press.
•
When the Mathers 'Commission was in session
in Sydney, N.S., they thought they were going to
finds:sedition there, but they found men there by
the name of MaPhersonand MeGregor—snen who
had 'never been- known in 'history to be traitors to
their country; and who stated all they wanted:Wai a
decent .standard :of. thing..
.

•
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The future is mortgaged, beyond recall, in spite
Of all kinds of petty meanness to himself and his
'family. He is chained, to 'the job, .while he is
working at it, and the and his 'driven almost crazy,
when the privilege of working at a job is deniei
him. Jobs become few and the hunters many,
therefore jobs, don't 'bring in as much dough, as
when jobs are many and' the hunters few. Shorter
work-day is suggested. as a remedy. Vacant lot
' cultivation to reduce the high cost of living, which'
•
*, happens about this time of the year is another. So
he goes to it, shorter work-day on the one hand. and
, xacant lots ctrhivation on the other, ‘ The vacuum
" between his wages and the cost of living can be
filled with thiproduce Off the vacant lots., therefore
the less wages he can-work for., What logic is his.
. Works eight hours a day, then wends 'his weary .
homeward way. So great is his hurry to get on the
vacant lots that he almost chokes himself eating
his- evening meal. At the vacant lot he goes with
spade and. hoe until darkness drives ,him to roost.
Early in the 'morning he is up 'in order"to catch, that
cabbage-thief, the cut worm,, and before starting
"
,
Out for another eight hours grind, 'he dath inStruct
the partner of his joy to assiduously apply the half'
'inch, garden hose, and, the olive bran.ches to keep.
, ,
the 50 feet' free of 'weeds. From early spring to
late fall this back-aching and nerve racking stunt
'
goes on. Then all is dug up, and stored away in
,
the cellar and a balance Struck. On the debit side
are
• garden tools., hose and the varied assortment
of seeds and plants. On the credit side the value
7,
of the crop, a mere -bagatelle. The hundred's of
hours that his family have put into the raising off the
crop; bx conscientiously ltooks.upon as a (labor of
I ,
love. "Oh 'death where is , thy victory," "Or oh
MS whole time and
.grave where is thy sting."
mind are concentrated, on such. "will 'o the *Wisps"
the foregoing, to the exclusion of any such great

issue as the Winnipeg strike.
An issue that effects
the whole of the working -class of the 'country. An
issue which requires the. support of every worker
of Canada, an issue whieh must Ibe won, and which
when won. will enable all warkers to get something
like a fair share of what they themselves produce.
Just as a batting team runs blind, only halting
when they are 'brought down by some unsurmourstable object So it is with out carpenter. While
he is carefully 'guarding 'his 'measly job, the employers of Winnipeg are carefully pickiling a rod, which
they intend to use to such' good effect, that our
carpenter, instead of negotiating his schedule under
the Building Trades Section. will 'be forced to do
so, as an individual, craft. With what dire results
I leave him 'to figure out for himself..
The Morning Albertan under date of June 17,
reports that twelve strike leaders have been arrested,
at their homes, and' 'the impression given is that they
are to 'be deported, we deplore this action by our
Federal authorities, t -is savoring -of the method's
adopted under the Czaristi regime in Russia, when
men and women were exiled. to Siberia for 'nothing
more or less than their opinions, this system of
oppression culminating in the 'overthrow of that
dynasty at a cost °If the lives of many of ,the 'workers in. Russia.
•
The 'Herald of June, '16 publishes a definition Of
Collective bargaining bargaining as handed out by
representatives as follows: •
'!3.—The employes who are members of the
various metal trade organizations in the contract
shops (not-including railway shops) shall have the
right to elect representatives from among the employes of the firm or firms involved.
This is the 'master class definition and. the objectional -feature is that the representatives must the
the employes of the firm. By this method, where
the employes are to be selected. only from the firm,
the selection is very limited, and not representative
df the org-anization in general, also 'under this
method, the representative is more liable to intimidation from the employer. Our position is that we
be allowed 'to elect a member from the organization
at large, 'and the chances are that the seleetin.g of
our best, we may select a member of the firm or
firms involved.
,

o

Is This tanada's Idea
of Democracy
In viewing the events of the past few years an
their appertainance to Militarism, and the Winnipe
case of today, we find that our men of the workin
1)
class were the oneso
answered the call to go r
Europe, to destroy the erman militarist's machinc
which had be'come s despotic as to locik Imo:
treaties as scraps of paper, and invaded Belgium
There was the period- during the war when th
times 'looked dark, the enemy advancing. On
armies stood the test, handling their guns, with tint
result that instead of being swept into the se:
they drove the armies af the German Junkers 'back
The -workers who remained in civil life during tha
time were mostly engaged in- making the much, needed ammunition and supplies for to bring about
this desired result. never taking advantage of fly
. scant labor market to enforce their 'demands (whict
would have been to their . advantage), .acceptim
the reduced, 'purchasing powers of the dollar, whicl
means their standards Of living; giving to Patriotic
I Funds. working for the Red 'Cross voluntarily
Now that the war is over and the -men are comins
back, the market is being,overstocked. Our master:
are showing us a militaristic machine being set up
in . Canada, as per report of the Calgary Daily
Herald of Saturday, June '14th, as follows:
•
Urge Use of Militia
• Bloodshed is 'being preached in the
city ' (Winnipeg) 'papers, one of them
being quite hysterical- on the subject.
"Call out the militia!" is •'heard' on
every hand "that will settle them." It
is an old, story from down the ages,.but
would it have the effect here anticipated?
"If the machine guns are turned On
us .we will face them," One returned man
said tonight. "We -faced them over in
France with bare -fists on many occa- ,
sions, and we can do it h.:-.,t," he declared. '
Let .us not be hoodwinked by a machine of
this nature, simply. !because our dello.w-workers,
desire to elect by the ballot whom they desire to
represent them in negotiating their wage agreements. The position is up to us, fellow workers.
Let us Sill it with a solid' front.. Mass action was
necessary to destroy a German military machine—
it is also necessary here.

Torn Sloan' 'had' toiled in the 'machine shop for
twenty years. He never had any life except the
LET US STRIKE THE LYRE
life he found there. He died "in harness." As he
lay onthe Slow .where he had 'fallen his Mates stood If old Ananias of !Biblical fame
'round about with sad -daces. "Poor Towl" they
Should once again visit this earth,
said.
I'm afraid that his efforts would seem Very tame,
And Tom's last conscious thought was :"I must
And afford us subject 'for mirth.
smile. Otherwise, someone might think I was not
glad to die."—James Waldo Fawcett.
For they'd dub him an amateur, call him a fraud
When those efforts he strove to display;
With
such feeble attempts, why, he'd' never have
• RACE FIGHTING IN WALES
stored
Competition's much keener 'today.
There was a renewal nof the race fighting In 'Cardiff Wales, last Thursday, that broke out recently Since our present 'condition demands so much skin
between negroes who -had been brought into Great
In preparing the news for the press
Britain, as laborers during the war,. and,,the white That I think Ananias would scarce fill the bill
population. One white man and one Arab were
In these times of great trouble and 'stress.
killed! and •iteveral persons were injured: Many
arrests were made.
Now these tines I'll ad.dress to the opposite press,
. The -colored (rioters had possession of numerous
Since they're publishing news of the strike,
revolvers i and kept up art inces.sant fusilade while But between me and you—Welk we know they're
'.
the-.(whites for the Most part, according to reports
not true,.
' '
So we simply believe what we dike.
threw lb-tittles and brieks. • There ;was considerable
'
OUR TAME POET. •
.
damage to property during the outbreak.
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THE CALGARY HERALD HAS AN IDEA !
TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN FICTION BUT THE SOUTHAM
PAPER IS STRANGER THAN BOTH
Friday, June 13, will go down as one of he most hailed by the iCelgary Herald as "a thing of beauty
eve•ntfut days in the history of Calgary. The Do- and of joy forever."
But some of our readers may still be wanting to
minio.n• government will doubtless take steps to
have this day celebrated: in the future, as a legal know 'where the great idea upon which we have
holiday. It certainly treated a great commotion. elaborated so much, Comes, in, We are going to
At an cavity hour of that momentous day, the seis- deal with it directly. Mr. Pinkerton, according to
mograph at Washington registered a shock, eman- the Herald, stated that the government should orating from som'ewhere north of the 49th parallel ganize a secret service system in order to keep a
and on investigation, the shock was centred in Cal- line on all agitators and undesirables, and follow
gary. 'Great excitement prevailed all over the city. them close•ly so that the government could be in a
Old inhabitants confessed that they had never seen position to pounce upon them at a moment's notice.
or •heard anything tike it. Rumors flew thick and By undesirables and agitators, Mr. Pinkerton prefast. One ,hacli it that a Bolisheviki ship, manned stini-obly means, those who are active in. labor moveby a crew •composed of bow-legged Eskimos from ments and are therefore •undesirable from the point
Brazil and' red-haired Indians from i0kotoks, had of view of the master class. Of.'course, he •couldn't
anchored in the Bow river. It was hinted that the possibly mean those eminently respectable journals
crew Wore silk underwear, smoked Cremo cigars and business men, who are ready at any and all
and were -commanded by Sant Gompers and Admir- times to start trouble and to advocate the spilli•ng
al Kolchak. Another rulm•or .had it that Trotslcy had of blood of the working class all over the
been ca•ught at High River, trying to start a forest streets. No, perish the thought that he could mean
these people, for they would only be upholding the
. fire.. Still another, that one of ILenine's forty-three
wives had arrived in Winnipeg with a trunk full of , law and order and constituted authority. The
Irish money. We want it understood, 'however, ' Herald has the idea • that it might be a good thing
that up, to the present •tiine of writing, these rumors for the U. S. and Canadian governments. to cooperate in keeping tab • on .these undesirable elehave not- been. -subs,tantiated.
A great upheaval also occurred at the Labor tem- ments, and insidiously refers to the Winnipeg strike
ple. The undesirable element were seen. to be I as the work of international agitators. Here at
pacicing•their belongings in tr eat haste,. preparatory last, we have something definite from the Herald.
io deporting themselves. - There was a great rush Alter wadinig througih cellumn after column and
'
on' the .baisks; e•specially• on the part of the foreign' page after page of the slush 'which is supposed - to
element among the undesirables, to draw out the be•journiaiism, in search of something that might
enorinous 'fortunes they had accumulated during 1 . 1e Suggested as a solution to the present industrial
the war.. A few of the "Reds," who had been lunrest in Canada, vve at fast came across this great
gambling heavily and living a. life of luxury at Masterpiece. Hire secret service men and keep a
Steeve's rooms during the ipast imo.nth, found them- record of the movements of agitators. Ye Gods
Iand little fishes, shades Gf . Metbuisela, Ananias and
selves financially e.mlba•rrassed.
,
Here at last is 'what we have been
They sent a delegation to the Herald to see if Holy Moses.
they could not get a line on some of that Bolshe- looking for. What a sigh of relief will be uttered.
vist money that the Herald had reported toibe float- by the peace' conference when the news reaches
ing, around, ,No satisfaction, .howevet, could be them. If they had only known this before. .'Tlte
troubles of the werld are over at fast. And to
obtained .from that source. , .
Yes, gentile reader, we will now endeavor to deal think it was our own Calgary Herald that came to
• • with the direct cause of all the aforementioned un- this magnificent conclusion. The possessor 'of the
No, it wasn't the fault of acute . and brilliant mind that gave birth to this
rest. and excitement.
Haley's Cornet nor did the Bootleggers' association phenominal idea should reeeive _the Victoria Cross,
join, the sympathetic Strike. , On., Friday, Ju .nle. 13, the Military ill'edal.and old age insurance. Future
19 A.D., that renowned and illustrious, elanderous, historians will regale hint as the only true and orig, pusillanimous purveyor of 'Poppy cock, the 'Calgary inal saviour of civilization and of the fallen humane
Daily -Herald, after enduring great'wpaint and suffer- ity in igencrak
ing, gave 'birth to an ideal I I The idea referred • • Let us endeavor briefly to give' this idea some
What is: history?' 'What
to emanated in the culmination. of an editorial head, serious 'consideration.
"By Simple Means." This editorial gives the ac- fonces ;changes in the economic and social Struccount of a recent address made by Wm. Pinkerton, ture of society? What part do individuals play in
head of the Pinkerton Detective agency, in which changing social orders •Sistory is simply a record
•
Mr. Pinkerton Was reputed to have disclosed "some changing social orders. History is simply a record
and man has secured his living, that is, the tools and
startling information ,concerning the
Bolshevist 'movement in the -U.S.." It would take methods that man. has employed in obtaining his
•. up too much space to deal with all that Mr. Pink- . food, clothing and shelter, has been the determIn
We want it noted, however, that ing factor in the formation of any social •oider, or
erton stated.
-according to the Herald; Mr. • Pinkerton, admits hay- in,the substitution. of one social order for another.
- ing done ibtisiness with Berlin and kept tab on cer- It is by this method alone that we can trace the
tain, indivi•dnals ilL the•U. S., for what purpose our evolution of society, from the earliest priinitive, form
humble minds cannot comprehend. If Mr. Pinker- of savagery down to our present complex farm at
ton•had ,made that statement 'during the period of civilization,
Thus, it Was the discovery and the
the war just closed, he wonld have been interned development of . the steam engine' and machinery
,
as a pro-Gersnan. If a statement to the effect that to the rt011 by its power, that was the .prime faetor
he had, done business with Berlin was at this time in the passing of leudalisin and the advent of capmade by any individuals in the labor movement, this iteistm.
Individuals, or agitators if ynou please,
luektess Creature, would immediatelly,'il' not sooner, have simply been the expressions .or the -reflex of
be. hung, shot, jailedand deperted. But seeing that certain material conditions In Canada today due
. this staement emanated from ion•e who is on the
to.certain material conditions, i.e., the :development
side of law and order and.cons•ituted authority, it is and increased pioductivitY of the machine, the de-

•
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"PARTNERS"
(From the New York World) . • • . •
J. D. Rockefeller; Jr., has recently -received much ,
applause .(and rightly so) by saying .ithat labor and
•
capital are partrers
As I understand it, a part'ner is a member of a
partnership. A partnership is the relation between
persons who haye, contracted to join: in ,bushtess
,
and share profits between them.
Now, after a lair salary 'has been paid the capttal partner and a fair wage has been paid the labor.
partner, what would Mr. Rockefeller suggest as a
fair share of profits betWeeni them? Would it be
at the ratio of• -1,500,906,000 to $1 or less? -•
0

The 47th battalion, of Vancouver, were asked to
sign on to the Citizens? Committee of that City, before they, could be discharge& This they refused
en masse, as, they had already been made a promise
that they would he demobilied within twenty-four
'hours. Sotne tactics, eh?
•
An Australian liner this week left the 'port of
Vantouver, B. ia„ ,fcir.Australia,'on.'ae,tcdunt•of being unable tq diseharge her cargeat any' port :On: tha
Pacific coast, owing to the longshoremen's strike. ,
This shows the solidarity
.
. . of the longshoremen.

,
,
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mobilization of the arittY and anuiiition wOrkers, and
the falling off in orders due to the fact that the
world's markets are 'glutted, industrial • unrest is rampart.
What the Herald classes as agitators
and un•desirabtes are those representatives of the -•
workers who are. endeavoring to secure for their
fellow . workers a living wage and better Eying - eondition.s for those ' ernployed and eniployment or .
those unemployed. •
These are .facts that the 'Calgary •Ffer4c1. - qr„ariy„
other organ of the master class cannot refute., It
is only an kgnoramus OT an anarchist than can single out individuals and endeavor to blame •titem far,:
conditions which are responsible for inclustriar,un- ,
which we are living You can deport inenibers,'.•
Of the working class who are a thorn in, the side
of the profiteer, -but you cannot deport a system
of society in which one class lives upon the. labor:'
of another 'class, in which. one olass revels itt
while another ,class secures only enough of what
they produce to enable them to keep bcidly . and omit ,. •
together so that they can lee-ap on producing.
,
We want to repeat that you cannot depOrt the .
cond.tion•s Which are responsible for industrial un- '
rest in Canada or any • other country. These•con.•- •
rest
ditions can. be changed by the useful members of '
society, when they so desire.
Just a word about detectives, stool' pigeontO arid
if it was at all .possiibleifor an'autciother insects.
cralcy to preserve itself by -secret service men" and
.
detectives the RuSsian monarchy would have existedi forever and a day. The Okrahna, the 'Czar's
secret police, were probably the most efficient and
numerous, at the same time the most hated body
But, .material, Con- of stool pigeons in •the world.
.
d•itions in despotic Russia reached that stage where
,
the people of Russia icould.n.ot stand it a'ny'longeri . '
and to quote Herbert .W. Horwill, "Institutions that •
seemed built • of granite have disappeared over
night, simply because the people Lifted ,up theit .
little 'finger and said we don't want them any
longer."
Incon.clusion, we would advise the literary lights and graduates of the comic section of the Sunday
papers, to quit worrying about agitators; or be•coming agitated over stool pigeons and study up a little
bit, at least, on economics. and history.: . We wild-.
also be 'cruel enough to suggest that if some of these
professional inkslingers - had callouses. on. •their
hands instead .of On their - brains., they 'might have
a better .conception. Gf what is actually' occurring
in this glorious old world of ours. , .
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WM PRITCHARD LATEST VICTIM Of THE
ONE BIG UNION (Of INTERESTS)
GOVERNMENT

Price Five Cents
WIRE FROM VANCOUVER
Vancouver, June 20, 11:14 a.m.
Seeretary Trades Council, Calgary. Latest star chamber methods of government resulting in greater determination on part of membership. . Settlement cannot be discussed apart
from release of imprisoned men and reinstatement
,,f those on strike.
KA vANAtj(4.H .

FROM WINNIPEG

YOU, MAY 'ROB AND CHEAT AND MAKE 72 p.c. PROFIT.: YOU. MAY FORM ONE BIG MILK. _UNION,. OR ONE BIG
PACKERS UNION—YOU MAY FORM' ANY OLD UNION' BUT IT'S ,OONSPIRACY TO FORM ONE BIG LABOR UNION
The tentacle of .the
• inSurgeois octopus has
■ reached . out and corrriled, Bill Pritdhard, of Van,Couver, one of the shining lightsef the labor move•' - ment. , This brilliant ,-,orator,, a'. man of profound
, intellebt, an Englishman, - a man whose honesty of
purpose terid 'firm' devotion to the 'cause of labor
:••• Makes' WM 'undesirable from the point of view of
-• the ..nitteter class, has been seized and &wail into
•.,jail, 'airing with a lot of snow hitch; aid criminals.
• • Urfa man, who is ncrt by any Means a • physical
giant,' was on 'his way to Vancouver to see his Wife,
a .delicate woman, and his kiddies. One of our
wonien who , went• to jail to see Pritchard was told
that the place in 'which lie was confined was not
.fit for a woman to enter. What crime has Pritpbard hommitte•d. He 'has 'had the tollosal gall to
5, and tip and speak the truth, the whole truth, and
.
ribthing but the truth. And he is representing the
' working class -and has .at any and all times stood
fast and truelo the men and women whom'he re'• Presents. NO wonder the Citikens' C,ommittee
wants to deport 'NM. He is a working man. is
clever and, above all, cannot be bought or in. timidated. Workers of Calgary, Wake Up. Are
; you going to remain . at work wthile strong arm
methods are being used to suppress your repreoen- •Aativets. • • Are you Christians'? 'To- you profess to
followers of the lowly Nazarene, who gave his
life 'for .the sake of humanity: The same class of
eincified Ch1I1s4 who tortured men
arid •women all_through the dark pages of 'working
'class history for trying to stand up for what they
believed lo be light, are now engaging in a campaign to exterminate the best • men in 'the_ labor
movement. Workers of Calgary, are you going
Ito stand for such tactics, Which are abomination
the sight of God and man. No, a thousand
,
:times- no) If you have the love of inimanity in
your hearts, if yon have an ounce of red blood in
your. veins, if you have an atom of stareli in your
snine, you will protest vehemently against Prus' sianism and Czarism in Calgary and in Canada.
'Pile best protest, and the most effective one,Nis for
Calgary to iown tools at once.
The challenge has been klunF to you. Get off
your knees, stand up like real men and rally to the
defenee of the men who are in jail.
-.

•

The war, "to make the world safe for :demdMilitarism, in
erery" his been fought and won
Germany has been -eituttheare; That venomous serpent known as German Imperialism, which threat',

ened to dominate the world's markets, :hats bad its
fangs removed.
But in the process of removing
the poisonous fangs of the German serpent, international imperialism received a bite which is
proving to be fatal. Let us 'he more explicit.
In 1914, due to the productivity of labor and to
the fact that the- workers had not been able to
buy back what they 'have produced, the markets
of the world were glutted with commodities, with
the result that . industry . 'Was stiignated, un.)mployment was rampant, bread lines were nunterans.1
Capitalism, a system of production for profit and
not for use, inul reached that stage Where it could
no longer provide employment - for all the -Workers
of the world, and was thereby unable to provide
them with subsistence.
The outlook, from the
point of view of capital, was indeed dark. There
was only one outlet. War or Revolution. Then,
like a thunderbolt Out of a clear sky—to most
people—came the cataclysmic war -Which has just
concluded. The war gave capitalism a new lease
on life, inasmuch as it created a new, enormous
market for not only the dispositiop of the aacumulated oommoditiee, but for munitions of war
and other 'things that went to feed, etothhe, ad
shelter the millions of : men who were engaged ii
the *struggle. Bitt the ecinditiOria brought, about 14.,
the war only served to accentuate the position .in
which, capitalism found- itself hi the .days which
preceded the conimeneement of 'hOstilities.•• Pro 7
More labor-saving
duetion was speeded . up.
Women on an rtn
insehinery ;was introduced.
preeedented scale were 'brought into industry.
Countries which had previously been consumers
became producers. These -were some 'of the innovations brought about by th,e war, and which
pointed unerringly t,ci the inimedutte collapse . of
Imperialism at the conclusion of 'hostilities. But
another great factor 'which cannot be discounted,
rind which was 'brought about by tile war, was the
ideological effeet which' 'it produced upon the

Winnipeg, June 19th.
....Received draft of Metal Trades Employers
this morning on collective bargaining. This is acceptable to Strikers.
Committee negotiating re
general recognition of employers,
Reinstatement
of all employees yet to be decided on.
TOWNSEND.
A very enthusiastic meeting was held at Hanna,
Alta., in the Oddfellows' Hall. A good crowd was
present, there being a good many farmers present
whose interest in the questions involved in the
strike seem 'to be increasing. Bro. Ald. Broateli,
Calgary, addressed the meeting, giving them an
outline of the situation from the position of the
organization of the employers in the Metal Trades
industry, centralizing their efforts in Winnipeg,
the relation of the rest of the workers in the west,
and the great necessity of bolding firm.
T1ir4 following , resolution. was unanimously.'
passed: "That -we go on record as being opposed
to the action of the Dominion authorities in placing the Winnipeg worker's in jail while they were
engaged in conducting a constitution strike, and
demand their immediate release. Also that wires
be sent to Premier Borden and the Strike Cornmi•ttee ist Winnipeg.."
-Motion was made that the Running Trades
the Railroads endeavor to get definite lietion and
make arrangement a to carry out same. , Another
meeting is being held on Friday if arrangements
can 'be made.
.
•
Mass meeting at St. George's Island, Sunday at
3 o'clock.' Parade from Labor . Temple at .2:30.
o'clock.- Citizens' Band leading. Speakers Kingsly, of Vancouver, and Wm. Irvine.
One of our members had a friend arrive from
California who tells us that the Canadian strike'
is causing a lot of discussion amongst the workers
in That section. Winnipeg and Calgary are re-... .
milling a lot of credit for the stand they have
taken.
Women's Labor Council meets 8 pan. Monday
night. A welcome is extended to all women.

Don's forget the Parade and Mass Meeting on
Sunday afternoon. Parade leaves the Labor Temple at 2.30 for St.. George's Island.. Meeting at
pecple of the world. They were told that they 3 o'clock. Bro. Kingsley (Vancouver) speaks.

were fighting for democracy. They were told that
they . were fighting to make thi; world a better
Piave to live in. They were telt-. that they were
figh4 ;ne hi a War to end war r.ey were altio told
that nothing would be too good for them, that the
eituntry belonged to them. Th.! -people of the
voild -.took up the cry of ciemotraey: and .freedom
i
nc uas
of economic equality; the om r
.
• .
•„(Coiltinfied On Back Page) ,,

'

Just as we go 'to press we are in receipt of information that leads us to believe that certain local
papers are in receipt of advertisements from manufacturing concerns (possibly some of the 72 per •'
centers) with a. view to defeating various naughty .
'
labor Unions that are advocating " One Big Union."!Will the geoVernment - please institute proceedings
•
'•
ter. "knowledge .of Conspiracy",,

'
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MEDIATION HOARD'S DECISION WHICH WAS
TURNED DOWN BY EMPLOYERS
Winnipeg, June 17th, 1919.
Mr. L. H. Barrett,
The Vulcan Iron Works Ltd.
Mr. H. B. Lyall,
The Manitoba Bridge and Iron Works Ltd.
Mr. N. W. Warren,
The Dominion Bridge ('o. Ltd
Winnipeg, Man.
Gentlemen:—
We received your communication of this date
relative to recommendation made by mediation committee for a settlement of the present dispute between the management of the firms you represent
and their employees.
We have given the contents of that communication
careful considration and desire to respectfully call
your attention to an apparent misunderstanding between you and the mediation committee on several
phrases of the question referred to in your letter.
In the first place we at no time intended to convey the Impression that we would suggest a compromise in regard to the right of any organization to
recognition. We cannot agree that any suggestion
made by you for dealing with the organization represented in your shops is the recognized principle of
collective bargaining the world over. II, as you state,
our recommendation is virtually the proposition upon
which you ond your ernployees parted ways before
the calling of the strike, then we are not surprised
that a strike occurred.
In the second paragraph of your letter you state
in part as follows: "You are attempting a very delisay whether a long established competitive industry
At our first conference we pointed out that our
efforts were simply mediation without any authority
whatever. From the statement just quoted it would
seem that we failed to make our position clear and
we take this opportunity to state that at no time were
we sitting In a judical capacity in any connection
with any phase of the question, but at all times
were attempting to act the part of mediators. For
this reason any agreement reached must of necessity
be between the contending parties and such agreements, If made, will not bear the stamp of approval
nor disapproval of the onganizations we represent.
Your understanding of our interpretation of collective bargaining set forth In paragraphs numbered
one to five inclusive, is correct and it was our
opinion that these principles would be carried out
by a proper recognition of the unions, •,vhich would
carry with it recognition of the Metal Trades Council, considering it• to be a part of the machinery by
which the business of the employees is carried on in
so far as the employers are concerned.
it is with deep
We note your statement "
regret that we are compelled to express the opinion
that we cannot do business with the Metal Trades
Council of Winnipeg as at present constituted for
the following reasons:
A. Their constitution pledges them to the discouragement of piece-work which method of production is essential to bhe carrying on of our
, business." -

B. "There is no guarantee in their constitution
that r.hould we agree with our different crafts
that we would not be tied up by a disagreement
Detween some other firm and the employees."
The objection just quoted is no doubt dictated by
the existing tendency of certain classes of workers to
participate in sympathetic strikes. We quite agree
with you that this is regrettable and, while no positive guarantee against such occurances can at this
time be given, we hope that the moral influence of
all well directed labor organizations may minimize
the evil. We desire, however, to emphasize our
verbal statement to you that sympathetic strikes
*moll as are now on at Winnipeg are rarely indulged
in and cannot be successfully attempted except when
some vital organization principles are at stake. Further, in the case of the firms you represent the strike
of the employees is not a sympathetic one and we
respectfully submit that your failure to recognize the
organization necessarily places at least partial responsibility upon you.
('. "There is no guarantee that the membership
Is restricted to men in contract shops, consequently as disputes are referred to the full
membership under clause 2 article nine, the final
Judgement on matters arising in our plant could
pass to men engaged in entirely different classes
of business."

•-

•
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In view of the crisis facing us at the present time
and the arrest of the men who were elected by the
workers of Winnipeg to look' after their • interests
in negotiating agreements with the masters, the injection by a section of the public press of cries of
Bolshevism, Sovietism, and many other remarks to
discredit the workers involved in this struggle in
the minds of the rest of the community. The same
tactics were adopted early in the year, when this
element were afraid that the workers were getting
shown the way out of their difficulties, and the cry
of Bolshevism was raised, much labor and ink being .
used up in the process of misrepresentation of the
workers. Long articles were printed on the nationalization of women in Russia. Many letters were
written for and against. Then it was noticeable that
after a period of the propaganda they quietly dropped off, we feel as they were practically forced to

The Menace of Famine
Mr. Vanderlip's serious, able, and' truthful statement of the gravity of the situation in! Europe has,
of course, been deprecated by that large portion of
our daily press which is determined' that the exact
truth as to What is going on overseas shall not be
known here. He was, we hear, too pessimistic; he
picked out the "dank sid.e of the picture to prove
his case;" he was guilty af "natable exaggeration,"
The same treatment has been accorded to all others
of similar views who have come back, if they have
received any editorial or press notice at all. Yet
every traveller who returns from abroad after looking beneath the surface knows that Mr. Vanderlip's portrayal was none too dark. There is Mr.
Henry P. Davison, for instance. Ile arrived. from
France ten days ago. and said to a reporter of the
New York Sun: "I 'would not give a damn for all
the'peace treaties in the world if something is not
done to relieve the incredible the unbelieveable distress that exists in the world today. I tell you that
Americans could not sleep of night—the right kind
of Americans—if they knew the misery of Europe
in its savage reality." It is. no secret that to many
members of the American Press 'coMmlis'sion in
Paris the outlook for the .w.onld is as sombre as it
is to Messrs. Davison and Vanderlip. Famine
menaces from Siberia to the Rhine, and every day's
delay at Paris in the restoration of the normal processes of life throughout Europe increases the danger. Only in America is there a 'failure to realize
What is happening, and to understand how the Big
Four in Paris' have gone ahead as if deliberately
planning to bring. all Europe to the very verge of
the abyss.
It would' be much 'pleasanter to gloss over what
is. happening and to imitate our daily newspapers
in asserting that all is we:II., or will be as soon as the
Germans : toe the mark. But truth compels a different attitude if the facts are to be presented. .Mr.
Davison purposely passed over the "hunger and
destitution that throttle Central Europe" because
he wished to speak, its this interview before us, of
disease only. Take the typhus situation alone; as
he Ireft Paris there came to him ward that no less
than. 275,000 cases of it existed in a belt extending
from the Baltic to the Blade Sea and that the
disease was "rolling west-ware in a way to menace

publish the following editorial under date of April
9th, 1919:

RUSSIA AGAIN
A Herald correspondent sends a copy of the Independent, a New York publication, with the request
that we reprint an article from it by Jerome Davis,
of the International Y.M.C.A., entitled "More Light
on Russia." The correspondent's idea, apparently,
is to refute the 'statement of the London Times, recently reproduced in the Herald, with respect to the
nationalization of women, in the city of SaratoN• by
the Soviet Government there.
Mr. Davis says, in his article, that he was in the

city of Samaria, not far from Saratov, shortly after
the disgusting decree was posted in the latter city,
and made it his business to talk to the leaders of
the Anarchist Club, in Samaria, on the subject. They
not only denied absolutely that any Anarchist club
had ever proposed such a decree, but stated that
this had been ,nyinted by certain forces antagonistic
to the Soviets; . Who were doing all in their .peWer
to discredit them.
The writer adds that, in his own Opinion, based on
further investigation and documents of record seen
by him in Russia there is no truth in the story that
Russian Bolshevists arc advocates of the nationalization of women; on the contrary their decrees give
women mere freedom than they have ever enjoyed

CLAUSE TO WHICH EMPLOYERS OBJECTED
"Fourth"
No other shops of this nature in America so far
as we can ascertain are operating under arrangements with Metal Trades Councils, and therefore the
Winnipeg Metal Trades Council would have no
power to influence conditions in our competitor's
shops, leaving us in a relatively weak manufacturing
centre to compete with shops having perfect freedom of action in dealing with labor. Eighty per cent
Of our business is secured In competition with the
Eastern and Southern shops."

REPLY OF MEDIATION BOARD
The relative position of your shops to those elsewhere in America should not, in our opinion, be
considered in determining the right of your employees to proper recognition of their organizations
and fitting compensation for their services. There
is a universal tendency towards the standardization
of wages and working conditions and it was our
understanding that this movement meets. with your
aprpoval. The position cannot be consistently taken

'4(

that the geographical, or even the financial position

mouth, is that somewhere, somehow, someone is doing some tremendous lying. The editor of the In-

dependent, in this same issue has come to pretty
much the same conclusion. His judgment, after
reading all the evidence, is that there is probably
more free love and fewer forced marriages than
formerly under Bolsheviki rule. And he ends, his
statement on the Russian situation generally with
these words: "We do not think that anybody can
tell THE truth about Russia, because in this case,
as perhaps in all oases, truth is not singular but
plural.
What we have been doing is to gather up such
facts as we can find and print them from week to
week. If the facts do not fit together, it is not
our fault."

The stationery engineers, at Drumheller mine,
pect "perfect freedom or action in dealing with
labor" if by such "freedom" is meant the r:ght te im- Who are not members of the miners' organization,
pose unfair conditions upon such employees or to and who were working ttp to the present, have tuffw
been withdrawn. ' ••
refuse recognition of their organizations,

\

I.

WIRES TO TRADES CONGRESS

vhich 'ruin

Calgary„1 une 1 7th, 1 !I
1(.;ore, Presidtlit,

hi

Trades Congress, Ottawa. Ont
Calgary Trades Council and Building Trades
(7ouncil request that Dominion Trades Congress take

immediate seps to initiate it Dominion wide strike
in protest against the imprisonment of labor officials
at Winnipeg. Also support furtherance of collective
bargaining and reinstatement cf all strikers. Congress to set date and period of same. Wire reply.
.1. E. Young, Secretary.
WIRE RECEIVED BY TRADES AND LABOR
COUNCIL
(Wawa, Ont., .1une 18th, 1919.
.1

E. Young,
Sec. Trades and Labor Council, Calgary.

Winnipeg still seems intent on handling its own
affairs. Congress stands ready at all times to lend
its services to assist in securing full recognition of
trade union principles and to secure justice for its
affiliated members. Cannot act in Winnipeg case
until autheniic information Is furnished by those in
charge Mailing you copy of statement published

today
Tom Moore, President.

TIIE MODERN PERVERSION OF CHRIST
Present day Christianity claims to be a spiritual
force. The truth is: It is the great prop that helps
-

to keep up and support the selfish materialistic
spirit of the rich, and the cut-throat systems that
make the idle, ignorant rich castes of society. The
church has done nothing in the actual amelioration
of the hard condition of thousands of Canadian
workmen. The church officers, when they happen
to be masters, often figure in the ranks of the grinding profiteers, paying the most miserable wages.
The supine attitude of the church in all matters
that concern fair dealing towards labor, has directly
helped to make the slums, unfair social conditions,
and the present unrest. The time is fast coming,
when so-called revolutionists will make a better life
for mankind along socialist lines also giving full
play to individualistic talent.

The ,shanieful treatment being handed out to
war nurses has assumed the dimensions of a cruel
scandal. Here is a notice lately posted up at certain military hospitals in the neighborhood , of Glasgow: "The trained and untrained members of 'this
staff, who are demobilized owing to reduction of
staff, are not entitled' to ally arrears of ordinary
leave, or to any additional leave in lieu af notice.
Their pay and allowances cease from the date on
which they ace demobilized." On the strength of
this callous "instruction," the 'heroic women who
have indubitably don.e more than. any other section
of the community for our soldiers are being discharged at 48 hours notice. Disgraceful.—John
Bull.

w'hi'ch are coming to us from across the seas shankd
not fall upon deaf ears, yet they do not mean that
the way out is to accept forthwith the monstrous
peace af Versailles. They are but a fresh challenge
The present strike situation is being placed to
Upon Mr. Wilson. (himself directly rests the respon- , to the would to strive anew for those wonderful Bolsheviks, Soviets, etc., and full-page ads. are besiKity, shared only with Mr. Lloyd George and ideals set .forth by Mr. Wilson only to be aban- ing displayed in the evening press depicting hideous
Premier ,Clemenceau, for the starvation of 300,000 doned by him.
scenes. The imaginative brains which draw such
Russians a imonth--thecause 'these three men like
scenes would be put to better use in picturing and
neither the form of the Russian government nor the
Orders calling off the threatened strike Monday forming a practical method to settle the present
men' who are at present n charge of •it. That we of electrical workers were issued tonight by J. P. trouble rather than creating a greater division by
Americans share in the guilt of the deaths of these Noonan, acting international vice-president of the imagination, and the money spent in the sketching
. Rusiians is not denied' in Paris; 'indeed, 'in some Electrical Workers union s after issuance of the or- and publishing might be well spent in allaying the
cinoleait is a proud ,1Mast. As 'for what is happen- ders by Postmaster-General Burleson, granting em- suffering of the innocent children whose lives are
, the territory of the 'Centra) Powers, Mr. ployes of telephone companies the right 'to bargain being made miserable through our present industrial
lug
system.
.'Davison is brave enough to come out frankly . and collectivegy..
holds 'good, in. regard to Hungary. It is merely
because we do not like the Bela Kun government
that our officials, according to uncontradicted press
reports, are planning to starve ,women and' 'children.

CHRIST SPEAKS
Nineteen centuries of earth's time
Increasing light hath blessed each dime,
Life's gentler arts have much increased,
And pious prayers have never ceased;
Yet something lies at the church door—
Shame, that there are so many poor.
"Church must thunder never give peace,
Dire poverty on the earth must cease."

say tin, the new international 'Red Cross for

he speaks must plunge in wherever the need is
found.
He and. every other sensible man knows
that you 'cannot have starvation in Germany and not
have it affect the rest of Europe. You cannot have
Lice and venereal disease in Austria and Hungary
without their Apreading beyond the boundaries of
those 'countries. But the Dig Three 'learn nothing.
If Germany does not sign the peace treaty, they
propose to put on the blockade again and starve
hundreds of tbousands of additional ‘vonien and
children in the nanie , it humanity and demoeracy-while ever thanking God that they are not so wicked or so ruthless as the Germans.
It is 'hard to understand what some men arc
made of. How can Loyd George hold up his !head
when III reads such statements as have been q)ut out
recently 'by the India Famine Fund committee in
regard to conditions in India for which he, as
premier of Great Britain, is responsible? This English organization, through its Canadian branch. has
published an advertisement in the leading Canadian
papers from which we take the following facts:
"Plague and famine are rampart in India.
Death
stalks. through the land, taking its toll.
The existing ■ condit.ions are unparalleled elsewhere in the
history of the world." This committee estimates
that 32,000,000 'of deaths. have already taken place
and that a 150,000,000 of people are on the verge of
starvation. "There has 'been no rain since May
last (1918) and consequently the country 'is literary
burnt .utp 'by the tropical heat. The poor have
eaten all their 'food. . . . The cities are peopled
by emaciated 'humanity. Traffic has ceased, mails
are undelivered, and business is at a standstill."
In England the "Fight the Famine 'Council" has
appealed 'for an immediate peace of reconcilliation
for the relief of starving Europe and India. But
from Mr. Lloyd George comes not one syllable to
Show that he realizes the situation or that he is
moved in the slighteslt degree by the plight of these
Indian wards of the British Empire. Instead, the
government of India becomes more despotic every
day. No newspaper 'may now be printed or published 'without previous sanction by the local !government, and everywhere the rioting due to hunger
and misgovernment has been , suppressed in the most
the health 'of the United States itself. In addition.
ruthless fashion', airplanes being used "most effecEurope is being scourged by tuberculosis and ventively" in the Punjab as in Egypt. Everywhere
erea)'. diseasels, the direct aftermath of the war.
the leaders of Indian public opinion are signing a
"More thin that"—we quote from Mr. Davison
pledge that they -will "refuse 'civilly to obey the new
agaitt-,-"hiving had to fight men ■ with bullets., it
coercion 'bills" as " subversive of the principles of
looks now as if the world would 'have to •mobilize
liberty and justice. and destructive of the elementary
to ,fight---Ilice."
rights of individuals." Truly, one would think that
But,' after all, 'the greatest misery is due to hunthe men under whose government such things can
ger, and here the incredible fact presents itself that
happen would be rememlbering an old saying about
American officials in Paris, as well as those of the
not judging lest one be judged.
Allied nations, are deliberately trying to make 'matThe state of the whole world is so appalling that
ters worse. In Hungary, for instahce, the policy
is now to destroy the Soviet government by hun- a peace of reconciliation is obviously the need of the
ger, although not a single allegation of indiscrimin- hour, and with it the restoring of the normal proate murder or robbery or of violent Bolshevism cesses of lilfe in every country. The warnings

In regard to this we would point out that the
scheme of "collective bargaining" which we suggested eliminates the possibility of outsiders acting as
members of committees dealing with matters effecting contract shop employees. Our understanding of
the statements made to us by representathos of the
employees, who have endorsed these suggestions,
leads us to believe that your apprehensions in re- in that country.
As the Herald. has said before, the only one cerspect to the final disposition of disputes or grievances
Lre infounded in as far as the application of the tain thing about the situation in Russia, as the informations comes to us by cable, letter and word of
said suggestions is concerned.

It was not our understanding that you were parti- of an industry can determine the working conditions
cularly concerned' with the aims of the organization of the employees, bow can employers rightfully ex-

in regard to piece-work. However, we • believe this
to be a matter of negotiation and it has no special
bearing on the question of repognition, which is the
real issue.

CALGARY STRIKE BULLETIN
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CALGARY STRIKE BULLETIN
Ed. Brown,' of the Mine Workers, would like to
WILLIAM PRITOILAR.D LATEST VICTIM OF of the master class, while your fellow-workers are
being hounded to jail by those who hold you in know where he can get some of that Bolsheviki
ONE BIG UNION (01' INTERESTS)
contempt. Surely, at this critical period in our money, should it only be worth 50c on the $1, so
GOVERNMENT
history, you will rally around the banner of labor long as he _could get something to eat wi,th it.
(Continued from Front Page)
than 11,, ,
eatmlysinic---to the roaster
of war.
How has Canada been eftected hy the war?
The conditions aforementioned, which prevailed
immediately pp.ocecling, durim. and at the close.
e: the greatest x‘ar in history, apply to Canada as
well as to any other capitalistic country. In the
struggle to end German Imperiali,m, and Kaiser'has received a mortal
Canadian it
blow. The war has proved its undoing. During
the war Profiteers of this country did as they
pleased, while they gorged themselves with the
bloody profits which accrued to them. at the e (pense of Canadian workers and soldiers. Tho
hundreds of thousands of Canadian workeYs who
went forth to down Autocracy and Prussian ism in
Europe will. if present eonditions prevail, he.Lit:
to realize they have come back to a eountry
which has been Prussianized during their absence.
Yea, verily, the Autocracy of the world has lieen
mortally wounded, and like any other wounded
beast, is, in its dying struggles, striking out
blindly and wildly, in its terrible efforts to maintain its yoke upon the necks of the Canadian
Workers. The Yellow Terror has commenced.
Working .class literature is being prohibited. The
use of halls and theatres for meeting Maces is being denied to the workers, , The master class
- Press is denouncing , The Canadian Capitalists are spending millions of dollars for full
page ads, hysterically explaining what T.W.W. and
Bolshevism are not. And to cap the climax, the
legal representatives of 35,000 Winnipeg workers
are seized and thrown into ' jail like so many
eriminals. or murderers. •The great defenders of
British fair play, of kW and order, or justice and
democracy, talk about deporting these men without 'civil trial, without their families, without any;th,ing that has a semblance of being a square deal.
bY.the spectacle of an aroused and determined
working .c.la ss. The Canadian Profiteers are
using the Winnipeg strike as an attempt to completely crush the working class organizations, and
are trying to stir up trouble, so they can delude
the entire, .country with the 'blood of the working
class. The Canadian Kaisers, who told us during
the Ivor that They would fight until the last drop
of blood and the last dollar—whose blood and
seeing red. They want to start the blood flowing
, here. Workers—Awake ! Don 't get excited.
Keep a cool head. Don't start any trouble. But
he on your guard. Remember that "eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty." If the powers
thtvt be get away with this attempt to railroad the
representatives of the working class who. because
of their aetivity in behalf of their class are a
menace to the master class, this country will be a
hideous nightmare to remain in for a working man,
especially if ho doesn't appear to belong to the
"safe and sane" element of labor—meaning those
workers whose sky pieces have been Molded in
the interests of their masters.
Of the men who were kidnapped, in the middle
of the night, by guardians of the law and order
aneconstituted authority, (thrown into jail and
even 'denied bail, we can say, with a contemporary
p0c,:: 4.114_144. , in• every age and nation, have been
some Wbo - Saw the light, some of grand heroic
courage, 'find -..wtho dared proclaim the right."
It is thoseimen who are so blind that they cannot: see the nature of the class struggle that is
being waged that need sythpathy. Fellow-work•0e, especially these of you who are still working,
wake, tin from your sleep. Are you going to remamn. passive while others are fighting your battles.
Are you goizig, to respond to the call of
whistle, or of the alarm clock
the interest

to support those members of your class Nybo are
being discriminated against. Fall into line and
(I() your bit. Their fight is your fight And
what a privilege it is, at this time, to line up on
the side of labor in this glorious struggle to uphold our interests, to protect our right to organize,
to defend ourselves. from the tyranny of the Canadian Junkers to prepare ourselves for the day
that Tennyson had in mind when he wrote those
immortal words:
When the war drum throbs no longer. and
the battle flags are furled
In the Parliament of Man, the Federation of the
World."

II!:)rv
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It is noted as a foot that jnst befor e Bill Priteliard left Calgary for Winnipeg, when talking to
those of his party who were going to Vancouver,
he asked them not to forget that as soon as they
arrived in Vancouver they would see that some
groeeries were sent up to his wife and family as
,he was sure their supplies were pretty low, and
his wife did not hav e much money when he left
bome, and he intimated also - that even if she did
have money that some of the storekeepers around
-where they lived were sonic:what opposed to t heir
views, and it was more satisfactory to have their
supplies sent from the city.
It seems to be a great shock to many, after reading the morning papers regarding the profits of the
'textile companies, the masters have stated a trui8m,
anybody else, it was built for the shareholders. We
workers have stated through our labor press 'and
from the platform, that the whole fabric of modern
society is based on the system of profits, and the
mines mills and factory were not operated in the
interest of humanity, but in the interest of those
who hold the stocks and bonds, and all the evils
that arise out of this system, as wars, famines, peetilation. If small profits is. legal and right, three
hundred per cent. is just as legal. It is not our
controversy, our aim is to keep the issue clear, that
the present profit system must go and production
for use be the basic principles of society, wherein
humanity will come -first—properly first.
BRANDON WIRES VIGOROUS PROTEST
Brandon, Man., June 19th, 1919.
BROATCH,
Labor Temple, Calgary, Alta.
That whereas the organized labor unions of Westemm Canada are out on strike in order to gain recognition of the unions and the right of collective bargaining, and whereas the employers are using every
means in their power to destroy the labor movement in Canada, and whereas eleven representatives
of organized labor have been summarily arrested
and imprisoned because of their advocacy of working
class rights and privileges, and whereas the future
existence of the union men in Canada depends upon
the ultimate issue of the present dispute, therefore
be it resolved at this mass meeting of workers at
Brandon, appeal toe their brother unionists to support them in a struggle for the rights of unionism
against a common enemy, and for recognition ot
those rights now enjoyed by them, and further calls
upon them to down tools in a united effort to defeat
the ruthless policy of tyranny now being employed
against organized labor in Western Canada. We
urge upqn you to support this resolution'and to help
out financially for the purpose of cabling same to
the British Isles.
'
W. CRAIG,
Secretary.

CALGARY STRIKE BULLETIN
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY OF CENTRAL STRIKE COMMITTEE

In respect of the miners' strike, it is to be noted
that the officials of District 18 are in the same
position as the rank and file, when strike is declared
the meal ticket stops.

THE WOMEN'S COUNCIL
The Women's Labor -Council held an enthusiv.stic meeting Wednesday afternoen. A committee
was appointed to wait upon the Ministerial Association and ask for a Labor Sunday in the city
ehurches. A tag day was arranged for St'aturday,
the 21st, and volunteers are asked to tag any part
of the day from 8 a.m. The dance to be held in
Al Azhar Temple Saturday night is under the auspices of the Women's Connell, and a good crowd
is hoped for. A telegram was sent to the Woinen's Labor League, \Vinnipeg,. as follows:
"The Women's Labor Council of Calgary s.,xtend eongratulatipns to the wives of men sent to
Stony Mountain on the heroic attitude of their
husbands. All labor is deeply grat eful for their
s a crifices, and N%e will do all in our power to
help."
A telegram will also he sent to Toni .Nloore, as
follows:
"We urge you to call a general strike anti every
nnin refuse to resume w ork until principles for
which strike was called he conceded and labor
leaders in Winnipeg liberated."
1 Women's Council will be held Monday r. .4ne
thaeirmlwsn'butfohegryGd23, at 8 p.m., and every woman is reilueste44o
attend.
To the workers of Calgary, it should be an eXamPle to you to get together with a firm determination, as they have done in Winnipeg,-to see this
present trouble through to a successful issue. It is
quite true that we are a happy family iii Calgary,
as far as those that have just got a schedule
through, but those workers being at the seat of the
trouble realize that it means that organized labor
is en trial for its life, and whatever is the outcome,
it will be the standard throughout the Dorninien,
and men whom the workers have placed at the head
of their organizations are thrown into jail. It may
he ours next, what do you propose to do about it?
Rise in your might and demand their release. .
At a large`and enthusiastic meeting, of all Feilerated Trades held in the Labor Temple on, *ediies-'
day afternoon, the following- resolutions Were, cat7
ried unanimously: That we, the Federated Trades
of Calgary now on strike, endorse the action of the
Trades and Labor Council Executive in wiring'Toin
Moore, of the Dominion Trades Council, to Call a
Dominion-wide strike for the liberation of the strike
leaders now incarcerated in Stony Mountain penitentiary. Anothev resolution, That we wire the Internationals to call out all the affiliated membership
in Canada, and to remain en strike till Winnipeg
leaders are liberated. Another resqlution Was carried unanimously: That we of the Federated Tra-des
in Calgary now on strike, call on the Executive of
Division 4, demanding that immediate steps be
taken to secure the release of Bro. R. B. Russell,
of Winnipeg, incarcerated in Stony Mountain peni;
tentiary.
o

Don'a forget the - Parade and Mass Meeting on
Sunday afternoon. Parade leave the Labor Temple at 2.30 for St. George'e Island. Meeting sit
3 o'clock. Bro. Kingsley(Vancouver) speik.s.
Mass meeting in Al Azbar Temple Sundak.rnight
at 8 o'dock.. Speaker will be Bro, Kingsley, of
Vancouver. All workers be mire to be there.%
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The Citizens' (1) Committee GOVERNMENT BREAKS ITS OWN LAWS
WHEN ENGAGING POSTAL URNS
and Their "Living Wage"
THE REAL PROPAGATOR OF BOLSHEVISM —
THE WAGE-CUTYING EMPLOYER
A Sample of the Living Wage (?) that Bunch of "Pecksniffian" Gentry Known as the "Citizens' Committee" Pay Their Employees—To Demand a Living
Wage Is to be Branded as an Agitator—To Refuse to
_Read and Subscribe to The Southam Newspaper Is
Rank Bolshevism!

The newly formed Citizen's Committee of Calgary;
which came into being as a result of the present strike
situation, and has done as much as was possible to
widen the breach between the Producer and the Nonproducer, are now contemplating to continue it in order
to create a real "community spirit," and yet we know on
the best of authority that some of the leaders of this
would-be conciliatory and get-to-gether organization are
among those who will not pa,' a living wage to their employees. There is a large building not far from the
General Post Office wherean elevator man with a family
was paid the abominable wage of $14.00 a week. He
made an application for an increase in wages, but was
refused. He then wrote to the head office, which is
out of town. The result of this was;that–the letter was
returned to the manager in charge of the branch at Calgary and the poor fellow was told to go as he was nothing
more than a Bolshevist
Is not the high-handed work of employers in this
city making more rebels_against our present form of
society in one month than all the Bolshevist literature
'could do in a year? Take the casettated above: How
is it possible for a man and his family to live on $56.00
per month? Some of the business men on the Citizens'
Committee are paying $50.00 per month to retain their
membership. in the golf club, etc., and yet they have the
gall to Call a man a Bolshevist for asking for anything
more than $56.00 a month in order to keep a wife and
family in the bare necessities of life. These are the'
class of merovho hope to be the executive of an organization the obj*Of which is to prevent strikes in the future.
Let such mien once and for all remember that the producers, as a class, have long ceased to be animals that
are contented to be regularly worked, poorly fed and
shabbily dressed while those who toil not ,neither do they
spin, can be clothedp tine; raiment and fed on the very
best.prOdUcts of labor. Such -organizations have proved
abortiVe in . the past and Will prove so in the future, and
62 %could not be Otherwise when we know the indivi•,..d6a1S who control their destinies! ,

Mr. Rowell announced in the House on Friday that he intended
to introduce a hill to legalize the engagement of new postal workers
in the offices at Winnipeg, Calgary and Saskatoon. This measure,
ne explained, was necessary inasmuch as the present employees had
been n,need without First oassine the necessary outtlifying examinat ion. There Was no orwosit
—Daily papers.

After holding forth upon the iniquity of the postal
workers in indulging in a sympathetic strike, and repeatedly asserting that it was their intention to maintain "law
and order" the oligarcy of misgovernment at Ottawa has
just made the discovery that the dismissal of the postal
employees and the taking on of new staffs without the
prescribed examination was wrongful and illegal, theretore the only thing to do is TO MAKE IT LEGAL. This,
so far as the Borden Government is concerned, however,
is merely a matter of passing an act to legalize their illegal
action. Beastly simple, Sontchernow. So far as any
"constitution" in this Dominion is concerned it ceased to
exist the moment the One Big Union (of Interests) Government assumed power. And their excuse, Mr. Worker ? Why, don't you know ? "Necessity demanded such
action" In other words: It was necessary to Jeep the
law that they break it! That's a little too deep for you,
eh ? Well so it is for us. But it simply goes, to prove
the oft asserted truth that laws were made for the convenience of the ruling class, and certainly never made fer
the worker. When you hear some of the notorious
1,000 squeakin g about "law and order" just ask them
to whose "laws" they refer to. The only law for you Is
the law that compels you to work—when you can find a
job. As a sample of pure bunk the latest wriggle of the
Ottawa Star Chamber might be calculated to disturbe
the placid countenanc e of the average gee-gee. Shades
of Solomon, when shall we cut loose from this class of
asinine bunk ?

Smarting under the deserved rebuke which the
editor of the Southam paper in Calgary received at the
hands of the Trades and tabor Council last Friday evening, it is now trying to belittle the effect by stating that',
Bro. Parkyn was not a member of the council, but was
privileged to be there on account of his being a member
of the Central Strike Committe. This is mrety anothb
instance of the Southam paper being "misinformed" and
the inability of its editor to place the truth before the
public. Bro. 'Parkyn is still a representative of ?the, Carpenters and had he not beekbe could not have introduced the resolution which had Such a desired effect.
It is truly sweet to see how the Southam Journal
"pulls" for international unionisrn now. Its change of
heart has been something wondrous and beautiful. You
may yet live to see it advocating, the 0.B.U.,but when
it does it will 'be a sure sign that yOu-had'better:start in
house cleaning... Even the respeAtable meinbers 'Of_the,
Citizens' Committee are beginning to-feel led up"' WO the Eastern-owned journal 's
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THE SHAMEFUL MISUSE OF OUR FLAG

The capitalist, manufacturer and politician have
misused the Union Jack to fool the veteran, the worker
and the public. Flag waving has thrown dust into the
eyes of the useful sections of the community, and while
they have been in this blinded state, the "tricky trinity"
have got away with everything that makes ordinary life
comfortable and sweet. The "tricky trinity"—capitalist ,manufacturer and politician—always have managed
to fool the useful trinity, i.e., the civil service, the worker
and general public.
The waving of the flag has fooled the honest Britisher. When he discerns that he has been fooled by the
moneyed interests they will find how honest he can be
in his opposition to these dishonest practices. Remembering the common history of the Union Jack, and all
that it stands for, it is nothing short of sacrilege to find
it is being waved at the present time by a combination of
personal interests from selfish motives to gain ulterior
ends.
The returned men who appear to be neutral in the
present strife, or have taken sires with this government
of manufacturers and capitalists, think by so doing they
will be given a square deal in return for their brave and
fearless work in Flanders' fields. What a rude awakening there is in store for them!

ADMIRAL KOLCHAK TOO ROTTEN FOR THE
ALLIES NOW!
The daily press of the Allied countries were whooping it up for General (or Admiral) Kolchak for some
*Oks, 4''change, however, has taken place within the
past few days. It is now being admitted that Kolchak
iS1WOrSe than the hated and despised Bolsheviki. He is
*known as a reactionary of the worst kind. News from
. credible sources is published in the American press that
Kolchak submits the peasants over whom he rules in
Siberia to corporal punishment, that his army is financed
by the sale of vodka, and that generally' all the offerices
of which Trotsky is accused by The Bulletin are actually
Kole hak's. What a terrible country Russia must be
Notone choice of the Allies has panned out so far. The
Story of the "death train," from the Red Cross Magazine, makes alliance with Kolchak impossible for any
civilized people.—Statesman.
These are days of peaceful revolutions—of turning
upside down and inside out the former order of things.
Nations, business concerns or individuals are neither so
great nor so small as to remain unaffected by the worldwide desire to throw into ka new form human relations
now in course of reconstruction. There has grown into
the consciousness of every thinking man and woman a
gradual realiz a tion that each of us is and has been all
'along one of the units of that world-force playing so important a part in the struggle for human rights and
liberty against autocra tic privilege and power, and that
'every.working man and workingwoman is now a respon'Sible factor in the readjustineht of human relations,
rhieh,alone can bring the government to accept the defor collective bargaining and the eight-hour day,
,place it Upon'record as a constitutional enactment.
iswould ensure an industrial peace and the uninterof the Country.—Statesman'.
ed progress
.
.

The Big Thieves—The Prostituted
Press---How the Returned Man
Don't Fit in.
After reading some of the evidence secured before
the government inquiry into the high cost of living we
do not wonder that there is industrial unrest; we do not
wonder that the returned man who, after facing the filth
and torture of the trench for four years, see red when he
reads the evidence of profiteering for which history provides no parallel. The feelings of these men' cannot be
imagined—they cannot be described—one can only feel
the most profound admiration at their patience and fork earance. To endure the excruciating agonies of the
front line trenches; the lice; the wounds the privations
and the whole gamut of suffering and then to read the
callous brutal manner in which some of the big interests
(through their managers) have declared that their mills
"were not built for the glory of God but for profits," is
only to wonder that every returned man is not in open
revolt. And worse, we see these same "big interests"
today using the petty tradesman (in citizens' cornmitteesl.filling their Papers with the most disgusting and
deliberate untruths; trying by every manner conceivable
to stir up trouble between the worker and the returned
man; straining every nerve and using the foulest and
most damnable methods imaginable to besmirch the
-character of all and sundry who dare champion the cause
of the strikers. Thisis the paradise-that this prostituted
•press of capital prom'ised the volunteer on hii return.'
'
The Borden government has started this enquiry—
it will no doqbt end it. If you imagine that the men who
have robbed and fleeced the Openclents of the men at the •
front and the people of Canada generally are going to be
hurt by the Borden Government then you have a
diseased intellect. If the authorities regarded these men
as dangerous they would place them in jail—treat them
the same way that they have treated the union officials
and editor of the Labor Leader in Winnipeg. If you imagnie that the Southam. papers are , for on momnt goingto demand that these meh be jailed for profiteering—forIt will be suggested that they be fined—that
get ,it.
they pay back to the government a small fractional part
of .what they have stolen. • The, fact that there has been
an inquiry is calculated to satisfy the average worker and
he will be permitted the satisfaction of knowing how
much he has been robbed.
\Iv make the positive statement that beyond a nominal find, or some other fake penalty„it is not the intention or the government to inflict any punishment
upon the brazen profiteers who have had the affrontry
to admit that they were out to get—no, fleece—the people of Canada of every cent possible. The place for
these men is the penitenitary, 'but the paper whichl.F so
Jealous about the welfare of the people of Calgary will be
the last paper to suggest such a thing—it -getting too-near
home. Remember this, Mr. Citizen, when reading the
great "family journal!"
,

Manchester, England, June 227- 7-All the cotton mills ,..
in Lancashire closed at ;noon today, and it is expected
that by . Monday 5,000,000 . spindlesand ,thousands of .
be stopped through the strike Of these
looms
workers. --,
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The Silent Parade of Vets
at Winnipeg
REINSTATEMEN'F OP CITY POLICE FORCE AND ALL STRIKING POSTAL EMPLOYES INSISTED ON-00281M1'TTEE OF
ONE THOUSAND, PRESS, SENATOR ROBERTSON AND
CITY ADMINISTRATION VILLIFIED.
Pro-strike returned soldiers will parade Winnipeg streets at 2.30
o'clock today (Saturday), they decree.
Mayor Gray has forbidden the parade.
The details of the "silent parade'' were publicly announced at a
mass meeting of soldier - strikers, sympathizers and strikers in the
Market Square last night.

OTHER DEMANDS MADE
The immediate vacation of 'the board of trade building by the
Committee of One Thousand, the reinstatement of the city police force,
and the poet office employes were the outstanding features of the
meeting. • The tone of the speakers was that expressed by one remark :
"It's just about time we started," referring to the fact that the soldiers beat the Germans by massed action and they would win the strike
by the same means. The assemblage was orderly and no demonstration outside of booing the special police, was made.
The meeting commenced at 7.30 o'clock and was held at the west
end of the market building, directly in front of the special constabulary 'headquarters. Comrade Martin submitted the following resolution: "Resolved, that this mass meeting of returned soldiers 'hereby demand the use of the Industrial bureau at any time and we further demand the Committee of One Thousand to vacate that building immediately." This was passed overwhelmingly amid loud cheers. Martin spoke at some length, confining,a large number of bis.remarks to
denotureing the profiteers, dubbing them ''reptiles".and saying ,that
shilethe loyal men of Canada were overseas fighting for the safety of
their wives and Children and making the country safe for the profiteers, these men -were not content to rob the soldiers' dependents but
had to go Anther and-turn on the returned soldiers.

DECLARES COUNTRY' NOT DEMOCRATIC
He vilified the profiteers, arousing the masa to a pitch of excitement by his passionate outburete. "Comrades," he said, "We came
back from overseas expecting (to live in a country that was democratic,
but comrades, I want to tell you that the Canada that we are living
in now and the state of affairs is not democracy."
"R is - time now that the returned soldiers in the rworking class
step out and join the labor men and win this fight," he declared.
Affirming that they beat the Germans by massed action and brains
and brawn, they-would win this fight by the same method, "and it's
about time we started."
He demanded the reinstatement of the city police force and the
poet office employees; on the post office employees walkout, he stated
that opinions had been exprested that the postal union had no right to
iesert their Posts, but he was of the opinion that they had he right o
go out on strike as they had been made promise after promise when
they presented their grievances last year and % had received nothing to
back up the promise. The police ,he said, bad been performing their
sworn duty while they were in the city 'e employ and that .their discharge was an everlasting disgrace that would be always remembered
as a blot on the City government.

SPECIAL POLICE LOUDLY RAPPED
Dealing with the special police, he said that the city had taken
thousands of dollars from the city's funds, obtained from the taxpayers, and had hired this band of men to maintain law and order
--.‘A. man isn't even safe in his own home at nights now," he said.
'I, always thought litatt it was one of the fundamentals of British
iiietiee'that a man's home was his castle, but now we aren't even safe
there, and can be dragged away from the bosom of our family in
the Middle of the night by a bunch of men that terrorize our wife
id. ildren,'
Speaking' of Senator Gideon D. Robertson, federal minister of
labor; Martin said that Robertson had been in the city once, and had
gone artirity and had now again returned. His efforts in his official
.Cripas4 try and effect :A, settlement of the strike had been utterly
'useless, Itho ePeaker said, .and,iie would be better off in his own
,- "04 not Meddling in affairs when he could do no geod..
CITIZENS' JOMMITTEE IS commix=
Oititiens,' Committee of One Thousand he utterly condemned

saying that they were hiding "behind three of the filthest sheets that
t :is . t%ess seen published anywhere." His remarks vere not confined in his quarter to the eommittee. but were extended to a disparaging denouncement of the daily newspapers. lie said that the
Citizens' Committee kept within doors and didn't come out in -the
open to annonnee their views. using the kept press as their mouthpioc-e. "The only time I can find out anything about the other side
is by reading the rotten press; the Thousand Committee won't come
oat themselves and say what they have to say."
Martin also deelared that a demand should be made that tile
seats placed in front of the city hall and at otlier spots by the 1.0.D.E.
for the returned soldiers Fhould be replaced.
Martin also (halt with the silent parade, outlining. the idea.
Ha
■ aid that a mob Of humanity determined to get what they want would
=strike terror -to the hearts of their opponents by marching down he
street silently, making no sound, no matter what jibes were thrown at
them. The object of the pas.asie would be I idly aceomplishad by the
awe inspiring sight that would greet the eyes oF the Citizen's Committee of One Thousand and other anti-strikers. He said that this
method of terrorism had been sucsYssfully tried in England during
the course of a strike.
Comrade Parnell. Wing- as chairman of the meeting, made the
announcement after the eonclusion of Martin's speeeli. that the "silent parade" will form up between the city hall and Portage avenue
today at 2.30 o'elock; he adjured that absolute silence he maintained
throughout the procession and appealed to the strikers wslut sympathized with the idea but were not soldiers not, to take any isart in if
nor attempt to as it was strictly a returned soldiers' demonstration.
"I appeal to every returned soldier and sailor to come out and joist
this parade," he said. "It doesn matter whether they are oat on
strikts or not. whether they are still working or even if they have been
out on strike and have gone back scabbing, 1 demand that they come
and parade with us.
For God's sake men, do it and we will win the

battle."
He said that hereafter a meeting will be held every evening in
the Market square.. He voiced objection to beingg hidden away in
Viotoria park, placing the blame for this on the Citizens' Committee
of One Thousand. He said 'that the meeting will be held every night
until the ends of the soldi& and strikers are gained, and that they
would be mighty affairs.
He dwelt for a few minutes on the governments, stating that if
the government didn't step out and settle , Ishis strike in short order
the returned soldiers. would and if necessary a strike of every returned soldier from coast to coast would be called. Speaking of the
local civic °government, he asked if the assemblage was satisfied with
it. A mighty shout of "No" answered him. A ,soldier's political
party was one of the objects that the soldiers were trying to form he
said, and that heretofore they had been too slow. Now they were awake and would fight to a finish and would not brook any interference or dictation from anyone.

RAILWAY FEDERATED TRADES FAIL TO DECIDE

The Railway Federated Trades at a mass meeting
held Monday afternoon, after long discussion, decided
that they could not come to any decision on the ultima• turn issued by the C.P.R. There will be a meeting in
the Labor Temple at 10 o.m. this morning (Tuesday)
when further action will be decired upon.
THE POSTPONED PARADE AND MEETING

It was rather unfothinate that the proposed parade
and mass meeting arranged for Sunday at St. George's.
Island had to be postponed owing to unforseen circumstances. The Central Strike Committee wish to tender
their apology to those who journeyed to the park in anticipation of hearing Mr. Kingsley speak and regret that
there was no opportunity of acquainting them beforehand of the postponement.
LATEST FROM THE 'PEG
WINNIPEG, June 23.—Negotiations favorable to'
Met al Trades. Other means being taken to complete
settlement. Woodsworth, editor of .f'Labor News," arrested and paper has been suppressed. Russell has
arrived and is doing his best.
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THE MAYOR QF MORON WRITES ROBERTSON DENOUNCE
INSIDIOUS PROPAGANDA of NOTORIOUS "1410."
Edmonton., Alta., June 13th, '1919
The Editor, Calgary Strike Bulletin, Calgary, Alta.—
,.
Dear Sir: The enclosed letter may not be of Very much
interesflbut I do not think that there is much danger of
the Hon. Mr. Robertson mentioning that he got it, so I
thought I would send it to you for your information and
for such use as you may make of it.
Yours truly,
JOSEPH A. CLARKE,
Mayor
Mayor's Office, City of Edmonton, Alta.
June 13, 1919
AN OPEN LETTER
To the Hon. G. D. Robertson, Minister of Labor
and Yourself a Union Man,
The Senate, Ottama; Ont., Canada.
Sir: The sympathetic strike now holding Western Canada haslun the course expected to the last item.
No riots by strikers, no arrests of strikers, peace,
law and order among all the strik,ers for weeks, too long .
order that -aprentlyfohsw,directubln
The strike-mightbe settled ( ?),;1/y a "Drastic , Measure,"
their mita . beld'ired ,wOrici-wide "Martial LaW.P
• , At the Present time, when it is so fresh in • the
minds of all who .paid any attention to public' affairs,
how little cereniony.was used in properly and effectively
suppressing and prohibiting any publication or literature
, that 'would tend to a "breath of the peace" or "waken
our efforts to maintain laW and order," it smacks of
favoritism *and prejudice to allow people who are given
credit by themsel ves for being superior intellectually to
those whose literature was. suppressed for the past three
years, to make public such incendiary suggestions and
; trouble-creating incitements.
•
With'.'your personal knowledge obtained' on the
ground as-the agent and representative of the Government, it seems strange that a privately organized Committee of 1,000 (or 1,000,000) class conscious neverworks could be permitted to publish such matter as'has
been given to the public in Winnipeg. It could not,
perhaps, be a matter of such moment if other cities were
not affected by this 1,000's criminality or hysteria. In
this city the same class of well-to-do, or well-dressed itresponsibles attempted to follow the same course, only
that from my knowledge of this city I Was not afraid to
declare that the only element of Bolshevism, so-called,
was that represented in the secretly organized committee
Of the same kind as the notorious 1,000 of Winnipeg.
Chagrined by the peaceful law-abiding conduct of
the citizens who Would rather not work at all than on the
one-Oded terms, such as the 1,006 would impose, this
w'
band produced as a starter the following:
-

'

'"We cannot starve them, ‘ve have not been able to raise a riot.
so the only thing left for us to do Is to start something whereby we can
PUt the city under martial law."

Jf, ,tt was only in Winnipeg; that this style was in
Vogupt might not be so bad. This method of strikebrealOng.has been worn threadbare in the States and was
tried:fOut all 'through Western Canada in this crisis. '

la.Edmonton one daily paper is almost as tad and
just as malicious, if perhaps more cowardly careful,
without restraint or rebuke, only in this city those "law
and order experts" have to include "properly constituted
authority in their venom, as up to the present the proper
authority of this city has rather 'boasted of the exceptional brand of law, order and peace furnished by everyone except the local duplicates of the 1,000, and since
these met in secret and were ashamed to even publish
their names, they did little harm, as most of their efforts
appeared to be to blame the Mayor of this city for causing the strike.
The papers whose owners kept out aliens from
learning the English language or Canadian thought by
not compelling at least a partial English education on all
who could not talk English during the past 20 years, had
the nerve to produce this gem—of course as a paid-advt.
of the t ,o0o•
"Compulsory education Is lesponsible for the present trouble;
education today has made • the worker just as intelligent as his employer."

- And es a final sele4tion. I commend to your notice,
for the reason that it looks as if their- boast and desire is
possibliaboUt to come to pass —up to the presentOow7
ever, the"blacid" and "bathing" appears to be their own
—though, the 'extract clearly indicates 'that it was intended t6"batheAheir streets in the blood" of others, at
least, so. I interpret it:—
"The Citizens' Committee stated before the Mayor that the committee of 1,000 was quite prepared to break this strike, even if they ;bad
to bathe the -streets Of Winnipeg in blood."

The authenticity of the above quotations can be
obtained from A. R. Mosher, Grand President C.B. of
R.E., at'Ottawa.
•
• Now, sir, I want to know how long peaceful.Can.adians and communities are to be kepthelpless before
'"tictt trouble-making incendiary 'publicity work.
Is it not time that a real emergency order-in-council
was put into force to stop such publicity? Surely this is
not our boasted Canadianism? ,
I state, without fear of contradiction, that this
strike can be settled in 24 hours without outraging-he
"vested rights and privileg es of the employing class"
nearly as much as tne .one hundred diftexent orders Of
compulsion passed and' enforced during the past five
years to get around a crisis not nearly as injurious to
East ern Canada as the one now upon us.
Your Government's actions so far have been to increase rather than diminish the disorganization. The
criticism of your opponents has been of even leSs use in
helping to solve our trouble. •
I therefore appeal to you, tp settle this strike as we
all know you can—i1 your GO/eminent dare let you—
or if not, at least .suppressfsuch .advertisements as the
three quoted above ,in the,interests.of Law And Order
•
outside of Winnipeg.
Yours, ett.,
JOSEPH A. CLARKE,
Mayor,

